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T he  K e l o w n a  C o u r ie r
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F r a n c e  O v e r w h e l m s  
M e r i d i t h  T o  A v e n g e  
V a n c o u v e r  D e f e a t
S k i  M e e t  A t  J o e  R ic h  V a l l e y
Kelowna Lad Takes- Final Two Sets In Handy Fashion 
— Ladies’ Singles Championship Goes To Miss 
Daphne Fernie Of Kamloops
A l a n  France spotted Ken Meredith of Vancouver, the first set in 
the boys’ singles final this afternoon and then bore down to 
completely anniliate his opponent in the final two sets to win, 8-15 
15-2, 15-5, in the first major Kelowna triumph of the Central B.C 
Badminton Championships.
France was unable to solve Meredith’s change of pace and smart 
drop shots at the outset, but proved steadier arid had a better range 
of shots in the final sets.
Meredith threw away many advantages in the final two sets with 
faulty services with the score standing at 12-2 in favour of France. 
In the last set Meredith made a detremined stand and the service 
passed back and forth a dozen times before either player scored a 
point. The lead was too great and France smashed a splendid cross 
court shot to take the final point.
In the only other final finished up tofl*------
3 o’clock thi.s afternoon, Miss Marion 
Elmore, Kelowna, and Miss E. Watts, 
Nelson, won the ladies’ handicap doub­
les over Misses M. Thompson and M. 
Stubbs, Okanagan Mission, 15-5, 15-4 
Daphne Fernie. of Kamloops, played 
according to advance rating to defeat 
Hazel Browne in the ladies’' singles 
: final, 11-8, 11-6. Miss Browne put up 
_ a valiant battle, but her opponent prov- 
' ed superior in court work and packed 
a greater variety of shots.
Johnston and Paynter, Westbank 
couple, won a hard-fought match from 
.Benmoi;e and Hayes, 15-14, 15-12, in the 
. ipien’s handicap doubles final.
The Mereditb-France tangle created 
much interest as the Vancouver lad 
. had taken the Junior boys under 16
* B.<5. championship from the Kelowna 
, youngster about two weeks ago at
Vancouver.,
In  the men’s handicap singles, P. 
Mallam, of Okanagan Mission, defeated 
D. Pettigrew, of Kelowna, 6-15, 15-12,
■ '15-7., ■'
' O. France and C. E. Campbell de- 
fe a t^  L, G. Butler and A. Paul Hayes 
to take the Vetei-ans’ open doubles, 
11-15, 15-5, 15-9.
Alan France, 15-year-old Kelowna 
buttle ace, bombarded his way into 
three finals in the Central B.C. bad-
• minton championships which are draw 
ing to a close this afternoon after three 
strenuous days of competition.
France is in the finals of the men’s 
singles, junior boys’ singles, and pair­
ed vvith Hazel Browne, of Kelowna,
; has reached the last round of the mix­
ed doubles.
Great interest is being aroused in 
Kelowna over France’s possible chan 
ces this afternoon, as he meets Art 
Godfrey, defending cup holder, in the 
men’s singles, and Ken Meredith, Van­
couver lad. who defeated him in the 
under 16 junior singles in Victoria two 
weeks ago.
France rose to stardom on Wednes­
day’s plaj- when he twice defeated J. 
Muir, another Vancouver junior. In 
the men’s singles on Wednesday after­
noon. France eliminated Muir in two 
straight sets and seemed to have the 
match wel.l in hand.
In the evening it was a different 
story, and the best badminton of the 
tournament resulted as France fought 
back from almost certain defeat to 
capture the match. Muir was decid­
edly the stronger ■ Of the two in the 
first set. which he annexed easily at 
15-4. In the second he was leading 
12-5, before France'took a firm grip 
oh himself and pulled out of the slump. 
This set went the full extra play be- 
: (Continued on Page 5)
STOP PRESS
Alan France brought two cen­
tral British Columbia champion­
ships to Kelowna when he de­
feated A. Godfrey, of Nelson, in 
the men’s open singles and K. 
Meredith in the junior boys’ sin­
gles this afternoon. The men’s 
singles was something of an up­
set, with France rbreezing home 














On .Sunday, 'fh e  Courier journeyed to jo e  Rich Va liev and snapi)ed a few. o f tlie enthus- 
ast.s. At the U1MM<:R LICFT, Don Poole, o f Kvlow iia. and C. VVylie, o f V'criKui, popular recre­
ation instrnctor.s, arc .seen watching the jumps few of the parksid cars are shown U P P E R  
R IC M T . A group o f officials, including-J. Haworth, Ma.x d eP fy ffer and J. S tirling are caught 
watching C. Friend announcing the results o f o u> o f the events. A  group o f enthusiasts are 
seen in L O W E R  C E N T R E , while in the L O W E R  R K H iT ,  the camera snapped as Mrs. M. 
Meikle was watching a spill.
F r u i t  B o a r d  H e a d s  
E x p l a i n  D e t a i l s  O f  
S e a s o n ’ s  M a r k e t i n g
Haskins, Hembling And Barrat Meet Kelowna Growers 
To Give Interim Report On Marketing Difficulties 
Experienced This Past Season— Most Difficult Year 
Ever Experienced--Cannot Tell If Right Policy 
Adopted Until Season Ends, Explains Haskins
S t ill  H o p e  T h a t  E n t ire  C r o p  W i l l  B e  S o ld
is the most difficult marketing season we have ever en- 
1 countered in the history of the Valley,” declared O, W . Hemb­
ling, at the outset of his remarks to a well-filled Oddfellows’ Hall 
on Tuesday evening, the occasion being a growers’ meeting, called 
by the B.C. Fruit Board to discuss the marketing of the 1937 crop. 
Mr. Haskins and Mr, Barrat, the other two Board members, backed 
Mr. Hembling^o the limit on this statement.
Expecting fireworks, the entire meeting was cbnducted with 
decorum, and there was seldom that any rancour entered into the 
discussion. A  few questions were asked by a small number; but the 
bulk of the growers seemed content to sit back and listen to the 
topics introduced by the three principal speakers, the Board members.
Members Took Turns
Mr. Hembling introduced the topic 
of the one-desk sales arrangement, and 
gave a thorough review of the progress 
made since its inception on December 
8. Mr. Barrat reviewed the general 
marketing situation, prospects as they 
appeared earlier in the season and
Haskins Issues Reply T o  Charges 
Lev ied  Against Fruit Board By 
A lb e r t  M illar In O live r  Session
Board Chairman Hints That Other Hands Are Behind 
Movement In South 'I'o Break Down Growers’ Organ­
ization And Cause Digeord— Contradicts Charge Of 
Discriniination AgainsU South
A l b e r t  Miller was the focal point in the discussion at the recent Oliver B.C.F.G.A. meeting, which caused such a stir in the Ok-
“STAPLES WAS 
LATE WITH HIS 
CRITICISMS”
R. W . Ramsay Tells Growers 
Penalty Clauses In Standard 
Contract Were Due For Re
vision
M AK ES P L E A  FOR  
CO N TR ACT
anagan when the session went on record as favouring a one-man set 
up in preference to the three-man B. C. Fruit Board as a means 
grower-control.
Mr. W , E. Haskins, B. C. Fruit Board Chairman, has replied to 
Mr. Millar at some length in a special letter to The Courier, pointing 
out his reasons against the Oliver proposals, which also includec 
amending the cartel by having one cartel for late varieties, to include 
McIntosh onwards, and to appoint a pricerfixing committee of not 
less than three persons, one of whom shall be from the Oliver- 
Osoyoos district, but not necessarily a grower 
One of Mr. Miller’s main points of
contention was that the Fruit Board, 
once the one-.desk plan was set up .and 
in operation, broke its agreement with 
the shippers and followed plans other 
than were agreed at the start. Another 
contention was that McIntosh prices 
were not placed at a sufficiently at­
tractive level from the start so that 
they might have moved easily and 
cleared the way for later winters.
Mr. Haskins’ reply to these allega­
tions follows:
On behalf of all growers some reply 
must be made to the Oliver resolution 
which has received widespread pub­
licity; .
The remarks of Mr. Miller, of Oliver, 
who proposed the resolution are relat­
ed to the standard contract. He is 
(Continued on Page 10)
G ro te  Stirling Assureci Canada
Has N o t  O ffe red  Concessions
Dominion Has Not Offered Unit-j to negotiate. I assume AhalAs theAist 
,  ^ .^li-eforred to in the article. While I do
cd States Concessions On Fruit j moment recollect all the
And Vegetables Trade Minister! commodities contained in the list or 
States i enumerated therein. I presume they are
_______ ; correct.
"Mr. Stirling: The point of my ques­
tion is that it is stated that Canada 
has submitted a list on /which Canada 
is willing to consider reductions in 
duties, and I want to know if that is 
correct.
“Mr. Eiiler: No. it is not correct; it 
( is quite inaccurate. Canada submitted 
made by Mr. Euler, when replying to i a list on which they desire the United 
a question asked by Mr. Grote Stirling.! states to make concessions, and then 
Hansard, on February I5th, reported | the United States submitted a list on
which they agree to negotiate. As yet.
Hon. Grote Stirling, member for 
Yale, wais assured by Hon. W. D. Euler, i 
Minister of Trade and Commerce, that 1 
Canada had not submitted to the Un- | 
ited States any list of articles upon | 
which Canada was willing to make j 
trade concessions. The statement was
Capt. Bull Has Heard 
Nothing To Confirm 
Rumour On Ferry
From Penticton comes the story 
that rumours have been preval­
ent that the Kelowna-Westbaink 
ferry would not be constructed 
this year, despite the'-§mtements 
of Hon. K. C. MacDonald and 
Capt. C. R. Bull, at the Kelowna 
meeting in January. A  wire was 
despatched . from Penticton to 
Capt. Bull asking if there was 
any truth in the suggestion.
Capt. Bull’s reply to Penticton 
was as follows:
“No information regarding ru­
mour at this end.’’ .
VERNON WINNER OF 
HOCKEY PLAY-OFFS
Defeats Lumby By Close 2-1 
Score In Overtime Contest
Vernon's blue and white hockey ag­
gregation triumphed by the “skin of
the incident as follows 
“ On the orders of the day:
Hon. GROTE STIRLING (Yale): Mr. 
Speaker, I should like to ask the Min­
ister of Trade and Commerce (Mr. 
Euler) a que.stion in reference to the 
accuracy of a statement appearing in
i however, we have not received any 
request from the United States for 
concessions from Canada. I think 
probably that is the infomaation the 
lion, member wanks."
I Mr. Stirling, in his question, was rc- 
a London paper which reached me. last i ferring to a report from Washington 
night, to the effect that CJanada has 1 which appeared in the Over-Seas Daily 
Submitted an extended list of articles ■ Mail on February 5th: 
which will be considered for tariff re-I “The State Department, gave public 
duction during thp negotiations in con- i notice of its intention to negotiate a 
nection with the revision of the Can- i new reciprocal trade agreement with 
ada-United States agreement. It goes j Canada. This will greatly enlarge the 
on to say that the list includes certain ! scope of the existing agreement made
specified kinds of grain, fruits, voge-jtwo years ago on an experimental
tables, fish. furs, paper and pulp j basis. A ll information and views of 
boards, cattle and timber. Is that an : per.sons and concerns interested must 
accurate report, and if so have the in- jbe filed by March 12. 
dustries affected been made aware of ' “Canada has submitted an extended 
the fact? ; • I list of articles which will bq; considered
“Hon. W. D. EULER: Mr. Speaker, I ; (or tariff, reduction.^ during the nego- 
had nof known that the question was j tiations.
to be asked. We have information that i “'The list includes certain specified 
a list of commodities has been p u b -; kinds of grain, fruit, vegetables, fish, 
lished by the go\'crnmcnt of the Unit- fur. paper and pulp boards, cattle and 
ed States upon which they are willing ’ timber.”
its teeth" last night in the final of the 
three-game series for the North Oka­
nagan league championship, just best­
ing the Lumby Fiyiiig Frenchmen 2-1 
in overtime.
Last Fl’iday tiie Vernon lads* took 
Lumby into camp by a 3-1 score. On 
Monday, Lumby evened the series by 
shoving in two goals in overtime and 
winning 3-1. Last night's contest was 
a thriller which will not be forgotten 
for many moons by northern puck fans.
Over-eagerness spoiled two fine 
chances for Lumby in the extra stan­
za, and Vernon was fortunate in pick­
ing off a win by the odd goal in three.
W , Gray Considers Oliver 
Grower Could Not Have Di­
gested Proposed Draft
“The proposed standard contract is 
not yet ready to submit to you in de­
tail." R. W. Ramsay, one of the chief 
originators of this scheme, .told the 
growers’ meeting in the Oddfellows 
Hail on 'Tuesday night.
Dealing with criticisms levelled by 
R. B. Staples against the standard Con­
tract, Mr Ramsay told the meeting 
that “Staples was perfectly right re­
garding the penalty clause, as the con­
tract was then drawn, but he was a 
little late."
Those in charge of drawing up the 
contract knew at the time of the B.C. 
F.G.A. convention that this clause was 
faulty, and would have to be’ changed. 
Levies made against the Associated 
Growers for infractions of the contract 
clauses would have to be paid into a 
general Valley pool,' and not into the 
Associated pools to the growers. This 
was the clause Mr. Staples had crit­
icized most of all.
Vested Interests 
“Whenever the 
ward such a scheme as the standard 
contract, you always find certain vest- 
(Continued on Page 5)
Kdow na Creamery Prexy H opes 
For Big Increase In Production;
J. Spall Resig ns From Directorate
w.
brought up to date, ahd some ideas of 
future dealings.
Mr. Haskins introduped the .standard 
contract, which was dealt on to a groat 
degree by R. W. Ramsay and A. W.
Gray, chief proponents of the scheme^. 
Following this, Mr. Ha.skins, as Cliair-
R. Powley Reports On Excellent Progress Made By  
Kelo'wna Institution During Past Year-—Improve­
ments To Plant Planned For 1938— G. S. McKenzie j,a( present. 
Thinks Creamery W as W ell Advised Not To Enter 
W hole Milk Business
Ex p r e s s i n g  the hope that there ■win be a 25 per cent incrcease in butter-fat nroductirm in i'll#! "D ......I
man of the Fruit Board, summed up. 
the general viewpoints declared ear­
lier, provided some highlights of his 
own, and the meeting dispensed in an 
apparently quite friendly frame of 
mind.
No resolutions of any kind were 
passed, although one to adopt the 
standard contract might have found 
favour if it had been introduced at an 
earlier time. As it was, half the audi­
ence was on its way to the exits when 
the idea was sprung. »
Cannot Tell About Dump
The three Board members. stressed 
most of all that the final results of 
this year’s crop are not forthcoming 
No one can tell if a dump 
of some variety will b e , necessary, or 
whether the entire crop, will, he sold. 
The Board could only relate its actions 
up to the present time, and its reasons 
for following this course of action.
No alibis were presented by the 
nor did they wish to presentin; butter-fat production in the Kelowna area, W . R. Powley’s 
report as President to the Kelowna Creamery Limited annual meet-^ excuses for their actions, the mem
ing in the Royal Anne Hotel on Wednesday afternoon, was a hope­
ful one, and  ^ - ------  * - ’ • ’ • “
Opposed
growers bring for-
NEW EQUIPMENT FOR 
KETTLE VALLEY 
IN OPERATION
Semi-Streamlined. .Day Coaches 
Placed In Operation Wednes­
day—-Air Conditioned — More 
To Follow
disclosed a year in which satisfactory progress had
been made.
Not only did the Creamery lay aside a handsome surplus from 
the year’s operations, but it declared a ten per cent dividend to the 
shareholders, amounting to $l,480.0CDadded a new pasteurizer unit 
of 100 gallons, repainted the int^ior of the plant, and is looking 
forward to replacing all its pasteurizeris and one churn in 1938.
♦ —-------------— ----------------1-_____  ’ 'Receipts Increased
Cream receipts were increased last 
year, Mr. Powley told the annual meet­
ing, which was attended by about 
twenty shareholders and cream pro­
ducers. They were not increased to 
the extent the directors hoped, but 
the butter fat content was higher, and 
prices _ rose.
“We could easily handle another 25 
per cent in our plant,’’ he declared. 
“We need more cows to provide a 
higher average production.’’
Although the production average 
here is fairly good, the average all 
through Canada is low compared to 
that of New  Zealand, where produc­
tion is one and a half time as great 
and the per capita consumption of 
creamery products is much higher.
“If we had the same per capita con­
sumption as New Zealand,’’ remarked 
Mr. Powley, “there would be no need 
to export any of our creamery pro­
ducts.’’. : ■d'
He noted that prices are climbing 
rapidly, and this is a good sign, up to 
point, because of the high cost of
K e lo w n a  C r e a m e r y  L t d .  
R e -E le c t s  P o w l e y  
A s  P r e s id e n t
CAR HITS SLOW MOVING TRAIN
PENTICTON, Feb. 24.— A  narrow 
escape from what might have been a 
fatal accident occurred shortly after 
ten o’clock on Sunday night, when a 
car driven by Paul Gerk collided with 
the No. 11 passenger train. The ac­
cident occurred on Eckhardl Avenue, 
the train at that time ju.st having cumo 
down the hill below the Penticton Hos­
pital. It so happened that the train 
was slightly ahead of-time, and there­
fore was not travelling quite so fas) 
as usual when coming down the hill 
toward the yards. This one fact, it is 
indicated, saved the car and its oc­
cupants from possible scriou.s injury 
or death, as the engineer would have 
had no time to apply bralces.. before 
hitting the car.
The first carof five lightweight semi- 
streamliiied day coaches for exclusive 
use on the Kettle Valley express be­
tween Medicine Hat and Vancouver, 
via the Kootonays and Okanagan, was 
operated out of Medicine Hat on train 
No. 11, Wednesday night. The intro­
duction of these cars to this popular 
run is in keeping with the Canadian 
Pacific Railways extensive air-condi­
tioning px'Ogramme throughout the Do­
minion wherever practical, and an­
nouncement of their arrival is expect­
ed to be eagerly looked upon by up- 
country citizens.
Only two cars are available at pre­
sent, others now being under construc­
tion at the company’s Angus shops in 
Montreal and which will be released 
for service immediately following com­
pletion. The second car will be ap­
plied to'Thursday’s train No. 11 out of 
Medicine Hat. Built specially for this 
run, the cars are elaborately decorated 
in modern, comfortable design, Capable 
of accommodating 67 travellers each, 
including the men's smoking room and 
Indic.s’ lounge. The air conditioning 
oc|uipmcnt is the same as already in 
service on main line trains has been 
introduced. Special night lighting, 
consisting of a series of indirect blue 
lights. All metal parts are of chrom­
ium, with cars having a cream and 
buff background. The cars themselves 
are larger than the original lightweight 
coaches, also being about. five tons 
heavier. j
production in the Okanagan, due to 
water , rates and ' taxes prevailing. 
However, he warned that too high 
prices megn that cheap substitutes will 
be introduced’ on to the mai’kets and 
low grade butter substituted. There­
fore, the creamery interests have to be 
on guard and forestall any such move­
ment.
W. R. Powley was again chosen 
President of the Kelowna*Cream- 
ery at the directors’ meeting im­
mediately following the annual 
YVednesday afternoon. G.. S. Mc- 
session in the Royal Anne on 
Kenzie went back as Vice-Pres­
ident and D. K. Gordon was again 
selected as Manager and Secret- 
Other directors are W. R. Bar- 
lee and F. Bell, the latter replac- 
ary-Treasurer.
ing Jim Spall, who will not con­
sider re-election.
bers agreed. They had done the best 
they could, and that is what the grow­
ers had placed them in theii' ijositions 
to carry out.
In his final summing up, Mi\ Haskins 
declared that there have been four 
major problems confronting the grow­
ers, those being the big surplus of 
fruits at home, the drought areas of 
the prairies, the enormous citrus fruit 
crop and the immense productions of 
apples across the line. Never before 
had the growers been faced with such 
a complete cycle of circumstances, he 
said.
, Among the major accomplishments 
of the Board was the help given by 
the Chairman in fighting for the exist­
ence of the Marketing Act in the 
courts, the campaign to induce the 
growers to support an advertising drive 
and the one-desk deal.
Concerning advertising, Mr. Haskins 
stated that the aim nad been for an 
85 per cent sign-up. Only 82 per cent 
was obtained, so the general scheme 
was abandoned. However, the Board 
still felt justified in some type of cam­
paign, so instituted one out of general, 
revenue in Manitoba, 'and carried on 
small radio sales campaigns in Alberta 
and British Columbia.
Returns Will Not Be Good
“We are facing a bad year,’’ he con­
tinued. “Your returns will not be good, 
but I  am glad to see that you have no 
(Continued on Page 5)
W on derfu l A d van ces  In Chemical 
A g e  Brought H om e T o  Local G roup
Noplace Equipment
5, The CnIn 1938 reamei-y hopes to re 
place all its pasteurizers and one 
churn, and institute direct drives, in­
stead of the unsightly Overhead pulley 
systems.
The President praised the butter 
makers and stated that the Kelowna 
Creamery products’haa Stood up un­
der tests at all the major exhibitions 
in 1937. He pointed to the array of 
awards, which are generally on display 
for the public gaze at the Kelowna 
Creamery plant.
The directors had been loyal in at­
tendance, aiid he regretted that Jim 
Spall had seen fit to resdgn from the 
Board this season. “He has worked 
in the interests of the producers and 
he will be a gi’eat loss to the Cream­
ery,” Mr. Powley concluded.
D. K. Gordon, as Secretary-Treasur­
er, remarked on the loyalty of the 
public and merchants, suqh loyalty 
making the success of the institution. 
The directors had attended the 10 
meetings of the Board 100 per cent in 
1937, establishing a three-year perfect 
record for attendance, he stated.
G. S. McKenzie, in reporting for the 
directorate, reviewed the history of 
the whole milk distribution discussion, 
as it arose last year. ’The directors 
had been authorized to proceed with 
arrangements to handle whole milk 
(Continued on pace 4;
Dr. Allen Harris Shows Samples 
Of Synthetic Products Possible 
Today
Bringing to a fair-sized audience the 
realization that the world is definitely 
in the chemical age, and providing 
concrete proof of the chemical age’s 
reactionary forces in world develop­
ment. Dr. J. Allen Harris proved an 
entertaining and informative lecturer 
in the Adult Education series at the 
Junior High Auditorium on Tuesday 
evening.
Not only did Dr. Hax'ris, who is ex- 
M.L.A. for Soxxth Okanagan, bring a 
wealth of statistical information to 
prove his points, but he displayed nu­
merous samples of everyday products 
which are the result of chemical re ­
search. .
One of his main suggestions was that 
Boards of Trade should spend at least 
one hxeeting in four away from dis­
cussions on roads and concentrate on 
discussion of new industries which 
might be brought tp British Columbia, 
and the development of a group such 
a.s the Farm Chemurgic Council- in the 
United States, which has united busi- 
xxess, science and agriculture on a 
common basi.s.
The 19th century ushere^ in the ma­
chine age, he declared, and the 20th 
century saw the start of the chemical 
age, but it was not so apparent as the
previous revolutionary period, as it is 
more difficult to visualize the reaction 
in a test tube than to obseiwe the re­
actions of a machine.
Germany has attained world leader­
ship in laboratory technique, he ex­
plained, because of the re-organization 
of its educational system, placing the 
emphasis of .science rather than the 
classics, as followed in Great Britain.
The machine age had the , effect of 
driving men to the four corners of the 
world in search of raw products, and 
colonial expansion resulted, he said. 
The chemical age has had its basis with 
the test tube, and has thus fox*med a 
tremendous industry.
The chemical age has been more far 
reaching as it has had the effect of 
driving men to the four corners of the 
world in search of raw products, and 
colonial expansion lesulted. he said. 
The chemical age has had its basis with 
the test tube, and has thus formed a 
tremendous industry.
The chemical age has been more far 
reaching as it has had the effect of 
substituting synthetic products for 
raw materials. First indication of the 
effect was when the indigo industx*y 
was wiped out overnight in 1897, and 
one find a'half million acres, producing 
$20,000,000 worth of products -snxiffed 
out. Following this came the replace­
ment of nhtiiral silk and cotton, and 
the .substitxTtion of synthetic camphor 
for natural camphor.
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Kelowna Lad Takes- Final Two Sets In Handy Fashion 
— Ladies’ Singles Championship Goes To Miss 
Daphne Fernie Of Kamloops
A l a n  Franct; spotted Ken Meredith of Vancouver, the first set in the boys’ singles final this afternoon and then bore down to 
completely anniliate his opponent in the final two sets to win, 8-15 
15-2, 15-5, in the first major Kelowna triumph of the Central B.C 
Badminton Championships.
France was unable to solve Meredith’s change of pace and smart 
drop shots at the outset, but proved steadier and had a better range 
of shots in the final sets.
Meredith threw away many advantages in the final two sets with 
faulty services with the score standing at 12-2 in favour of France. 
In the last set Meredith made a detremined stand and the service 
passed back and forth a dozen times before either player scored a 
point. The lead was too great and France smashed a splendid cross­
court shot to take the final point.
In the only other final finished up tofr-----
3 o’clock this afternoon, Miss Marion 
.Elmore, Kelowna, and Miss E. Watts, 
Nelson, won the ladies’ handicap doub­
les over Misses M. Thompson and M. 
IStubbs, Okanagan Mission, 15-5, 15-4.
Daphne Fernie, of Kamloops, played 
according to advance rating to defeat 
Hazel Browne in the ladies’ singles 
final, 11-8, 11-6. Miss Browne put up 
_ a valiant battle, but her opponent prov- 
’ ed superior in court work and packed 
a greater variety of shots.
Johnston and Paynter, Westbank 
> couple, -won a hard-fought match from 
. Benmore and I^ayes, 15-14, 15-12, in the 
, ipien’s handicap doubles final,
The Meredith-France tangle created 
much interest as the Vancouver lad 
, had taken the Junior boys under 16 
"B.d. championship from the Kelowna 
, youngster about two weeks ago at 
Vancouver.
In the men’s handicap singles, P.
' Biallam, of Okanagan Mission, defeated 
D. Pettigrew, Of Kelowna, 6-15, 15-12, 
15-7. '
• O. France and C. E. Campbell de­
feated L. G. Butler and A. Paul Hayes 
to take the Veterans’ open doubles, 
11-15,15-5,15-9.
Alan France, 15-year-’old Kelowna 
shuttle ace, bombarded his way into 
three finaLs in the Central B.C- bad­
minton championships which are draw­
ing to a close this afternoon after three 
.^enuous days of competition.
France is in the finals of the men’s 
singles, junior boys’ singles, and pair­
ed with Hazel Browne, of Kelowna, 
h;^ reached the last round of the mix­
ed doubles.
Great interest is being aroused in 
Kelowna over France’s possible chan­
ces this afternoon, as he meets Art 
Godfrey, defending cup holder, in the 
men’s singles, and Ken Meredith, Van­
couver lad. who defeated him in the 
under 16 junior singles in Victoria two 
wreeks ago.
France rose to stardom on Wednes­
day’s plaj" when he twice defeated J. 
Muir, another Vancouver junior. In 
the men’s singles on Wednesday after­
noon, France eliminated Muir in two 
straight sets and seemed to have the 
match well in hand.
In the evening it was a different 
story, and the best badminton of the 
tournament resulted as France fought 
back from almost certain defeat to 
capture the match. Muir was decid­
edly the stronger' of the two in the 
first set. which he annexed easily at 
15-4. In the second he was leading 
• 12-5, before France took a firm grip 
on himself and pulled out of the slump. 
This set went the full extra play be- 
(Continued-on Page 5)
STOP PRESS
Alan France brought two cen­
tral British Columbia champion­
ships to Kclotviia when he de­
feated A. Godfrey, of Nelson, in 
the men’s open singles and K. 
Meredith in the junior boys’ sin­
gles this afternoon. The men’s 
singles was something of an up­
set, with France ebreezing- home 












• ,  ^ V'alley and ,snai)i)cd a few. of the cntlui.s-
lasts. At Hie U l i l-.R L i a ' l .  Don P o o le ,o f  Kelowna, and C. W ^lie, o f Vernon, popular recre-
watching the jumps A few of the parkHid cars are shown U P P E R  
officials, including ;. Haworth. Max deP fy ffer and J. Stirling are cauirht 
u^atching C. .hriend announcing the results o f o ie o f the events ‘ . »  .
seen in L O W E R  C E N T R E , while in the L O W E R  R IG P IT , the 
M eiklc was watching a spill. ’
A  group o f enthusiasts are 
camera snapped as Mrs. M.
F r u i t  B o a r d  H e a d s  
E x p l a i n  D e t a i l s  O f  
S e a s o n ’ s  M a r k e i t i n g
Haskins, Hembling And Barrat Meet Kelowna Growers 
To Give Interim Report On Marketing Difficulties 
Experienced This Past Season—Most Difficult Year 
Ever Experienced—Cannot Tell If Right Policy 
Adopted Until Season Ends, Explains Haskins
S till H o p e  T h a t  E n tire  C r o p  W i l l  B e  S o ld
is the most difficult marketing season Ave have ever eii- 
I  countered in the history of the Valley,” declared O. W . Hemb­
ling, at the outset of his remarks to a well-filled Oddfellows’ Hall 
on Tuesday evening, the occasion being a grower^’ meeting, called 
by the B.C. Fruit Board to discuss the marketing of the 1937 crop. 
Mr. Haskins and Mr. Barrat, the other two Board members, backed 
Mr. Hembling^o the limit on this statement.
Expecting fireworks, the entire meeting was Conducted with 
decorum, and there was seldom that any rancour enter^ into the 
discussion. A  few questions were asked by a small number; but the 
bulk of the growers seemed content to sit back and listen to the 
topics introduced by the three principal speakers, the Board members. 
Members Took Turns
Mr. Hembling- introduced the topic 
of the one-desk sales arrangement, and 
gave a thorough review of the progress 
made since its inception on December 
Mr. Barrat reviewed the general 
marketing situation, prospects as they 
appeared earlier in the season and
Haskins Issues Reply T o  Charges 
Lev ied  A ga in st Fruit Board By 
A lb e r t  M illar In O live r  Session
Board Chairman Hints That Other Hands Are Behind 
Movement In  South To Break Down Growers’ Organ­
ization And Cause Digeord— Contradicts Charge Of 
Discrimination Against'" South
A l b e r t  Milier was the focal point in the discussion at the recent Oliver B.C.F.G.A. meeting, which caused such a stir in the Ok
“STAPLES WAS 
LATE WITH fflS 
CRITICISMS”
R. W . Ramsay Tells Growers 
Penalty Clauses In Standard 
Contract Were Due For Re
vision
M AK ES P L E A  FOR  
C O N TR A C T
anagan when the session went on record as favouring a one-man set­
up in preference to the three-man B. C. Fruit Board as a means of 
grower-control.
Mr. W . E. Haskins, B. C. Fruit Board Chairman, has i eplied to 
Mr. Millar at some length in a special letter to The Courier, pointing 
out his reasons against the Oliver proposals, which also included 
amending the cartel by having one cartel for late varieties, to include 
McIntosh onwards, and to appoint a price-fixing committee of not 
less than three persons, one of whom shall be from the Oliver- 
Osoyoos district, but not necessarily a grower.
One of' Mr. Miller’s main points of
contention was that the Fruit Board, 
once the one-ulesk plan was set up and 
in operation, broke its agreement with 
the shippers and followed plans other 
than were agreed at the start. Another 
contention was that McIntosh prices 
were not placed at a sufficiently at­
tractive level from the start so that 
they might have moved easily and 
cleared the way for later winters.
Mr. Haskins’ reply to these allega­
tions follows:.
On behalf of all growers some reply 
must be made to the Oliver resolution 
which has received widespread pub­
licity. .
The remarks of Mr. Miller, of Oliver, 
who proposed the resolution are relat­
ed to the standard contract. He is 
(Continued on Page 10)
G ro te  Stirling Assured  Canada
Has N o t  O ffe red  Concessions
Dominion Has Not Offered Unit-U^/^^'gotiate. rassume that is the list 
J c*.,. • /-k T> ...I rtiforred.to m the article. While I docd States Concessions On Fruit | moment recollect all the
And Vegetables Trade Minister commodities contained in the list or 
States ! enumerated therein, I presume they are
_ _ _  i correct.
I “Mr. Stirling: The point of my ques- 
Hon. Grote Stirling, member for ; tion is that it is stated that Canada 
Yale, was assured by Hon. W. D. Euler,, has submitted a list on which Canada 
Minister of Trade and Commerce, that I is willmg to consider reductions in 
Canada had not submitted to the Un- j duties, and I want to know if that is 
ited States any list of articles upon j correct.
which Canada was willing to make i “Mr. Euler: No, it is not correct; it
trade concessions. The statement was | is quite inaccurate. Canada submitted
made by Mr. Euler, when replying to j a list on which they desire the United 
a question asked by Mr. Grote Stirling.! states to make concessions, and then 
Hansard, on February 15th, reported | the United States submitted a list on 
the incident as follows: i which they agree to negotiate. As yet,
“On the orders of the day: | however, we have not received any
'' Hon. GROTE STIRLING (Yale): Mr.! request from the United States for 
Speaker, I should like to ask the Min-; concessions from Canada. I think 
ister of Trade and Commerce (Mr. | probably that is the infomnation the 
Euler) a question in reference to the ; hon. member wants.” 
accuracy of a statement appearing in i Mr. Stirling..in his question, was re- 
a London paper which reached me last i ferring to a report from Washington 
night, to the effect that Canada has | which appeared in the Over-Soas Daily 
submitted an extended list of articles : Mail on February !3th: 
which will bo considered for tariff re-1 “The State Department gave public 
duction during the negotiations in con- j notice of its intention to negotiate a 
nection with the revision of the Can- j new reciprocal trade agreement with 
ada-United States agreemerft. It goes | Canada. This will greatly enlarge the 
on to say that the list includes certain i scope of the existing agreement made 
specified kinds of grain, fruits, vege-jtwo years ago on an experimental 
tables, fish, furs, paper and pulp | basis. All infpnnation and views of 
boards, cattle and timber. Is that an i persons and concerns interested must 
accurate report, and if so have the in -: be filed by March 12. ’
dustrics affected been made aware of ' “Canada has submitted an extended 
the fact? .[ li.st of articles which will be considered
“Hon. W. D. EULER: Mr. Speaker. I ; (or tariff reduction.^  during the nego- 
had no! known that Jhe question was i (iations.
to bo asked. We have information that I “The list includes certain specified 
a list of commodities has been pub-.| kinds of grain, fruit, vegetables, fish.
Capt. Bull Has Heard 
Nothing To Confirm 
Rumour On Ferry
From Penticton comes the story 
that rumours have been preval­
ent that the Kelowna-Westbank 
ferry would not be constructed 
this year, despite the statements 
of Hon. K. C. MacDonald and 
Capt. C. R. Bull, at the Kelowna 
meeting in January. A wire was 
despatched from Penticton to 
Capt. Bull asking if there was 
any truth in the suggestion.
Capt. Bull’s reply to Penticton 
was as follows:
“No information regarding ru­
mour at this end.”
W . Gray Considers Oliver 
Grower Could Not Have Di 
gested Proposed Draft
“The proposed standai’d contract is
not yet ready to submit to you in de­
tail,” R. W. Ramsay, one of the chief
VERNON WINNER OF 
HOCKEY PLAY-OFFS
Defeats Lumby . By Close 2-1 
Score In Overtime Contest
Vernon’s blue and white hockey ag­
gregation v triumphed by the “skin of
its teeth” last night in the final of the 
three-game series for the North Oka­
nagan league championship, just best­
ing the Lumby Flying Frenchmen .2-1 
in overtime. -
Last Friday tiio Vernon lads' took 
Lumby into camp by a 3-1 score. On 
Monday, Lumby evened the scries by 
shoving in two goals in overtime and 
winning 3-1. Last night’s contest was
thriller which will not be forgotten 
for many moons by northern puck fans.
Over-eagerness spoiled two fine 
chances for Luinby in the extra stan­
za, and Vernon was fortunate in pick­
ing off a win by the odd goal in three.
originators of this scheme, told the 
growers’ meeting in the , Oddfellows 
Hail on Tuesday night,
Dealijig with criticisms levelled by 
R. Jt>. Staples against the standard con­
tract, Mr. Ramsay told the meeting 
that “Staples was perfectly right re­
garding the penalty clause, as the con­
tract was then drawn, but he was a 
little late.”
Those in charge of drawing up the 
contract knew at the time of the B.C. 
F.G.A. convention that this clause was 
■faulty, and would have to be’ changed. 
Levies made against the Associated 
Growers for infractions of the contract 
clauses would have to be paid into a 
general Valley pool, and not into the 
Associated pools to the growers. This 
was the clause Mr. Staples had crit­
icized most of all. ;
Vested Interests Opposed 
“Whenever the growers bring for­
ward such a scheme as the standard 
contract, you always .find certain vest- 
( Continued on'Page S)
NEW EQUIPMENT FOR 
KETTLE VALLEY 
IN OPERATION
Semt-Streamlined. .Day Coaches 
Placed In Operation Wednes­
day— Air Conditioned —  More 
To Follow
Kelowna Creamery Prexy H opes 
For Big Increase In Production;
, J. Spall Resig ns From Directorate
W . R. Powley Reports On Excellent Progress Made By 
Kelowna Institution During Past Year^—Improve­
ments To Plant Planned For 1938^G. S. McKenzie r at present 
Thinks Creamery W as W ell Advised Not To Enter " 
Whole Mi :^? Business
E X P R E S S IN G  the hope that there will be a 25 per cent incrcease 
in butter-fat production in the Kelowna area, W . R. Powley’s 
report as President to the Kelowna Creamery Limited annual meet­
ing in the R oy^ Anne Hotel on Wednesday afternoon, was a hope­
ful one, and disclosed a year in which satisfactory progress had 
been made.
brought up to date, ahd some ideas of 
future dealing.s.
Mr. Haskins introduced the standard 
contract, which was dealt on to'a groat 
degree by R. vy. Ramsay and A. W. 
Gray, chief proponents of the scheme. 
Following this, Mr. Haskins, as Chair­
man of the Fruit Board, summed up 
the general viewpoints declared ear­
lier, provided some highlights of his 
own, and the meeting dispensed in an 
apparently quite friendly frame of 
mind.
No resolutions of any kind were 
passed, although one to adopt the 
standard contract might have found 
favour if it had been introduced at an 
earlier time. As it was, half the audi­
ence was on its way to the exits when 
the idea was sprung. »
Cannot Tell About Dump
The three Board niembers. stressed 
most of all that the iSnal results of 
this year’s crop, are not forthcoming 
No one can tell if a dump 
of some variety will be. necessary, or 
whether the entire crop, ■will! be sold. 
The Board could only relate its actions 
up to the present time, and its reasons 
for following this course of action.
No alibis wex'e presented by the 
Boai*d, nor did they wish to present 
any excuses for their actions, the mem- ' 
befs agreed. They had done the best
they could, and that is what the grow­
ers had placed them in their positions
Not only did the Creamery lay aside a handsome surplus from 
the year’s operations, but it declared a ten per cent dividend to the 
shareholders, amounting to $1,480.00, added a new pasteurizer unit 
of 100 gallons, repainted the interior of the plant, and is looking 
forward to replacing all its pasteurizers and one churn in 1938.
Receipts Increased ***— ----- -------------------- ---------- ^ ^
CAR HITS SLOW MOVING TR.AIN
li.shed by the government of the Unit- ; fur. paper and pulp boards, cattle and 
ed States upon which they are willing' timbeL" -
PENTICTON. Feb. 24.—A narrow 
escape from what might have been a 
fatal accident occurred shortly after 
ten o’clock on Sunday night, when a 
car driven by Paul Gerk collided with 
the No. 11 passenger train. The ac­
cident occurred on Eckhardl Avenue, 
the train at that time just having come 
down the hill below the Penticton Hos­
pital. It so happened that the train 
was slightly ahead of time, and there­
fore was not travelling quite so fast 
as usual when coming down the hill 
toward the yards. This one fact, it is 
indicated, saved the car and its oc­
cupants from pos.siblo .serious injury 
or death, as the engineer would have 
had no time to apply brakes, before 
hitting the car.
The first car. of five lightweight semi- 
streamliiied day coaches for exclusive '^ ment. 
u.se on the Kettle Valley express be­
tween Medicine Hat and Vancouver, 
via the Kootenays and Okanagan, was 
operated out of Medicine Hat on train 
No. 11, WedJiesday Jiight, The intro­
duction of these cars 10 this popular 
run is in kee(Ding with, the Canadian 
Pacific Railways extensive air-condi­
tioning programme throughout the Do­
minion wherevej' practical, and an­
nouncement of their arrival is expect­
ed to be eagerly looked upon by up- 
country citizens.
Only two cars arc av'ailable at pre- 
seiit, others now being under construc­
tion at the company’s Angus shops in 
Montreal and which will be released 
for service immediately following com­
pletion. The second car will be ap­
plied to Thursday’s train No. 11 out of
Cream receipts were increased last 
year, Mr. Powley told the annual meet- 
ingr^which was attended by abort 
enty shareholders and cream pro­
ducers. They were not increased to 
the extent the directors hoped, but 
the butter fat content was higher, and 
prices rose.
“We could easily handle another 25 
per cent in our plant,” he declared. 
‘We need more cows to provide a 
higher average production.”
Although the production average 
here is fairly good, the average all 
through Canada is low compared to 
that of New Zealand, where produc­
tion is one and a half time as great 
and the per capita consumption of 
creamery products is much higher.
“If we had the same per capita con­
sumption as New Zealand,” remarked 
Mr. Powley, “there would be no need 
to export any of our creamery pro 
ducts.”
He noted that prices are climbing 
rapidly, and this is a good sign, up to 
point, because of the high cost of 
production in the Okanagan, due to 
water . rates and taxes prevailing. 
However, he warned that too high 
prices mean that cheap substitutes ■will 
be introduced' on to the markets and 
low grade butter substituted. There­
fore, the creamery interests haye to be 
on guard and forestall any such move-
K e lo w n a  C r e a m e r y  L t d .  
R e -E le c t s  P o w l e y  
A s  P r e s id e n t
Replace Equil>ment
In 1938, the Creamery hopes to I’e- 
place all its pasteurizers and one 
churn, and institute direct drives, in­
stead of the unsightly overhead pulley 
systems.
The President praised the butter 
makers and stated that the Kelowna 
Creamery products haa stood up un­
der tests at all the major exhibitions 
in 1937. He pointed to the array of 
awards, which are generally on display 
for the public gaze at the Kelowna 
Creamery plant.
The directors had been loyal in at­
tendance, and he regretted that Jim 
Spall had seen fit to resign from the 
Board this season. “He has worked 
in the interests of the producers and 
ho will be a great loss to the Cream-
W, R. Powley was. again chosen 
President of the Kelowna*Cream- 
eiy at the directors’ meeting im­
mediately following the annual 
Wednesday afternoon. G. S. Mc- 
session in the Royal Anne on 
Kenzie. went back as Vice-Pres­
ident and D. K. Gordon ■was again 
selected ^  Manager and Secret- 
Other directors are W. R. Bar- 
lee and F. Bell, the latter replae- 
ary-Treasurer.
ing Jim Spall, who will not con­
sider re-election.
to carry out.
In his final summing up, Mr. Haskins 
declared that there have been four 
major problems confronting the grow­
ers, those being the big surplus of 
fruits at home, the drought areas of 
the prairies, the enormous citrus fruit 
crop and the immense, productions of 
apples across the line. Never before 
had the growers been faced with such 
a complete cycle of circumstances, he 
said.
Among the major accomplishments 
of the Board was the help given by 
the Chairman in fighting for the exist­
ence of the Marketing Act in the 
courts, the campaign to induce the 
growers to support an advertising drive 
and the one-desk deal.
Concerning advertising, Mr. Haskins 
stated that the aim iiad been for an 
85 per cent sign-up. Only 82 per cent 
was obtained, so the general spheme 
was abandoned., However, the Board 
still felt justified in some type of cam­
paign, so instituted one out of general, 
revenue in Manitoba, and carried bn 
smairradio sales campaigns in Alberta 
and British Columbia.
Returns Will Not Be Good
“We are facing a bad year,” he con­
tinued. “Your returns will not be good, 
but I am glad to see that you have no 
(Continued on Page 5)
^X^ohclerful A dvan ces  In Chemical
Hom e T o  Local G roup
Dr. Allen Harris Shows Samples 
Of Synthetic Products Possible 
Today
Medicine Hat. Built specially for this cry.” Mr. Powley concluded.
run, the cars are elaborately decorated 
in modern, comfortable design, capable 
of accommodating 67 travellers each, 
including the men's smoking room and 
ladies' lounge. The air conditioning 
equipment is the same as already in 
service on main line trains has been 
introduced. Special night lighting, 
consisting of a series of indirect blue 
lights. All metal parts are of chrom­
ium, with cars having a cream and 
buff' background. The cars themselves 
are larger than the original liglitwcight 
coaches, also being about „ fiv'e tons 
heavier.
D, K. Gordon, as Secretary-Treasur­
er, remarked on the loyalty of the 
public and merchants, suqh loyalty 
making the success of the institution. 
The directors had attended the 10 
meetings of the Board 100 per cent in 
193'7, establishing a three-year perfect 
record for attendance, he stated.
G. S. McKenzie, in reporting for fhe 
directorate, 'reviewed the history of 
the whole milk distribution discussion, 
as it arose last year. The directors 
had been authorized to proceed •with 
arrangements to handle whole milk 
• (Continued on pace 4!
Bringing to a fau'-sized audience the 
realization that the world is definitely 
in the chemical ^e , and providing 
concrete proof ofpthe chemical age’s 
reactionary forces; in world develop­
ment, Df. J. Allen Hai’ris proved an 
Mtertaining and informative lecturer 
in the Adult Education series at the 
Junior High Auditorium on Tuesday 
evening.
Not only did Dr. Harris, who is ex- 
M.L.A. for South Okanagan, bring a 
wealth of statistical information to 
prove his points, but he displayed nu­
merous samples of everyday products 
which are the result of chemical re­
search.
One of his main suggestions was that 
Boards of Trade should spend at least 
onb meeting in four away from dis­
cussions on roads and concentrate on 
discussion of new  ^Industries which 
might be brought to British Columbia, 
and the development of a group such 
as the Farm Chemurgic Council, in the 
United States, which has united busi­
ness, science and agriculture on a 
common basis.
The 19th century ushered in the ma­
chine age, he declared, and the 20th 
century saw the start of the chemical 
age, but it was not so apparent as the
previous revolutionary period, as it is 
more difficult to visualize the reaction 
in a test tube than to observe the re­
actions of a machine.
Germany has attained world leader­
ship in laboratory technique, he ex­
plained, because of the re-organization 
<of its educational system, placing the 
emphasis of science rather than the 
classics, as followed in Great Britain,
The machine age had the effect of 
driving men to the four corners of the 
world in search of raw products, and 
colonial expansion resulted, he said. 
The chemical age has had its basis vith 
the test tube, and has thus foimed a 
tremendous industry.
The chemical age hjjs been more far 
reaching as it has had the effect of 
driving men to the four corners of the 
world in search of raw products, and 
colonial expansion resulted, he said. 
The chemical ago has had its basis with 
the test tube, and has thus formed a 
tremendous industry.
The chemical age has been more far 
reaching as it has had the effect of 
substituting synthetic products for 
raw materials. First indication of the 
effect was when the indigo industry 
was wiped out overnight in 1897, and 
one find a -half million acres, producing 
$20,000,000worth of products snuffed, 
out. Following thi.s came the replace­
ment of natural silk and cotton, arid 
the .substitution of sjmthctic camphor 
for natural camphor.
—«.XContinued on page 4)
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TIIUKSDAY, KKimUAUY 2‘Uh, 1938
T h e  S k i M e e t
Tht.‘ ukiliij' tournament held at lovely Joe Rich 
Valley on Sunday was an unqualilled success and 
aufjurs w(?II for .similar alTairs in the future. The vari­
ous events had sufllcient entries to make competition 
keen and the ability of the participants surprised the 
crowd tliat Journeyed to the scene of the meet.
The officials in cliaif'e deserve a word of praise 
for the manner in which the affair was organized 
and run off. The various events were held according 
to schedule and there was something doing every 
minute of fl>e afternoon. The long, dull intervals 
which do so much to kill an alfair of this type, were 
entirely absent. The road, too, was in good condition 
and this added much to the pleasure of the afternoon.
The Kelowna Ski Club on Sunday showed itself 
to be a live organization capable of staging an affair 
which, in future years, should prove continuously 
more popular.
feel U»at a fair and unbiast>d examination of the 
claims sliould be made in case the sliglitest clue of 
u proper method of treating the scourge is to h«> foutul.
There was considerable astonisliment last October 
in Ontario when a layman was appointed Minister of 
Healfh arul the established custom of f.iving Uie post 
to a doctor was ubaiidoiicd. It has been rumoured 
that Premier llei)burn fell that a layman could bettor 
administer the affairs of tlie department wiHiout pre­
judice. At any rate, an investigation into tlie various 
cancer cures is to be made.
While it is easy to understand tliat the medical 
profession does not clioose to raise false hopes among 
the tliousand of cancer sufferers, nevertheless, no pos­
sible cure slioultl be ridiculed until it lias been de­
finitely proven that tlicre is no foundation on fact 
for tlie claims. The various “cures" have too many 
who believe in them to be lightly ignored. The in- 
ve.stigation in Ontario will be watched with interest 
by tlie people of not only the province but the entire 
Dominion.
Shakespearean Play Delights Royalty
Weekly Book Review
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(Books reviewed in this column may be 
obtained at the Kelowna Branch of the Oka­
nagan Union Library, and probably at other 
libraries in this district.)
S c h o o l  C h i ld r e n 's  H e a lt h
It was 'Somewhat of a coincidence that on the 
very day that the Gordon Campbell Preventorium 
was holding its annual meeting in Kelowna, the re­
port of the annual medical inspection of the schools 
, of British Columbia was released. Both activities 
have as their chief aim the general improvement of 
the health of the pupils of our schools.
In this province last year, doctors examined 99,763 
pupils and found 5,504 suffering from maln.utrition; 
23,767 with defective teeth; 14,908 with enlarged ton­
sils; 5,791 with defective vision; 1,013 with defective 
hearing: 5,228 with adenoids; 7,033 with enlarged 
glands; 4,406 with goitre and 675 mentally defective. 
Presuming that no student suffered from more than 
one of these ailments, these figures mean that about 
*>/Sixty-eight per cent of our school children are suffer­
ing from some cause of poor health. This, of course, 
is an admittedly false premise and it mb more than 
probable that many of the children suffer from two, 
three or more of the ailments mentioned abpve, while 
many of them have clear bills of health. The figures 
do show, however, that in a group of* 99,763 pupils, 
68,325 causes of poor health were found.
This is a staggering figure and serves to impress 
. upon us the need of institutions such as the Gordon 
Campbell Preventorium which is doing such a fine 
work among the children of the Valley. Institutions 
such as the Preventorium deserve the hearty coop­
eration and energetic support of every meniber of 
the community.
BOY' IN BLUE,” A  novel of tlie civil war. 
Appicton-Century* 1937
A  new and convincing picture of the American 
Civil War. It is told from the point of view of Robert 
Thane, an ignorant country boy from Indiana. After 
his elder brother comes home from the war minus an 
arm and very much the hero and lakes Robert's sweet­
heart from him, ho goes himself hoping to be killed.
From then the story is concerned with the actual 
fighting and with the daily drudgery of an ordinary 
s k ie r ’s life. The detail and description of this life 
are so well done and realistic than one feels that the 
author must have been in the Great W ar as a yourtg 
man. Robert is only nineteen and very raw when he 
enlists, and this seemingly senseless war and its con­
tacts make a man of him perhaps too quickly. Btit it 
was not the war which gave his new ideals and his 
strong wish for life; it was the Southern girl who 
nursed when he was wounded and who showed him 
the finer side of life through books and music and 
quiet talks.
This is an entirely different picture of the Civil 
War from “Gone with the Wind” as it is told from the 
North and is concerned with fighting and not so much 
with effects of the war on people and places. It might 
well be read as a companion volumne to “Gone with 
the Wind” to balance the picture in one’s mind.
There are many interesting pictures of manners 
and morals in America in the middle of the nineteenth 
century—but the reader’s interest is held throughout 
by the character of Robert Thane, “The Boy in Blue.”
—M. G.
Crowds cheered in London’s old Vic Theatre recently when Queen Elizabeth was reedgnized in the 
royal box. Princess Elizabeth and little Princess Margaret accompanied the Queen. The royal children 
were delighted with “A  Midsummer Night’s Dream.” They leaned over the side of the box throughout 
the entire performance, four starry eyes glued on the stage. Above, the royal party is shown leaving 
the matinee. This summer the King and Queen will pay a four-day visit to France at the invitation of 
President Albert Lebrun. It will be their first state visit to a foreign country since ascending the 
throne. They will be unable to attend the coronation durbar in India.
Points of View
DEPLETION " o f  FORlEST “RESOURCES 
(Victoria Colonist)
K elow n a  In B ygon e
(From the files of the Kelowna Courier)
L o a n  S h a rk  D r i v e
The announcement that an effort is to be made 
to curb the vicious loan shark racket in the Dominion 
will be greeted w ith  quiet satisfaction by the people 
of Canada' froiil the Atlantic to the Pacific. While 
the average person has been aware for some: years 
that many of these money loaning organizations were 
charging exhorbitant rates of interest and were bleed­
ing the poor  ^wretches who were unfortunate enough 
to gel into their clutches, the matter was only brought 
into the open recently when a Toronto newspaper 
ran a series of articles exposing the racket in such 
a manner that the Ontario Government was forced 
to investigate the loaning companies.
Now Ottawa has announced that Attorney-Gen­
erals of all nine Canadian provinces will be invited 
to meet in that city to give information to the House 
of Commons banking and commerce committee on 
what is being done toward the regulation of small 
loai  ^ companies and prosecution of money lenders, 
Avhether private or corporation, who make exhorbit­
ant charges. Finance Minister Hon. Charles Dunning 
is anxious that a nation-wide control over this form 
of business,be established. ”
That the business needs some strong supervision  ^
is shown by the case quoted by G. D. Finlayson, Do­
minion Superintendent of Insurance. Mr. Finlayson 
staled that on one loan in Ontario made by an indiv­
idual. the effective annual interest reached 91,603 
per cent.
In the northern countries of Europe the forest 
policy is to keep the annual cut down to the level of 
the annual growth. In this Dominion' there is ho such 
policy; there is little worth while in the nature of re­
forestation, and as a consequence, as is so plainly evi­
dent in this Province, there is a continual depletion 
of forest resources and altogether inadequate pro­
vision made for the future. Governments in Canada 
carry on a certqin amount of forest fire protection; 
they are concerned about the ravages of insects and 
blight to some extent. Where they have, so far, lack­
ed vision, or only exercised it to a limited degree, is 
in replanting so as to insure a supply of lumber for 
posterity- .
The question has been raised again in Quebec. 
Premier Duplessis says that the forests need more pro­
tection against men than they do against fire and the 
ravages of insects and blight. The immense natural 
heritage which Canada originally enjoyed in the mat­
ter of its timber resources is being depleted on an 
extensive scale, and in. this Province, at least, there 
is almost an entire lack of statesmanship respecting 
the future. -Again and again during a period of a 
quarter of a century warnings have been issued of 
whither depletion is tending and little conservation 
has been done. There is no policy here for putting 
the timber industry on a safe and sound basis, despRe 
the fact that there is an ever-widening area of a cem­
etery of stumps, a wasteland that is not picturesque 
and cannot, be made profitable in the future save by 
intensive work and at great expense.
THIRTY YEARS AGO
Thursday, February 20, 1908
•“The ‘York’ made a special trip to here on Wed-
desday, and it was a pleasure to hear her whistle once 
more after her prolonged absence. She brought down 
Mr. R. Munson’s portable engine and boiler, which 
had been undergoing repairs at Vernon consequent 
upon the damage sustained when Mr. Munson’s saw 
mill was burned some time ago.”
’‘Mr. J. Bertram had a remarkably narrow escape 
from death on Thursday evening. He had been taking 
a tonic after meals, and on this occasion in the dark 
got hold of a bottle of carbolic acid, of which he swal­
lowed a teaspoonful. Luckily, the meal he had just 
consumed prevented the acid from taking c,9rrosive 
effect internally, and, with medical aid  ^ quickly at 
hand, he sustained no more serious injury than a 
burnt throat. To exemplify the truth of the saying 
that ‘misfortvines never come singly, Mr. Bertram’s 
little boy fell into Mill Creek the same attei-noon and 
was pulled out by Clarence Jones, who had to go into 
the water to rescue him.”
The Briti^Colum bia Government appears to pro- 
/nolicceed on the'po y that it should extract whatever 
royalties and whatever taxation it may from the forest 
resources of the time without any plan devised for 
their conservation. In the words Tobias Smollett put 
in the mouth of one of his characters: “I. consider the 
world was made for me, not me for the world. It is 
my inaxim therefore to enjoy it while I can. and let 
futurity shift for itself.”
PETTICOAT INFLUENCE
“Dr. K. C. MacDonald and Mr. G. A. Harris drove 
down from Vernon on Monday and spent the after­
noon in town, returning the same evening. They stat­
ed that the canal bettween Long and Woods Lakes 
is now practically complete. It is about eight feet 
deep and forty feet wide. By establishing communica­
tions between the , waters of the. two lakes, Woods 
Lake has been lowered about two feet and Long Lake 
raisen ten inches. The result is that theie is now a 
fine driveway along the shore of W^oods Lake on the 
sandy beach left, exposed, which is much appreciated 
by residents, in the neighbourhood. The work has 
been carried out by the Dominion Government, and 
is a welcome as well as useful expenditure of federal 
.funds, of which the Okanagan does not seem to get a 
fair share.
(Nelson News)
C a n c e r  C u re s
Last week Vancouver doctors were decidedly 
skeptical when it was .reported that a man of that 
city had been cured of cancer by injections of a 
serum discovered a couple of years ago by a Kingston, 
Ontario, doctor. The Vancouver man is reported to 
have returned to work.
Despite the skepticism of medical men, the gen- 
ei’al public are hearing of so many alleged cures "that 
it is beginning to wonder if the doctors arc being a 
, little conscrv’utive in this field of medicine. During 
the. past two years, the Kingston doctor has received 
considerable publicity, but his claims are not the only 
ones which have interested the people of Ontario. A  
woman in the Muskoky district has several score of 
people who will testify that she cured them of the 
dread disease. Weekly newspaper editors of that dis­
trict told this writer only two weeks ago of people 
in their towns who had been given on^y a few months 
to live, but now, after treatment by this woman, are 
in apparently perfect health and living far beyond 
their allotted time. ,
A third person whose claim of having a cancer 
cure has received considerable attention, is, that of a 
doctor in Western Ontario. His method was “inves- 
ti.gated" a year or so ago but he refused to divulge 
his entire formula and as a result hp was forbidderr 
to continue to practice his medical profession.
These people have a considerable following and 
in addition there is a large section of the people who
There have been nuinerous times in English his­
tory when ijetticoat influence has been credited with 
changing the course of affairs, and not going too far 
back either. There was a cage during the Great War 
when a brilliant British general, the quarter-master 
general in England, was "detected hastening to punish 
a young officer who had displeased a great lady. The 
incident, by the time it had been reported on by a 
tribunal and had been commented on in parliament, 
ended the interference of the great lady in military 
appointments and could have ended the career of the 
general if he had not swallowed the rebuke.
Under the heading, “Pro-German Set Strong in 
England,” J. V. McAi'ee has an article in the Toronto 
Globe and Mail that attributes powerful backstairs 
influence to Lady Astor, and the “Cliveden Set,”
as partizans of a deal with Germany. Whatever of 
truth there may be in the story, here it is:
“Those who gain their knowledge of English politics 
through English novels are aware that the country 
house plays great part in them. There remains a 
governing class in England no matter what party is 
in power, and this class meets and discusses otheir 
things than grouse and horses at the long week-ends 
in notable country mansions. Today the most formid­
able country house in England is (Illivedcn, the home 
of the Astors. Lady Astor, by virtue of her inherited 
wealth, her keen intoiest in politics and her vivid and 
dominating personality, has long been a political 
powci' of the first magnitude. Her husband owns one 
influential newspap-'r, the Observe!', and her brother- 
in-law is the chief owner of the London Times, which 
Verriains, despite its circulation of about 198,000, the 
most powerful newspaper in the world. Around Lady 
Astor has grown up what is known as the Cliveden 
Set, called insultingly the Shiver Sisters by Low, the 
cartoonist. It affects British foreign policy much more 
than the man in the street is aware. It aims to be. 
in fact, a second foreign office, and it is alarming to 
learn that it is sti'ongly pro-German and holds a con­
siderable share of the responsibility for the complais­
ant British attitude toward Germany in recent years.
“Mr. Pilkey, of Vprnon, is building a small steam­
er for service on the stretch of navigation now avail­
able throu.gh the canal, and it is probable that the 
mail stage! will make its northern terminus at the 
southern extremity of Woods Lake, connecting with 
the boat, which will be run on a schedule coirespond- 
jpg the arrival and departure of trains at Vernon. 
Should this new arrangement be carried out, it. will 
provide a much improved mail service to the dwell«rs 
along its route as well as. during a part of thg year, 
to Kelowna. It will also afford-a pleasant alteinative 
means of reacliing Vei’non. which will bc enjoyable 
during the summer months when the twin lakes look 
their prettiest.”
The Hospital Ball, held on Feb. J.3th, was attended 
by about 250 people. Raymer’s Hall was tastefully 
decorated for the occasion with appropriate designs 
of hearts, ■whole and otherwise, Cupids and other em­
blems fitting to the Eve of St. Valentine. Total re­
ceipts amounted to .$232.40 and expense.s. $64.15, leav­
ing a balance of $168.25 for the benefit of the Hospital.
The final in the Watson Cup was played ori keen 
ice between rinks skipped by Messrs. J. Bowes and
F. Fraser respectively. The - game was din.g-dong
thi'oughout, standing 7-all at the conclusion of the 
seventh end. The rinks each scored a point on the 
next two endS'and began the tenth and final end with 
8 each. After heroic efforts on both sides, victory 
rested with Bowes’ team by the narrow margin of 
one lone point. 9-8. The rinks were composed as' fol­
lows: R .G .  Muirhead. lead; .J. Fraser, second; J.
Cowen, third; J. Bowes, skip. W. Lloyd-Jpncs, lead;
G. G. Rose, .second; A. W .‘ Dalgleish, third; F. W. 
Fraser, skip.
“The repeated signalling of the ‘Sicamous’ on 
Monday afternoon took a number of people to the 
wharf to welcome home three more returning Kelow- 
■fta soldiers. This time the three were Pte. J. Fisher, 
Pte. R. Fallis and Pte. D. Hinkson.
“Pte. Hinkson enlisted in the 172nd Battalion, 
which went overseas in the fall of 1916. He was about 
two months in France when he was gassed on Feb. 
25th. which necessitated him being sent to hospital. 
After recovering he went back to the trenches again, 
but had only been there a few weeks when he be­
came afflicted with trench feet. This led to him being 
sent back to England on April 13th, after which he 
made the acquaintance of various hospitals until his 
departure for the Okanagan. He will be leaving for 
the Coast in a few days, as he has to undergo further 
treatment.
“Pte. Fisher went overseas with the'225th. An 
injury to his arm. together with his age, was the cause 
of him being considered unfit for further service. He 
has received his discharge.
“Pte. Roy Fallis went overseas with the famous, 
but ill-fated. 'VVestern Irish. He enlisted in the winter 
of 1915, went through training at Vernon an'd left for 
overseas about midsummer the following year. In 
spite of repeated efforts to get across to France, the 
Medical Board turned him down on account of slight 
pneumonia and constitutional weakn'es.s, so he had to 
be satisfied with work on the rifle range at Mitchett 
Camp until further illness caused his return to Canada.
, ^  “Yesterda5', a fourth man, returned in the person 
of Cyril Weddell. Cyril has probably learned more 
about shrapnel than any man who has returned so 
far, blit in spite of that he Jooks fairly fit, although 
pale. Both his feet, a kneC, an arm and his side have 
all come into contact with German shrapnel and have 
.suffered as a consequence^ but with the exception of 
the knee the damage appears to havebeen wonder­
fully repaired. He has had-a tough time, but youth 
and constitution have served him as well as he has 
sci'ved the Empire.” ;
Odds And Ends
WISE AND  OTHERWISE
THE 8ITN8TEUS’ BALL AITTLOACHETII
Lads, it is the lime of tiu? ye.ir that ye may rejoice. 
It is the one time of the year that you can leave ut 
home that toiii and tattered billfold, which has como 
in for so much play during the other 364 days of the 
year. You may sit in peace awaiting that magic 
knock whicli will summons you to the evc.'niiig o t  
trvenlngs, when YOU me the guest and all financial 
worries arc left behind. Yes, you gues.sed it. The 
Spinsters’ Ball is just around the corner. In fact, it is 
peeking at us from next Wednesday, Marcii 2. This 
will be the third such affair to grace tlie annals of 
Kelowna society, and your Odds and Endser has had 
the privilege of witne-ssing, all of them. On this 
auspicious occasion, the young lady pays and pays. 
She provides the boutonniere, the taxi, the tickets 
into tJio dance, and all the incidenlials which make 
up a really bang-up party at the Royal Anne. In 
fact, if the spirit of the thing is properly carried out, 
the little woman even digs dowp in the old sock and 
provides Uie grub after the B«ll. Slie has to do the 
thing in u rigitt projicr muhnor, and for once in the 
yeui', tiiose who arc supposed to be the weaker sex 
have a bright glimpse into the expense of just one 
affair, of which there are many countless during the 
twcjve months. Nobody seems to know just whose 
idea'^this Spinster’s Ball was, but the male section of 
this community has passed a unanimous vote in fav­
our of that person—and not even a shipper could be 
heard dissenting to that one.
FOUR YO UNG MEN IN DISTRESS
And while on the subject of the Ball, just had 
a letter from an old friend in Kamloops. Ho dares 
your Odds and Endser to insert the foliowing as an  
advertisement in the Kelowna Courier. 1 thought I  
would go him one better, and use it as part of this 
column.
“WANTED—Escorts to accompany four respect­
able young men to the Spinsters’ Ball in Kelowna, 
March 2, 1938. A ll applications treated strictly con­
fidential. Box 1071, Kamloops, B.C.”
So, you fair young damsels seeking the odd bit of 
adventure, and . a., bIind.',dpte,;iyou ;ha«%,ibetter,.answer 
this matrimonial bureau request. Or am I in “the 
wrong business? You’d better tell me quickly.
lU G IILY  PLEASED WITH R O YAL CITY
Dick Parkinson came back from the Coast on 
Monday after having obtained his usual “plug” for 
basketball and Regatta from the Coast dailies, at 
least, from Bill Forst. Dick is enthutiastic about N ew  
Westminster. He claims it is prcatically as w ide  
awake and progressive as Kelowna. Met the sports 
mayor, Fred Hume, and had a long talk with that 
extremely energetic and visionary official. BYed Humo^ 
talks about the progress of the Royal City and at the 
same ti™® thinks of progress in relation to building 
up a sports minded public. He believes that two g a  
hand in hand, and your Odds and Endser is certainly 
inclined to believe him. If you have a community 
which is filled with keen, sports loving humanity, then 
you have an up-to-date and responsive population '> 
only too willing to buckle in to any venture when the 
whip cracks. And from all accounts, Fred'•Hume is  
the lad who can crack that whip and make the people 
in New Wesbninster4like; it.
Sweny, of Okanagan Mission, has proceeded overseas 
with a commission in the Royal Plying Corps.”
SOME IDEAS ON SPORTS ARENAS
“A  meeting of returned soldiers was held last Sat­
urday evening in the Board of Trade room for the 
purpose of organizing a branch of the Great W ar  
Veterans’ Association. The number of returned men 
in the district, however, is smaU and of these only 
a few were able to be present, and as a consequence : 
very little definite work was done. Messrs. G. N. 
Kennedy, J. Simonds and Geo. Reith were elected as 
a temporary committee to look after organization, and 
another meeting was caUed for next Saturday evening 
at the same place, when it is hoped that a larger at­
tendance w iir be obtained. The announcement that 
steps had been taken by the City Council and by  
various citizens to provide them with free furnished 
quarters for the present'-met with general approval 
and the further statement that the rooms arranged 
for were the two rooms in the Hewetsori & Mantle 
Block previously occupied by Dr. McNaughton gave 
even greater satisfaction. It \yas announced that the 
front room would be furnished as a sitting-room, 
while the back room would be fitted up with beds. 
Thanks were expressed for the generous action taken 
for their convenience.”
There has be*n a lot of discussion up and down 
the Valley regarding sports areas, now that Vernon 
has its $50,000 construction well under way, follow­
ing the opening trumpet blasts. People in Kelowna 
and Penticton, with nothing better to do, have been 
running aroimd saying: “'Why don’t we build one
here?” That is certainly a 'fine ideal, and one which 
should never be lost sight of for a moment. But with 
the City faced with much-needed sewerage expend­
iture, an addition to the educational facilities which 
will mean a cool $45,000, a new hospital unit which 
can he valued at not less, than $50,000 and the pos­
sibilities of a new City Hall, there does not seem to  
be much room left for a civic sports arena, no matter 
how badly it is.needed. This writer would far rather 
wait a few seasons and obtain a good-sized building, 
with the City absorbing at least fifty per cent of the 
capital expenditure, than have the city splurge ahead ’ 
with a building and have those placed in charge o f 
operating the structure burdened with an increasingly 
heavy capital charge. In the not too distant future. 
Vernon City Council 'vvill have to face the necessity o f 
absorbing part of the original $50,000 cost of the 'Ver­
non arena, so that the task of operating can be placed 
on a proper footing. That is just a prophecy, but don’t 
be surprised when it comes true. Faced with 'the 
more urgent requirements of school, hospital and 
sewerage extension, Kelowna can hardly be expected 
to absorb half the cost of a $50,000 building and hand 
it over to those who enjoy winter sports. But when 
those other projects are out of the way, let’s all get 
together and force the issue.
much movement,. would otherwise have found it al­
most impossible to keep warm. Quite a young for­
tune was spent in knee pads for the men employed. 
The cleaning and painting of this pipe is believed 
to be a new experiment in an attempt to preserve 'the 
life of a piece of work which is now of more than 
usual value. The work was in charge of Mr. S. R. 
Newton, of the ‘Nag’ Paint Co., Ltd., of Victoria.”
TEN YEARS AGO  
Thursday, February 23, 1928
“Six babies were born at the Maternity Hospital 
during the past week.”
“Work has ben commenced on the construction of 
a new hall for the Loyal Orange Lodge, No. 1870, on 
a site immediately east of the Scout Hall. Bernard 
Avenue.”
“Mrs. H. Taggart was elected Junior Deputy 
Grand Mistress of the Provincial Loyal Orange Ben­
evolent Association, at the meeting of the Grand 
Lodge, held at Victoria last Friday.”
“Some very large steelhead trout ha've been caught 
in Okanagan Lake during the past week, among the 
largest being one which weighed twenty-five pounds 
and was secured by a Japanese fisherman, K. Mat.s- 
uka.” , ■
TWENTY YEARS AGO  
'rhursday. February 21, 1918
“Geo. Sweny, a .graduate of Chesterfield School 
and Kelowna High School, son of Mr. and Mrs. Roy
“The big Glenmore .steel syphon that takes the 
irrigation water from Mill Creek over to the Glen- 
more Valley has been thoroughly scraped, cleaned out 
and coated on its interior with iron composition. The 
job was no mean undertaking, as the pipe is over 
two miles, long and only thirty inches in diameter. 
Additional manholes were cut in the pipe to improve 
the voililation. and wheeled trucks were pro'vided 
for the workers to facilitate their movement inside 
the pipe. The men reclined on their backs on these 
trucks and moved themselves, to their working sec­
tions by pushing with their feet on the pipe. Fires 
\vere also lighted around the outside of the pipe at 
intervals so as to warm^the air within for the cramped 
workers, who, in their recumbent position devoid of
The Secretary's report, submitted at the annual 
meeting of the Kelowna Golf Club on Feb. 16th, show­
ed that the, membership had made a phenomenal 
growth during 1927, standing at the highest figure in 
the history of the club at .th celose of the year, namely, 
270 regular members, 16 associate'members. 3 priv­
ileged members, 9 non-resident^ members, 12 junior 
members and 7 absentee members. Election of offic­
ers resulted in the re-election of Mr. H. F, Rees as 
President, an dthe others chosen were: Vice-Presid­
ent, Mr. W. R. Trench; Committee, Messrs. J. N. Hunt. 
C Quinn. M. H. Lee, K. Maclaren and R.-Seath; Cap­
tain, Mr. C. R. Reid; Auditor, Mr. D. Curell, Mr. G. 
R. Binger was made an honorary life member of the 
club in token of esteem and appreciation of the in­
valuable service he had rendered during its inaugur­
ation and early days. ’
The Kelowna Senior B basketball team won the 
championship of the Okanagan by defeating Sunomer- 
land 44-28 on the round. •
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PRESENT TIME 
IS EFFECTIVE FOR 
MOSQUITO CONTROL
Eatc Winter Best Time To Un­
dertake Control Of Pest— Kill 
Larvae While In Transient 
Waters
"-'C r—■
Kelowna And District Sports
,-r, laa
Dut'iii)' the cold winter months, 
when tlie cimnlryside is covered witli 
a cloalc of ice and snow, and iow tem- 
l>erntun!s ()rev:dl, mosquitoes nnd otiier 
bIo(Kl-sucltin/; insects wliicli appear in 
such troublesorrie liordes in sprin;; and 
summer are aj)t to be for/'otten. Under 
tlie snow blaidcet, liowever, on tlie 
dead leaves aiid soil aioipf tin; mar/'ins 
of lakes and ponds, in river flood 
basins, in dry ditclies, and in low 
jpluces alotif' roads and in fields and 
woods, connth'ss millions of tiny e;;/,'s 
deposited by tlie blood-avid mosquitoes 
of last spring' and summer are lyiiq;; 
quiescent now, but ready to briny 
forth pestiferous life immediately the 
snow melts under the intluence of the 
warm sfiriny sunshine.
The larvae or “wriyylers” tliat will 
hatch from these eygs develop slowly 
at first in the cold snow-water, but 
warm rains and the increasiny strenyth 
of the sun’s rays accelerate their rate 
of yrowth, so that by early May, when 
the snow has laryely yonc and plant 
life is timidly puttiny forth its mantle 
of briyht yreen, many of the larvae 
will have transformed to, pupae, and 
some of the earliest rnosquitocs will 
have ernoryed on the winy, and the 
females amony them will bo seekiny 
the blood of animals and man.
As already mentioned, the eggs of 
mosquitoes can lialch, and the larvae 
and pupae develop, only in water, and 
it is while in this medium that they 
may be attacked and destroyed. Once 
the adults have emerged and are /lying 
they cannot be successfully combated 
The possession of wings gives them 
great freedom of movement, and their 
large numbers and elusive habits and 
flight render effective control of dif­
ficult, if not an impossible, task. Their 
victims, perforce, must content them­
selves with swatting and complaining, 
or using sprays and dopes which are 
at best only temporarily or partially 
protective. ;
So now, while winter is still here, is 
the time to plan for action in spring 
and early summer to destroy the larvae 
and pupae w'hile they are still concen­
trated in transient water bodies. Like 
other animals, these creatures must 
Tjreathe, and this they do chiefly 
through the water surface at frequent 
intervals into the outer air. If a film 
of petroleum oil has been sprayed on 
the water the larvae and pupae are 
ciit off from the life-giving air, and in 
their efforts to reach it, their breathing 
organs and bodies become fouled with 
the oil and they quickly die. Better 
still, because the effects are permanent, 
the removal of the water from the 
breieding places by drainage also de­
stroys thq. larvae and pupae and pre­
vents the development of others. By 
these means enormous numbers of 
mosquitoes may be destroyed at, small 
cost considering the benefits that fol­
low.
For best results proper planning and 
organiaztion in advance is necessary. 
Organizations or communities interest­
ed in undertaking such work should 
write for further information to the 
Dominion Entomologist, Entomological 
Branch. Otawa. Copies of a circular 
entitled “Mosquito Control in Canada,” 
prepared mider the direction of the 
Dominion Entomologist, may be secur­
ed from the Publicity and Extension 
Branch. Department oif Agriculture, 
Ottawa.
Facts A n d  
Figures
by
"Stiiuly’’ Austin, it.Ec., Provinc­
ial Iteereatluii C/’enlre Instructor
Tliree Hundred Persons Travel 
T o  Joe Rich For Second Annual 
Tournament O f  Kelowna Ski Club
THE THRILL OF 
THE SEASON !
Basketball






This is the feature game of the 
season and should pack ’em in. 
Come early and get a good seat.
(Ediltor’s Note: This is the liisl 
in a scries of .short talks for men 
and women by Sandy Austin, on 
recognized methods of keeping liie 
“body beautiful”. The Courier will 
bring this short disou.s.silon hefure 
Its readers eaeli week wltli the 
hope that heullUilcr bodies will 
re.sult.)
This is the first of a series of articles 
which I propose to write tor the in­
formation of my female j eaders. Those 
articles will deal chiefly witli methods, 
lecognized by the world’s leading au­
thorities, of developing a beautiful, 
body. By “body”, I mean the body as 
a whole. No one can claim to have a 
good figure unless all parts of the 
body are equally well developed.
Many of my readers doubtlc.ss have 
a few pounds somewhere that they are 
anxious to get rid of. Others probably 
would do anything to have those few 
extra pounds. Still others probably 
have a body which fulfills all the re 
quirements of the “perfect figure”, and 
would like to keep it that way. Re­
gardless of which one of these classes 
you come in, you will go far toward 
reaching your goal if you give your 
body the proper exercise.
The perfect figure is one in which 
all the muscles of the body are well 
developed, but not overdeveloped, and 
there is no excess fatty tissue any­
where. The body takes its shape from 
the flesh which covers, the skeleton. 
This flesh is made up of just two 
things—muscle and fat. Well develop­
ed muscles give a firm, smooth, shape­
liness to the body. Fatty tissue un­
doubtedly covers the bones, and pre­
vents ajn angular appearance, but its 
own effect is usually neither smooth 
nor shapely.
The problem, then, is how to develop 
firm muscles, and remove, or prevent 
the accumulation of excess fat. Fat 
is the fuel which is burned by our 
muscles during exercise. Therefore, 
if you are overweight, and wish to 
reduce, the natural thing to do is to 
exercise sufficiently to use up the ex­
cess fuel stored in the fatty tissues.
I f  you wish to reduce chiefly in one or 
two definite places, the most direct 
way to do this is to exercise the mus­
cles in those regions especially. A t  
the same time you will be developing 
the muscles, and thus you are accom­
plishing a dual purpose in orie step. 
Massage is also very valuable, as it 
stimulates circulation and prevents 
the accumulation of fat in any one 
place.
Of course it is useless for us to do 
additional exercise if we offset the 
good work by overeating, and especi­
ally by indulging in fattening foods. 
People who have a tendency to be 
overweight should watch their diet 
very closely. In my succeeding ar­
ticles I propose to give you a few sug­
gestions along this line. I shall also 
try to give you an insight into the 
best methods of gaining weight.
Before 6it>sing this first chapter, 
however, I cannpt but st,ress again the 
fact that a good figure can only be 
attained, and retained, by means of 
exercise. We may increase or decrease 
our poundage by regulating the am­
ount and kind of food we eat, but we 
cannot control the distribution of this 
poundage without exercise,, any more 
than we can build a house by dumping 
some brick, mortar, boards, paint, etc., 
in a vacant lot.
Prizes W ell Distributed Among Many IJntrants For 
Many Events— Only One Aggregate Cup Goes To  
Vernon Entrant— Roy Little And Joan Cushing 
Carry Off Men’s And Ladies’ Aggregate Awards- 
— Big Crowd Pleased W ith  Expert Handling Of 
Tournament
ON L Y  one of the four major trophies competed for at the second annual Kelowna Ski Club tournament, held in Joe Rich Valley 
on Sunday^ afternoon, found it way to the northern climes of Vernon, 
most of the silverware and prizes being left at home, due to the ar­
dent efforts of the Kelowna and district skiers.
More than 300 persons, in some 65 cars, attended this second, 
tmnual event, a crowd which even the mdst ardent of the Ski Club 
supporters did not dream would be forthcoming. Every event was 
run off vvith clock-like precision, and the officials of the day were 
praised highly for their efficient planning.
PLAY-OFF FEVER 
WILL HIT PEAK 
THIS WEEK-END
Pheasants Go To Summerland I 
Tonight For First Semi-Final | 
Cage Contest
B R O AD C A ST  O F IN T E R E ST
Second In Series Here On Satur­
day Night Sure To Attract! 
Bumper Crowd
Aggrcgalc Cup Holders '
Roy Little and Joan Cushing are the 
holders of the two main cup awards, 
the men’s and ladies’ aggregate, while 
August Casorso and Leonard Wade are 
the joint holders of the Novice Cup. 
The men’s Slalom Cup found its way 
north to Vernon, being packed there 
by Carl Wylie.
Interest was keen throughout the 
competition, and winners Were hardly 
duplicated in any of the races, Joan 
Cushing being' the only entrant to win 
two events. The officials, on adding 
up the points, found that three men 
skiers had won three first places, but 
had not placed in the first three of 
any other event. Consequently, the 
records had to be traced far back, in 
order that Roy Little could be adjudged’ 
the men’s aggregate winner by the 
narrowest of margins.
Hulbert Miller, President of the Ke­
lowna Ski & Toboggan Club, spent 
many weary hours in preparation for 
this tournament, and he and his Ex­
ecutive received hearty congratulations 
for the success of this first major at­
tempt to operate a tournament.
Besides the Kelowna and district 
skiers, entries were received from Ver-
MARGARET TAYLOR 
LEAVES FOR QUEBEC 
ON TITLE SEARCH
B. C. Badminton Qhamp To Com­
pete In Canadian Classics In 
The East
Miss Margaret Taylor, B.C. badmin­
ton singles and doubles champion, 
boarded the Canadian National Rail­
ways train at Kelowna on Wednesday 
afternoon, on the first leg of her jour­
ney across Canada to Quebec in search 
of the Canadian titles she held in 1935.
Along with Miss Taylor on her trip 
east will go Johnynny, Samis, young 
Vancouver shuttle star, and Miss Vess 
O’Shea, another well known British 
Columbia contender.
Of Miss Taylor’s prowess in the re­
cent B.C. championships at Victoria, 
Reg Hill, professidnal at the Seattle
................ .. ........and a former member of the
non and Summerland, the contestants I Badminton Club, said, “She
enjoying the outing to. the utmost, r® form than ever.”
None of the cars found any difficulty I Taylors Chances are considered
in negotiating the roadbed leading to I good, d^pite the length of the
the Joe Rich journey to Quebec. The Canadian
tournament is from March 2 to 5.
It is understood that Miss Taylor’s 
Only first and second winners w ere  transportation has been provided 
awarded prizes, but the following list through the B.C; Badminton Associa- 
gives the first three winners. j tion. The balance of the fund required
Mens C^oss Country— 1, Roy Little; | to send her east has been made upi
2, Bruce Paige; 3, S. Duddle, Vernon.
Ladies’ Cross Country—1, Brenda 
Meikle; 2, Mary Stubbs; 3, Joan List. 
Novice Cross Country— 1, J. Zan-
by her friends and well wishers.
The Kelowna Junior Board of Trade 
offered to get behind a picture show 
at the Empress Theatre, but this offer
cbver; 2, August Casorso; 3, Malcolm was turned down with thanks by the 
Chapin. Badminton Club officials, who consid-
Ladies’ Novice Cross Country—i» j ered they could subscribe the necessary 
Patsy Weddell; 2, Alice dePfyffer. amount without the trouble of a public 
Novice, under 12—1, Jimmy Weddell; show.
2, Peter Stirling. As Miss Taylor had to leave this
Men’s Slalom— 1, Carl Wylie, Vernon; week for the east, she was unable to 
2, Rees Powell, Summerland; 3, Bruce compete in the Central B.C. cham- 
■ pioriships being wound up at the Ke-
Ladies* Slalom— 1, John Cushing; 2, lowna Badminton Club courts today. 





TO COMPETE AT 
COAST DISPLAYS
Novice Slalom— 1, Len Wade; 2, Bill 
Beals, Vernon; 3, Stuart Weddell.
Men’s Downhill— 1, Robin Richmond,
Vernon; 2, R. Agar, Sununerland; 3.
R. Powell, Summerland.
Ladies’ Downhill— 1, Joan Cushing;
2, Anne Fulton, Vernon; 3, Vera Cush- 
ing. ^
Novice Downhill— 1, Jack Lynes; 2,
August Casorso; 3, Len Wade.
Officials in charge of the tournament 
follow:
Starters—Don Poole,/Roy James.
Timers—James Haworth, Jock Stir
ling, Sanford Austin. j Younger members of the Okanagan
Recorders— Chas. DeMara, Maurice I Mission Badminton Club enjoyed their 
Laine. j first match this season on Saturday,
Registrars—Roy Hunt, James Logie. Feb. 19th, when they met a strong team 
Judges-=^Max dePfyffer, Bob Seath. | of juniors from the Kelowna club on
Pla.y-oir fever is bei'inning to creep 
into the blood of Kelowna basketball 
fans, as the decks are cleared for tl»e 
Battle of the Century between tlie In­
terior championsliip Summerland Mer- 
clianls, and those nasli.v, ofl’enslvo blue 
nid gold bombers. Uie Kelowna Pheas­
ants,
After liaving hewn down Penticton 
to' tho tunc of an 80-50 beating in a 
two-game series, the Pheasants are 
drumming for more fields to conquer, 
and this evening have the temerity to 
beard the fearsome Merchants in their 
own lair.
The contest this evening will be 
.broadcast over CKOV, it is believed, 
due to a subscription list started ;in 
Kelowna. i
Return On Saturday
The return match in this two-game, 
total-point series, will be staged at the 
Kelowna Scout Hall, scene of so many 
great hoop battles, on Saturday niglit.
In the mehntime, other Kelowna 
squads are forging ahead by leaps and 
bounds, and all divisions are confident 
that Interior championships which 
have been lui'ed to other parts of the 
Hinterland will come to rest on the 
Kelowna cage shelves this winter.
The Kelowna Scouts would appear 
to be the. best bet for the Intermediate 
B championship again, having taken 
Summerland handily in the prelimin­
ary round. Princeton, after establish­
ing a 17-point lead at home, just man­
aged to stave off a determined group 
of Penticton youngsters in the second 
game, to \yin 56-53 on the round. The 
Princeton lads now take on the Scouts, 
for the right to meet Armstrong in the 
finals. j
Kelowna Intermediate A  boys are 
down but two points in their first 
game with Penticton, and the fate of , 
this squad will be decided on Saturday 
night in Kelowna.
In the junior division, Kelowna 
Scouts and School are still tangling, 
and the winners will take on Peach- 
land in the second round of the play­
offs.
A ll Kelowna teams are still in the 
play-offs, arid from present indications 
will stay right in there to the final 
round.
KELOWNA CLUB 
IS PRAISED IN 
SPORTING PAPER
Rod And Gun Club Compliment­
ed For W ork At K.L.O. Fish 
Hatchery
[junior Players W in First Tour­
nament— Plan Revenge On Sat­
urday
The February issue of “Game Trails 
in B.C.” gives a pat on the back to 
the Kelowna Rod and Gun Club for 
its activities in running the fish hatch 
e.ry on the K.L.O. road. The magazine 
devotes a page to the history of the 
hatchery and emphasises the fact that 
the work was done by volunteer labour.
After pointing out that the hatchery 
is a great'asset to the tourist^ industry 
as it helps us to keep our lakes stocked 
with fish, the article says that the Ke­
lowna Club “has, proved, what Can be 
achieved through united effort.”
Kelowna .And District W ill Send 
Group Of Twelve To Enter In 
Vancouver ,
Field Judge—Max dePfyffer. 
’Announcer— Chas. Friend.




Penticton has a 2-point advantage 
to take into this second game.
SCO UT H A L L
SATUR., FEB. 26
8 and 9.15 o’clock
POPULAR PRICE8
March 4th has been set as the day 
at the Junior High Scliool when East 
Kelowna, Rutland and Kelowna “Pro- 
Rees” will gather for their first annual 
gymnastic competition; A team of six 
women and six men will be selected 
to represent Kelowna and district at 
the Vancouver mass display and gym­
nastic competition. Vernon has defin­
itely decided to send two teams to the 
Coast and if arrangements can be iriade 
the Okanagan Valley will be represent­
ed with four teams. ^
Competition for women will include 
horse vaulting, lengthwise and cross­
wise; mat tumbling, dancing and fun­
damentals. The nrien will compete in 
tumbling, vaulting, lengthwise and 
crosswise, fundamentals and pyramids. 
Competition for me,n arid women will 
start at 7.15. Spectators over .sixteen 
are invited to attend.
On Saturdaj' nijflit. between periods 
of tho Kelowna-Summerland game at 
the Scout Hall, a men’s high vaulting 
team will put on a short exhibition. 
This is really the first public appear­
ance of the mpn’s class in Kelowna this 
year.
Plans are now under way for the 
second annual ^mnastic display which 
will be held about the end of April. 
Xhis year promises to bo outstanding 
in that there will bo now inovasions 
in special numbers and every Centre 
in the Valley will be represented.
'THE DODGER
Townsman: “If vye tCirn down hgre. 
cross the alley, and th^p take the path 
it will lead us to the station.”
Gufist: “How do j’ou know all these 
short cuts.”
Townsman; “Oh. we’re always hav­
ing tag days here!’’
I the Mission court; the score was 13-3 
in favour of Kelowna, but the local 
[ team hope to even things up in a re­
turn match scheduled for Saturday 
next in town. Players for the Mission 
were Ronnie McClymont, Donald Hall, 
Bob Davis and .John Surtees with the 
Misses E. Chernoff, L. Houblon, N.
I Collett and Y. Baldwin. Thirteen local 
players are competing in the Centi-al 
B.C. Tournament, which is being held 
this week in Kelowna.
Goes To Senate
Mr. Peter Mallam was host at a bad­
minton party last Thursday evening. 
17th; guests from town expressed pa: - 
ticular appreciation of the new hall, 
and the excellent facilities for bad­
minton.
Particular ’ mention was made in 
Montreal papers recently of Miss Kitty 
Haverfield for her fine performance as 
Qina Ekdal, in. Henrik Ibsen’s play 
‘"nre Wild Duck,” which was presented 
by the Players Club of McGill Univer­
sity.
Tlie Quidnunc.s are busy witli almost 
daily rehearsals for thei’T annual series 
of plays, to be given earty next month.
Mi! ■■W
Nineteen-year-old Louise Carnegie 
Miller, of New York, is soon to retui'n 
to the homeland of her father, Andrew 
Carnegie, founder of one of America’s 
largest fortunes. Her engagement to 
J. S. Gordon, of Edinburgh, has been 
announced. She will shrire in her 
grandfather’s $300,000,000 estate.
Mr. L.»Collett is spending his holi­
days at present at the home of his 
parents iii Okanagan Mission.
Miss Marie, of Kelowna, was a.vis­
itor to the Mission over the week-end 
as tho guest of Miss M. Page.
OIL WAR
MISTAKES
“So you and your neighbour are not 
on speaking terms?” , ,
“No, all diplomatic relatioris are sus­
pended.”
“How did it happen?” . ,
‘My neighbour sent me a can of oil
Mr. Duncan Marshall, former Minis­
ter of Agriculture in the Ontario Gov­
ernment, has been appointed to the 
Senate to fill on<? of the two vacancies 
in the Ontario representation. The 
other appointee is Mr. Norman Lam­
bert, of Ottawa,
SEASONAL CARROT TARIFF 
LIFTED
; Neither let mistakes nor wrong dir­
ections, of which every man,, in his 
studios and elsewhere, falls into many, ! to use on-/my lawn movver when I 
discourage you. There is precious in-1 started to cut the grass at 6 a.m.’ 
struction to be got by finding we were “What did .you do about it? 
wrong. Let a man try faithfully, man- “I. sent it back and told him to use 
fully to be right; he will grovv daily I it on his wife when she started to sing 
more and more right. —Carlyle.(at 11 p.m,”
Application of the seasonal value on 
carrots imported ipto Canada, was sus­
pended on and aftdr February 21, with 
respect to importations into the pro- 
virices' of Manitoba. Saskatchewan, A l­
berta and British Cblurnbia. The value 
had previously been establLshed at an 
advance of ly , cents per pound over 
the true invoice value, for duty pur­
poses. .
“University men 'sometimes come up 
to London with . the idea of teaching 
their eriiployers how to. run their busi­
ness.” It can at least be said that they 
are generally fired with enthusiasm.
Kelowna Hardware Co.hi-
W hy Be Radio ?
SEE THESE OUTSTANDING VALUES
1 only C L A R IO N  JR. 1 only
P H IL C O  7-tubc 6-Tube V IC T O R  8-tubcM A N T E L “S U P E R E T T E ”
$19.75 $17.50 $22.50




P H ILC O
C O N SO LE
9-tube
$49.50
K O LST E R
M A N T E L
7-tube SNAP
$16.50
Spot This One! 
P H ILC O  7-tube 
.M A N T E L
$9.95
W E S T IN G -
H O U SE
C O N SO LE  8-tube
All Wave
$69.50
MR. FARMER! SEE OUR BATTERY SETS
B U I L D I N G  ?
With building comriiodities all reasonably priced at present, we be­
lieve that you will be making no mistake- in deciding to build your 
new home or improve your present homo now. We have many at­
tractive house designs which we will be very glad to show you upon 
request.
We will gladly give you free estimates. Being your neighbour­
hood lumber dealer, we want to give you the best and most reliable 
service possible. Will you give us an opportunity to serve ?
S. M. SIMPSON LIMITED
LUMBER AND BUILDERS’ SUPPLIES
P H O N E S : General Office, 312; Mill Office, 313.
They Meed The ffiest!!
Their future is in. your hands. Only by pro­
viding them with the best quality foods can 
their bodies grow up in a strong and healthy 
Condition.
You can do no better than by purchasing
Kelowna ^ Creamery Bnttei' 
and Ice Ereana
Every care is exercised to $ee that only the 
highest quality butter-fat is allowed to go into 
the making of every pound of Kelowna Creaip- 
ery Butter., Tests have proved the high stand­
ard of quality, an^ the many awards at 
exhibitions throughout Canada only clinches 
a. recognized fact.
For all your batter and ice cream requirements 
ask your food merchant for .products of the
\
FO R  H IG H  CLASS JOB P R IN T IN G  GO TO  T H E  C O U R IE R
t l
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CONTRACTOR  
Plastcrinj; and Masonry
Office; - D. Chapman Barn
riioiic S!!)8
Noiitli Okanagan Momiiiu'iit Works
iii;a i )S'1(>n i;s a n d
MONUMENTS
liiiportrd mill niilivo cnmiti' or 
iniirhlc Siilisriiclioi) I'.iiarimtood 
lit I'i/'.lit price.';.
ini.\ .501, rciitieton, n. c.
SOCIAL
HAPPENINGS Central B. C . Badminton  Cham pionship Results
Plciifie pliorie any social Items to I 
460
IDQTI’UT-T -------------------------------------------------- 1| OPEN EVENTS Mrs. Wliite, 15-14. 14-15, 15-10; Misses
U. GUIDI & ORSl
Conti'iiotcvrH for 
ri>ASTHIMNG, STUCCO and 
MAHONIIY WORK 
I’lioiic V.H-Ij ok  WIM-L
CO.KKLOWNA ITIKNITUKE 
LTD.
F U N E R A L  D IRECTORS I 
Day Phono, .33; Nij'ht, 502 & 791 
KELOWNA, B. C.
Vh:RNON GRANITE AND  
IWAR3LE CO.
Qiianyiiijj; and Cut Slone Contrac- 
tfirs, Monuments, Tonibslmies and 
ficncral Cemetery Work. 
Designs and Prices may be obtained 




Miss Ann 'J’olln. of Ashcroft, wlm 
tins been tlie Muest of tier eousin, Mr.s. 
'•'riiiy" Walrod, ndiinied to her home' 
on Fri(l ly evenin/;.
Ml. W. A. C. 
l''ri(lay, from a 
Coast.
Ih'iinelt leturnecl on 
business trip to tlie
Mrs. A. II. DeMara ent<;rtained at 
the dinner hour, last Thursday evenin/', 
at tlie Willow Inn, in lionour of Miss 
lOlsie MeConnell who is leaving for the 
Coa.sl) sliortly. After dinner otlier 
guests came in to enjoy a very lovely 
social evening of dancing, games and 
songs.
Mrs. A. S. Underhill entertained a 
number of friends at bridge, on Friday 
evening, at her home on Cadder Ave.
Mr. and Mrs. J. Cameron Day enter­
tained a number of friends, on Tuosdav 
evening, at their home on Pendo/.i 
Street. « It 'i«i
Mrs. Florence Lyons entertained at 
four tables of bridge on Friday eve­
ning at tlie home of Mrs. B. B. I.tarvcy 
on Richter St. Mr. Stan Burtch won 
the llr.st prize, and Mr. George Sproalc 
won the consolation prize.
Reed
15-18,
Mr.s. T. Griffiths was a tea hostess, 
on Wednesday afternoon, at her lionte 
on Cadder Avenue.
Dr. A. S. Underhill, Mr. G. A. McKay 
and Mr. J. R. Conway, who attended 
the Bohspiel held in Vancouver last 
week, returned to Kelowna Monday 
morning.
Mr. Don Loane left 
on Thursday evening.
for Vancouver
Mr. R. F. Parkinson spent the week­
end at the Coast, where he attended 
the annual meeting of the British i.’o-
lumbia Junior Chamber of Commerce. ♦ ♦




•There will be the usual voluntary 
parade at Headquarters oh Friday, Feb. 
2.5, at 7.30 p.m. The Ship’s Company 
will also parade at Headquarters on 
Tuesday, March 1, at 7.30 p.m. Uniforms 
w il l  not be worn at either of these 
parades.
The Leading Hands will hold instruc­
tion classes at. Headquarters on Satur- 
ctay, FebV 26, from 9 to 10.30 a.m. 
Quartermaster: Cadet Black.
Sideboy: Cadet W. Handlen.
, Duty Watch for this week: Starboard 
Watch.,
Ball Enjoyed
On Thursday evening, Feb. 17, a 
crowd of over one hundred enjoyed 
the Navy League Ball. Music by the 
“Imperials,” the fine setting of the 
Royal Anne Lounge, and the general 
good humour of all. combined to make 
the evening a great success. Proceeds 
of the Ball w'ill be used to purchase 
new uniforms for the Cadets:
This Week With “Grenvilles” 
Qualification.s this week were as fol­
lows:—Cadet Black. Dutyman. 87 per 
cent: Cadet Hughes-Games, Knots, 98 
per cent: Cadet McCl.vmont, Dutyman, 
(50 per. cent; Cadet. Patterson, Knots, 
89 per cent. ,
After parade last Tuesday, the mon­
thly Leading Hands’ meeting was held. 
After supper business was discussed, 
the annual summer camp being the 
main topic. It was suggested that the 
Leading Cadets take turns in drilling 
the Watches, and in that way, increase 
their experience in leadership. Sev 
oral senior boys were guests of the 
Leading Hands at this meeting.
The Kelowna Young Women’s Club 
held its regular supper meeting, on 
Monday evening, at the Royal Anne 
Hotel. Plans for the forthcoming Spin­
sters’ Ball on Wednesday evening, 
March 2nd, were discussed, and-the re- 
|mainder of. the meeting was taken up 
in practising the songs which are to 
be used at this most outstanding affair.
Mr. G. W. Laidler, of Vancouver, 
was a business visitor in Kelowna this 
week. ,
Mrs. Ralph Brown entertained her 
bridge club, on Monday evening, at 
her home on Pendbzi Street.
Mr. and Mrs. V. Freeman have I’e- 
[ turned from a holiday spent in Van­
couver. . ■*
* • • .
Mr. H. Quist, of Edmonton, arrived 
in Kelowna on Monday, on a business 
trip.
♦ *
Mrs. A. . McKini entertained her 
bridge club, last Wednesday evening, 
at her home oh Bernard Avenue.
,Mr. J. E. Blackaller, of Vancouver, 
arrived in Kelowna on Tuesday, on a 
business trip.
Mr. Leo Hayes, of Victoria, arrived 
in Kelowna last Thursday morning.
Mr. G. Pearcey was a visitor to the 
Coast, over the week-end.
Mr. S. McKinnon spent the week­
end in Vancouver.
Mrs. Roweliffe and Miss Jean Row- 
cliffe are holidaying in California at 
present.
PUBUCITY PLANS 
ARE TO BE LAID
Men’s Kliiglesi,
Fir.sl round..Godfrey, Nelson, bt'at
Fraser, 1.5-(i. 1.5-8; Webb beat Paynter.
1.5- 2, 1.5-.5; Treadgold beat Reed. 1.5-‘l,
1.5- .5; Mi'redidi, Vancouver, beat D. Pet-
tigi '^w. 1.5-8, 1.5-K: A. France beat
Jolmslon, 1.5-8, 15-4; J. Muir, Vancou­
ver, beat Vy. B. Breiliu, 1.5-4. 15-4; Mc­
Guire, Vernon, beat D. Hayc.s, 15-9, 
15-10; liUpfon beat R. Clailic, Vernon, 
15-11, 17-1(5.
Second I'oinid--Godfrey beat Webb. 
15-(5. 15-10; Meredith beat ’nendgold. 
15-10, 15-11; France beal Muir, 15-8, 
15-12 Liipton beal McGuire. 7-15, 15-11. 
18-17.
.Semi-flnal.s—Godfrey beal Meredith, 
15-(5. 18-13; France beat Luplon, 15-7, 
10-1.5, 17-14.
Menu’s Doubles
Fir.st round.—A. France and 
beat Mallam and D. Pettigrew,
15-3, 15-1; Muir and Meredith 
Holden and Crane, 15-2, 15-8.
Second round.—Godfrey and O. 
France beat Johnston and Paynter, l5- 
12, 15-9; Muir and Meredith beat Fras­
er and Webb. jAI-lO, 6-1.5, 15-11; A. 
France and Rclra ' beat McGuire and 
Clarke, 15-10, 16-17, 15-9: Treadgold
and Lupton beat Benmorc and Hayes, 
15-6, 15-5.
Semi-finals.—Muir ahd Meredith beat 
Godfrey and O. France, 15-5, 15-4; 
Treadgold and Lupton beat A. Franco 
and Reed, 10-15, 15-12, 15-5.
Ladies’ Singles
First round.—Miss E. Watts, Nelson, 
beat Miss M. Elmore, 11-7, 11-9; Miss 
H. Browne beat Miss S. Simmons, Vor- 
non, 11-5, 11-0.
Second round.—Miss D. Fernie, Kam­
loops, beat Miss E. Watts, 11-7, 11-4; 
Miss Browne beat Miss J. Bernard, 
Penticton, 12-11, 11-12, 13-11.
Ladies’ Doubles
Misses Fernie and Browne beat Miss­
es Simmons and Elmore, 15-4, 18-14; 
Miss J. Bernard and Mrs. J. White beat 
Misses Watts and Allan, 18-15, 8-15, 
15-12.
Mixed Doubles
First round.—Fraser and Miss J. Ber­
nard beat Mallam and Miss M. Stubbs, 
15-1, 15-6.
Second round.—Lupton and Miss 
Fernie beat Reed and Miss Allan, 15-4, 
15-5; Fraser and Miss Bernard beat 
Clarke and Miss Simmons, 15-10, 15-6; 
Treadgold and Mrs. France beat God­
frey and Miss Watts, 15-5, 15-7; A. 
France and Miss H. Browne beat Hol­
den and Mrs. J. White, 15-6, 17-14.
Senu-finals.— L^upton and Miss Fernie 
beat Fraser and Miss Bernard, 15-5, 
15-6; France and Miss Browne beat 
Treadgold and Mrs. France, 15-9, 15-11. 
Junor Girls’ Singles
First round— M^iss J. Keevil boat MisS 
J. Campbell, w.o.; Miss E. Whillis beat 
Miss J. Francis, w.b.
Second found;—Miss M. Murray, 
South Slocan, beat Miss J. Keevil, 11-2, 
11-2; Miss A. Thomson beat Miss E. 
Whillis, 11-5, 4-11, 11-3.
Final.—Miss Murray beat Miss Thom­
son, 11-8, 11-3. „
Junior Boys’ Singles’
First round.—McGuire beat R. Petti­
grew, w.o.; J. Muir beat D. Pettigrew, 
15-3,15-4.
Semi-finals.—Meredith beat McGuire, 




First round.—H. Paynter beat Deans, 
15-8, 15-11; Fitzgerald beat Bell, 15^ 9, 
15-9; Mallam beat Bredin, 15-10, 15-13; 
A. J. Johnston beat H. Willet. 15-10, 
15-11; Friend beat Taggart, 15-14, 11-15, 
15-10; McClymont beat R. Pettigrew, 
W.O.; D. Pettigrew beat H. Hobson, 15- 
13, 15-10.
Second round.—Paynter beat Fitz­
gerald, 15-9, 15rl4; Mallam beat C. 
Pook, 15-7, 14-15, 15-3; Johnston beat 
Friend, 15-4, 15^ 11; D. P(?ttigrew beat 
McClymont.
Seihi-finals.—^Mallam beat Paynter, 
15-10, 3-15, 15-11; D. Pettigrew beat
A. Thomson :iiici ,1. Keevil bi-al Mrs 
Hayes imd Wrs. G. Browne. 15-1.3, 15-12
S('eoiid round...Misses lliimillon and
Murray Iieat Misses I’orii'r and Allport 
15-12, 15-13; Misses Elmore and Watf.s 
beat Mi.s.s Curtice and Mr.s. Daniel. 15 
8, 15-9; MisKL's 'riuiinson and Keevi 
beat Misses 1). Harvey and I’owell, J5 
13, 15-13; Mbses M. 'Thompson and M, 
Stubbs beat Misses M. Rae and D. De 
Hart, 15-10, 15-9.
Semi-final.v-Misses Elmore and 
Watts beat MissesMamilton and Mur 
ray, 15-J), b'i-12; Misses M. 'riiompson 
and Stubbs beat Misses A. Thomsoi 
and Keevil. 11-15, 15-12, 15-8.
Mixed Doubles
First round,—Mob.son and Mr.s. Lup­
ton bent Aslibury and Miss Hamilton 
15-11. 15-11; Mallam and Miss Stubbs 
beat RieharclK and Mrs. Tiirlon, 15-7, 
15-8; Cummings and Miss Bernard beat 
beat,Mr. and Mr.s. Fernie, 15-12, 15-10; Camp­
bell and Miss Elmoi'c boat Ward and 
Miss Powell, 15-8; 15-11; Fitzgerald and 
Miss Curtice beat Willet and Miss Har­
vey, 15-9, 15-12; Bredin and Miss A. 
Thom,son bout Paynter and Mrs. G, 
Brown, 15-10, 15-13; McGuire and Hfiss 
Simmons beat Crane and Miss Hamil­
ton, 15-9, 15-14; L. Hayes and Miss A1 
Ian beat H. Ward and Miss Keevil, 15-8, 
15-6; Johnston and Miss Paynter beat 
Pook and Miss Allport, 15-13, 15-10; 
Dodd and Miss Porter beat Apsey and 
Miss M. Thompson, 14-15, 15-8, 15-8; 
Holden and Mrs. White beat Turton 
and Mrs. Carter, 15-9, 15-13; Middle- 
mass and Miss Murray beat Webb and 
Miss Lysons, 15-6, 14-15, 15-10; A. P. 
Hayes and Mi^ H. Browne beat Mc­
Clymont and Miss Whillis. 15-9, 15-11.
Second round.—Frn.ser and Mrs. 
Treadgold beat Hobson and Mrs. Lup­
ton, 15-14, 14-15, 15-9; Cummings and 
Miss Bernard beat Mallam and Miss 
Stubbs, 15-12, 8-15, 15-12; Fitzgerald 
and Miss Curtice beat Campbell and 
Miss Elmore, 15-13, 15-14; Bredin and 
Miss Thomson beat D. Hayes and Mrs. 
P. .Hayes, 15-10, 15-14; McGuire and 
Miss Simmons beat Hayes and Miss 
Allan, 8-15, 15-5, 15-7; Dodd and Miss 
Porter beat Johnston and Miss Paynter, 
15-12, 15-1; Holden and Mrs. White 
beat Mr. and Mrs. Daniels, 15-10, 15-11; 
Middlemass and Miss Murray beat 
Hayes and Miss Browne, 15-4, 15-1.
'Third round.—Cummings -and Miss 
Bernard beat Fraser and Mrs. Tread­
gold, 15-10, 15-12; Fitzgerald and Miss 
Curtice beat Bredin and Miss Thpmsonj 
15-9, 5-15, 15-7; McGuire and Miss Sim­
mons beat Dodd and Miss Porter, 15-12, 
15-10; Holden and, Mrs. White beat 
Middlemass and Miss Murray, 15-1^ , 
13-15, 15-13.
Semi-finals.—McGuire and Miss Sim- 
mohs beat Holden and Mrs. White, 15- 
J3, 15-4; Cummings and Miss Bernard 
beat Fitzgerald and Miss Curtice, 15-14, 
15-8. , ^ ■ j
V’^ eterans’ Doubles ]
Mallam and Middlemass beat Aitkens 
and L. rfayes, 15-14, 15-4; France and 
Campbell beat Holden, and Crane, 12- 
15, 17-15, 15-11; Butler and Hayes beat 
Mallam and Middlemass, 15-10, 15-8.
F U M  E R T O N*S






SATIN Sliirs, perfect fitting, bias cut, with lace 
trim; tea ro.so and white; O Q ^
each ................................. ....................  «/OC
UOKSELE'ITES for average and full figures, of 
strong couti) and rayon brocade; well boned; dou­
ble fabric ancUinuer belt!^  ..............$1.25
SPECIAL, each
VELVA SUEDE PYJAMAS, in two-piece tailored 
.style, with Peter Pan collar; will launder and wear 
beautifully; come wrapped in cellophane; small 
medium and large sizes;
SPECIAL, each ............................. $1.95
GIRDLES—Models of brocade, rayon, failles and 
satin; fitted' waist line and Q Q ^  AND 
long smooth hip-line: each */ O L
CELANESE LOCKNI’T GOWNS-














A grand collection 




nock lines and  
tel, dark and 
sleeve details, pas- 
bright'shades and 





HOSIERY—200 pairs golf 
and 54 Hose; all wool and 
wool mixtures; some have 
Lastex tops; plain and rib-
SPECIAL, per pair 25c
$2.95
AND
NEW WASH FROCKS in
dashing prints, for school
fS  59c *“$1.95
II :
$2.29. WOOL SPEATERS in pull­over and zipper, fastener; 
assorted colours and all 
sizes;
SPECIAL, each .... i V C
FUMERTON’S LIMITED
“ WHERE CASH BEATS CREDIT”
ADVANCES IN
CHEMICAL AGE
(C.ontinvted from Page U
KELOWNA CREAMERY 
PREXY HOPES
(Continued from page 11
Board Of Trade To Decide Onj 
Amount Of Publicity Work To] 
Be Undertaken
Mrs. T. Fumerton entertained a num­
ber of friends at the tea hour at her 
home, corner of Abbott and Vimy, last 
Wednesday afternoon. Mrs. M. Perry
presided at the daintily appointed tea|johnkon, 8-15, 15-8, 15-6. 
table decorated in the Valentine'motif, 
while Mrs. Frank Fumerton and Miss 
Mary Rattenbury assisted the hostess 
in serving.
Mr. David Lloyd Jones returned on 
Monday from a three weeks’ holiday 
•spent in California. . '
Publicity and the manner in which 
the Kelowna Board of Trade will de-  ^
vole its energies this season, wefe the 
main topics of conversation at the 
weekly Board Executive session on 
Tuesday morning.
R. G. Rutherford. Publicity Commit­
tee Chairman, notified the Board that 
ho wished its opinion on the Okanagan- 
Cariboo Trail Association approaching 
the Council for a grant, to be applied 
through the Board. Some of the pub 
licity plans of the Trail Association 
were outlined by Mr. Rutherford for 
information purposes. ,
In order to clear ujp a quantity of 
committee work, the Executive; has 
decided that one meeting in . each 
month will be held in the evening.
In reply to an invitation extended 
by the Okanagan Agricultural and In­
dustrial Workers’ Association, to have 
representatives sit in on a conference 
and pass on resolutions relating to Do 
minion-Proyincial relations, and labour 
' problem.s. the Board, of Trade has de 
eided that it cannot appoint delegates 
to speak for the Board on such mat­
ters. but would be glad of the oppor­
tunity of having one or two represen­
tatives attend the conference and hear 
the views expressed.
It u-as pointed out that the Board 
•of Trade is planning its own responses 
to the questionnaire isued by the Can­
adian Chamber of- Commerce on Do­
minion-Provincial relations.
President W. A. C. Bennett repotied 
•on the immense amount of interest 
created at Vancouver in the B.C. Apple 
Week, and related some of the “'plans 
of the Vancouver Board of Trade sug- 
nested for a similar week to be held 
next fall. It is Vancouver’s plan to
Men’s Doubles
First round.—Cummings and Ward 
beat Bell and Willet, 15-10, 15-14; Hall 
and Apsey beat Butler and Richards, 
15-11, 15-8; Jackson and Deans beat 
R. and D. Pettigrew, w.o.; Benmore and 
Hayes beat Taggart and Friend, 15-4, 
15-5; Middlemass and Ashbury -beat 
Clarke and McGuire, w.o.
Second round.— A^. P. Hayes and D. 
Hayes beat O. France and Campbell, 
4-15, 15-14, 15-14; Pook and Fitzgerald 
Mrs. Leslie Dilworth, of Vancouver, I beat Hobson and McClymont, 15-8, 15-
Mr. S. McEIroy, of Kamloops, 
a business visitor in Kelo\vna
was
this
is visiting in town at present.
Mrs. C. W. Dickson left on Monday 
evening for Toronto.’
Mr. Felix Casorso left Monday eve­
ning for Vancouver.
• « • •
Miss Margaret Taylor left Wednesday 
for the east whefe she will take part 
in the Canadian Badminton Tourna 
ment.
The A.O.T.'S. Club held its regular 
supper meetin^ast 'Thursday evening, 
in the parlour of the United Church 
Hall, Mr. A. S. Matheson was guest 
speaker of the evening, and gave the 
Club a very interesting and enlighten­
ing talk on the new curriculum being 
used injiic schools: Accompanied at 
.the piano by Mr. Bill Gaddes, iwo 
members of the Toe H Club, M. Tree 
and B. Spall rendered several har­
monica numbers. After the meeting 
the members enjoyed games of quoits 
and shuffle board. The ladies of the 
Bernard Avenue Circle of the United 
Church catered to the supper.
have another Queen, probably picked 
from the three major Valley towns, 
represent the Okanagan at the next 
Apple Week.
George E. Brown stated that the good 
effect of Apple Week is still continu­
ing m Vancouver, and ho expected the 
sales for the year would be doubled on 
the Coast market as a result.
13; Johnston and Paynter beat Turton 
and Ward, 15-8, 15-3; Hall and Apsey 
beat Cummings and Ward, 15-5, 15-7; 
Benmore and L. Hayes beat Jackson 
and Deans; Holden and Crane beat 
Middlemass and Ashbury, 15-13, 15-12; 
A. France and Bredin beat Mallam and 
Mallam; Daniel and Dodd beat Hawk 
Shaw and Fraser, w.o.
Third round.—Hayes and Hayes beat 
Pook and Fitzgerald, 15-11, 15-11; John' 
ston and Paynter beat Hall and Apsey, 
15-12, 13-15, 15-10; Benmore and L. 
Hayes beat Holden and Crane, 15-14,
10- 15, 15-14; Daniel and Dodd beat A. 
France and Bredin, w.o.
Semi-finals.—Benmore and Hayes 
beat Daniel and Dodd, 15-13, 15-5; 
Johnston and Paynter beat Hayes and 
Hayes, 15-10, 3-15, 15-11.
lAdicsi’ Singles
First round.—E. 'Wfhillis beat B. Cur- 
9-U. 11»9; Miss J. Paynter 
beat Miss DeHart, 11-6, 11-4; Miss J, 
Keevil beat Miss G. Porter. 11-3, 8-11,
11- 9; Miss M. Murray beat Mrs. R. 
Carter, 11-5; 11-5.
Semi-finals.—^Miss Paynter beat Miss
and re-sell it to the distributors. When 
this was fir.st mooted, it. was considered 
that lOO per coni of the whole milk 
production in (he district could bo ob­
tained, but later this production was 
not forthcoming.
Was Well Advised 
So, on a .split vote, the Creamery de­
cided against any such move for 1937. 
“I think now, on looking 'back over 
the situation, that the Creamery was 
well advised in not going into the 
whole milk business.” Mr. McKenzie 
declared.
Jim Spall, in speaking on the same 
subject, stated lie was glad the air had 
been cleared. The whole milk pro­
ducers had made the offer, at least, 
and there was now no thought that 
the Milk Producers’ Association is 
trying to “hog” the show, he said.
The only jarring note in the entire 
afternoon’s proceedings was instffuted 
by Mr. Spall, when he gave his reasons 
for retiring from the directorate. He 
made it clear that he was not finding 
fault with the directors or the Cream­
ery, but felt that he could do no more 
for the producers, because of the “com­
petitive system,” which is hampering 
producers of any raw product in Can­
ada today.
He reviewed the history of the Ke- 
lovyna Creamery and its struggles for 
existence in 1925 and onwardsuntil 
1928, when progressive steps were 
taken to put the organization on its 
feet. He joined the Creamery in 1925, 
he .said, and always worked for the 
producer. Now he felt that he could 
do no more for the pi’oducer, and He 
was resigning.
Compclllive System
It is the farmer who make.s the 
Creamery possible, not the capital in­
vested. Mr. Spall declared, and he is 
not convinced that the pboducor i.s 
getting a square deal when^a ten per 
cent dividend is declared for capital 
investment. He was not blaming the 
Creamery but the comixrtitive sy.stem 
in operation today, which “is robbing 
us producers in any branch of agri­
culture you can name.” •
He reiterated thht he was not re­
signing with any hard feelings, but 
simply felt he could do no more for 
the producer. '
In the annual .statement of finance.s,
The rate of progress of the chemical 
age reached such proportions that there 
would have been a crash even without 
the world war, he claimed, and the 
farmer was the first to feel the effects. 
To prove these remarks he instanced 
the variations in automobiles, horses 
and cattle.
In 1900 there were 20,000,000 horses 
in the United States. Due to the war, 
this figure was bolstered by one mil­
lion in 1921, but by 1931 only 13,000,000 
hor.ses were in existence. These eight 
million horses would have eaten as 
much food as 40,000.000 humans, he 
said. At the same time there was a 
15 per cent drop in the per capita 
consumption of meat, as humans were 
driving instead of walking, .to wdrk.
Likewise, from 1920 to 1931 there 
was a decrease in cattle of some 10,
YoaCan’tFoolFire
Be sure ALL your household furnishings are 
insured, before fire strikes. Get a FREE In­
ventory Book today.
Do»*t Slip Up!
McTAVISH & WlfflXIS, U M m D
FIRE INSURANCE IN ALL ITS BRANCHES 
REAL ESTATE LIFE INSTANCE PHONE 217
Turning to the piulp and paper plants 
000,000 head, which would have eat^n which provide such big payrolls for
as much as .50,000,000 humans. Thus, 
between horses and cattle, the farmer 
lost the consumption of an equivalent 
to 90,000.000 humans.
'This condition has been offset by 
the introduction of the automobile to 
a great degree. From 1910 to 1931, 
car.s and tractors to the value of seven
British Columbia, Dr. Harris referred 
to the statement made in Vancouver 
last summer by, ^ Carl B. Pritsche, of 
the Farm Chemurgic Council, that in 
ten years the United States would not 
need any Canadian pulp for news­
print.
Australia was always a good pur-
billion dollars were purchased, and in j Canadian paper, but a plant
the same period farm mortgages in­
creased by eight billion dollars.
There are now around thirty million 
cars on the road in the United States 
and Canada, ■consuming .seventeen bil­
lion gallons of gasoline annually. There 
is a grave danger, he instanced, that 
the supply of gasoline will peter out, I D r 'lfa^ rsta ted  
and the world will have to go back' 
to the farm for the manufacture of 
gasoline from grain.
It is estimated that 625 million bush­
els of grain would be necessary to 
produce the required gallonage of 
gasoline required for this continent.
If synthetic substitutes had nqt been 
provided for leather, it is considered 
that an area equal to the entire Miss- 
is.sippi Valley would have to be util 
ized for range cattle alone. Cost of 
meats would have gone down to no-
is soon to be built in Tasmania, at a 
cost of $150,000,000 to produce paper 
from eucalyptus gum prodfesses.
One of the few items which is not 
known to research experts is the struc­
ture of the lignins in the formation of 
a tree^  which is fifty pqr cent'cellulo.se. 
He gave amazing 
figures to show the rate of increase in 
usage of rayon silk, and told of the 
immense dividends paid to stockhold­
ers in the main rayon manufacturing 
companies.
In speaking of plastic developments, 
Dr. Harris spoke of the cellulode plas­
tics, such as diico, bakelite and other 
such types.. Cellophane he instanced 
in speaking of wood plastics. Sausage 
casings are now being manufactured 
by a cf'KaloSc method, and one plant
IS preparing to branch into this field 
as a war-time emergency precaution. 
As a final summing up, Dr. Harris
audience that these, wood 
only utilize fifty per cent
the woods which can
only be^  recovered by further chemical 
research. It is expected that the usage- 
of this waste will come mostly from 
carbon industries and acetylene.
Already, the basis of the ne^v sj»n-
calcium
i t ’- acetylene, and one of
is synthetic
"Withstand saturation 
from oil. The new glass is shatter-
prpof, can be moulded into any Shane
and is tmnsraillible to' ultra violet
rays. It can be dyed any colour and 
IS a third of . tee weight of ordinary
so that itis
thing, while the cheapest pair of shoes turning out 200 miles of hot dog
would cost .$30. But synthetic leathers I casings daily.
have solved this problem.
Turning to timber, Dr. Harris dwelt 
on some interesting angles. His audi­
ence ah'eady,knew of the great inroads 
into the timber industry made by steel 
and concrete, but now plastic mater­
ials are becoming the major threat. _
Sawdust, he stated, is being bri­
quetted. The briquettes are heavier 
than coal, last longer, and are being 
sold now in California at six for 35 
cents.
Speaking of plywoods, he instanced 
veneer which is joined together by 
synthetic resin instead of glue, and 
processed to an extent whereby it 
with.stands mould, fungus, etc. Pre­
fabricated houses have been built in
Artificial leathers can be produced 
to any thicknesses to provide -lutomo- 
bile seat covers, book bindings and 
even washable wall papers. New cloths, 
waterproof and as soft as wool, and 
in any shade, colour or pattern are 
being manufactured, and were rn ejis- 
,play at the lecture. Alpha cellulose, 
impregnated with chlorinated rubber 
produces a synthetic rubber to be used 
in the mafiufacture of raincoats, golf 
jackets and other similar articles, and 
are becoming quite popular.
"When mentioning cellulose acitate, 
Dr. Harris paused to mention the name 
of Dr. C. W. Dickson, of Kelowna, who 
he said was one of tee first workers 
in this field of science during the war,
Whillis} 11-8, 11-7; Miss Murray beat .•'uuc-..ic-m 01 nnai ce.s,
Miss Keevil. 11-2, 11-1. S  .T r  i r  kT  ^$3,372.09. and the balance carried for-Y.oillAC*’ BlAlVnlAO « M ....V...Ladies’ Doubles
First round.—Misses M. Hamilton and 
M. Murray beat Miss Paynter and Mrs. 
Carter, 15-13, 15-11; Miss Curtice and 
!VIrs.,Daniel beat Mrs. France qnd Mrs. 
■C. Lupton. 15-8. 2-15, 15*8; Misses El
\vara.,for the year was $5,433.67, after 
the lO^ r^crr cent dividend and tire in­
come taxes were paid. The actual no': 
profit for tlie year was $2,510.67.
Votes of thank,'; were passed to The 
Kelowna Courier for its rcpresentat'o.M
more and Watts beat Miss Bernafd andat the meeting, ami to the Royal Anne
the east at a total cost of $1,339, and j •when it was known .as “airplane dope.’’ 
completed for residence inside of seven j This article was .not produced in the 
hours. The only difficulty is that for fibre form until 1932, he said, but in 
plywood, large timers are necessary four years millions of pounds of cellu- 
and in future wood plastics may have | lose silk, safety film for home movies.
not difficult to imagine the many uses 
to which it can be put.
r the University of B.C. it has bean 
found that the operating cost of wood 
gas IS .26 to a ton-mile, against .51 for 
gasoline. More than 3,000 cars in G er-. 
many are using wood gas, and it is 
only a matter of time until the jiow- 
seeming useless jack pine will be turn­
ed into profitable channels.
BARGAIN FARES IN 
MARCH TO COAST
to be substituted.
for use of the room.
R. G. Rutherford & Co. was the firm 
named as auditor for the ensuing ypaf.
safety glass in automobiles and dozens 
of other products have been made.
Germany is now manufacturing al­
cohol and foods in quantities from 
sawdust and wood, and Great Britain
Special bargain fares are to be offers 
ed by the Canadian Pacific Railwajy 
good for travel on March 17^  to travel­
lers from main, line stations between 
Field and Spences Bridge (or from. 
Kelowna) and to those from Okana£^ 
stations between Penticton gnd B iwk- 
mere. good eith'er to Varicouver or New  
Westminster.
Offered at exceptionally low fares, 
tickets are good for coach travel only; 
and in the case .of -main line visitors; 
carry a return limit of train number 
four, at 7.15 pjn. March 20. For those 
returning to the Okanagan, the return 
from Vancouver will be on train ,12, at 
7.35 p.m. Sunday, March 20. Connec­
tions from New, Westminster will be 
made at Coquitlam. .
Half of the speciftl bargain fare can 
be secured for children between the 
ages of five and,twelve, although no 
checking privileges will be made on 
any bargain fare tickets.





.Miiniiiuii) cIiarKc, up to twelve word*, tvreo- 
ty tive criitK each iniertion.
AiMili'iiial wonh, two centa each ioaertloo.
f'jicli initial anil Kroup of not mure tbaa five 
tuniicH inuiitB iia one word.
It cnrti't ii« iiiiicli to hook mid collect for 
iliiM' Miiiall advcTtincmeiita ua they are worth, 
<'• pIcaBc do not nak for credit. The caah way
Iical. liolh for you and for tia.
N’ o I ( iponailiility accepted for errora in nd- 
v>'i I isrineiitn received by telephone.
If ‘.o dcnired, udvertiaers may have replica 
iiildrriseil to a box nitniber, care of The Courier, 
mil (ill warded to tliclr private nddrcaa, or  do- 
livi-nd on rail at office. f ’"or thla aervice, add 
10 n i i ls  to cover postnKC or filiiiK.
ANNOUNCEMENTS
r i i n f  ( t i i t ' i  p n  w o u l ,  r .u h  i i i f l r idoM ; m in i*  
lint'll f hatp.c, .’ lU c-cnl«. ICarli inifl.-il am) 
i.iMitp Mt not m o i r  t lian f iv r  f iKurra 
I'oiiiitN ufi u wur<l.
H h u f t l a t c  typ e ,  l ike th in: f ive  cenm per
wor< l:  niltiirMiini c l ia i^ r^  5 0  ceiitn.
Local and Personal








I'Oll SALK—Mlseel lit neons
TKACTOnS- Now C.'ticrittll.'tf cmwli'f 
ttnd rebuilt trn'etorH, all typcn. Our 
price.'; are lowest. Do not buy before 
lookiiif' at our ntoek. SPRAYERS 
New Bean .sprayers, both traetor- 
dr.'iwii and hor.se driiwii. Kull slot: 
of new (!f)ui))ment. Look al our 
stock. The Oliver Chemical Co., l.td., 
!i«en(s for Caterpillar Traetor.s, John 
Deere implomenls. Phone 207, Pentic­
ton, B.C., or J. C. Marlin, Phone 028-R 
Vernon, B.C. 29-13c
FOR QUICK SALE—Sandiiiff mtichine.
' ‘i^ht inch roller, .$7,'5.00 cash. Apply, 
K.' Samol, phone 13. P.O. Box 27,'j 
Penticton, B.C. 30-2p
FOR SALE—Twenty to twenty-nve 
tons first crop alfalfa hay, in stack; 
cash oilers only. Apply, P.O. Bo.x r)4.‘). 
City. 30-1 c
FOR SALE—About 20 tons netted ffem 
potatoes. Apply. Henry Burlch. 
phone 7(5. .30-lc
WE BUY, WE SELL all second-hand 
furniture. O. L. Jones Furniture Co.- 
Dtd. 24-tfc
SITUATIONS WANTED
BAKER—first-class, bread, cakes, pas­
try decorator, at present employed 
but desires change; take full charge any 
shop, city or country, or would rent 
bakeshop with option o f . buying. No. 
202, Kelowna Courier. 29-2p
ODDFEI.LOWS’ Fifth Annual 1 
SI. Patrick's Nif.lit, Mjireli 17tli.
25-t£ct» » f
KFFI> 'i'JHS IM ’J'K o)H'n. Thursday, 
A))ril 21s(. ]‘’irst Amuuii .Iimior Board 
OANCJ';. 30-tfe
tfi v
Amuial Meidiug ol Liulie;;' Section, 
J'ielowiia Coif Club, Uoyttl Anne Hotel, 
Fridtty, March 4th, 15 jf.m. 30-lc
4* »l» f
J’ERSONAL—To whom if. may con­
cern, eligible young man, good ap- 
|)('ar!inc(‘, e.xcollent dtuieer, open for 
invittdion to Spinster,s' Ball. Afjply, 
Box A, Ctntrier. .'50-lc
>H I'f T
In loving memory of Ptail Core. He 
must liav'c died, owing me a letter. 
Inserted by his failhfill friend, Ralpli 
Buckley. 30-1 p
jyirs. C. W. I)ielt.soii left on Mondtiy 
I for a .sliort visit in ’J’oroiilo.
.1, II. I l;i/.el wood is kstving' Kelowna 
today for Vancouver, wlieri' lie will 
conduct liis business in fulure.
R. J. Cordon is a busine.ss visitor to 
Viiiicouvt'r (liis Wf-el;, litiviiif; lefi on 
StduKluy for Die Cojisl.
Mr. Hiirry Cliaiiin :iiid Mi. Dtivid 
Lloyd-.lont.'s refurned on Mondtiy from 
ti holidity (rip to Califoiiiiti.
(Continued from Page 1)
parliciilar compliiini (o voict- regitiilinf. 
Die eourst' of event;;. Vfni liave Icsii ti­
ed now to pl.'ice Du' bhime prois'ily. 
Ill Die fiast, you were too prone to letir 
down Dll' organi/.alion wiiieli you )iad 
set uj). wlien you were disapiKiinled in 
Die (iriees obtained.”
ill.' e.K|)ltiined llitil Du' groweis had 
begun lo j'eali/.e tlial it is iinpos.sible 
to oblain .'tILV,') for Winestijis, wlien 
Wenatchee is (luoliip; only 7.'"i cents, 
tmd wlien sucli situation.s arise. Die 
growers ju'e not placing Du- bltime on 
heir orgtmizaDons. but oil concDtions
(Continued from Ptigo 1)
Alex Yor];, of Kamloops, tirrived Diis 
week to join the stafi of Die Kelowna I entirely'beyoiicriiie eoniroi of'ibe'or 
Hardware Co., in cluirge of electrical | ji;n,izj,{ions.
iij)])lia)iee stiles.
Mr. tiiid Mrs. Cliester Owen left by 
motor on Sundtiy for an exiended lioli- 
day at Vtuicouver and Vtincouver 
Isltmd.
Di'. A. S. Underhill returned to Ke 
lownti at Die first of Die week from 
Vancouver, tifter jitirticipating in Die 
Pacific Bonspiel.
CARD OF THANKS Mrs. Sam Elliott loft on Tliursday for Vtincouver, cn route to California,
Mrs. S. G. McClelland and family I 
wish lo thank all their friends in the months.
Valley for their kind expre.ssions of A most successful invitation dance 
.sympathy in their sudden bereavement, was held in the Canadian Legion hall 
also fo rthe many beautiful flowers re- last Friday under the auspices of the 
ccived. 30-lc j Legion Women’s Auxiliary. The music
was supplied by J. Vint’s orchestra and 
ENGAGEMENT la splendid evening was enjoyed.
Mr. and Mrs. C. T. D. Russell an- I R- F- Parkinson returned on Monday
fore France won out 115-17. In the 
Hill'd set. Frtuiee w;is Dh“ siroiiger and 
had liis ujiixment tiring, rapidly. Ui 
will 15-12.
Both bo.vs were ;ilim).sl exliausled by 
Die end of tin's slirring btdtie.
Arl Godfrey has saileil Diroiigli In; 
.section of Die men's .siipfies play wiDi- 
ouf too mueli oiii)o;iilion, and di.sposed 
of JCen Meredilli in Dii' .seiiii-llnal;;.
Daphne' Fernie, comely KainlooiJ.' 
mis;;, i.s tlu' clioice of Die tournament 
to cop Die ladies’ lionours Diis after­
noon. She is iiitled (o iilay Hazel 
Browne, Kelowna mis.s. in Die singles' 
lliial. Miss Brownc' only won lier way 
inlo Die finals after Die most slrenuous 
play witli Jean Bernard, Penlieton, the 
scores being 12-11, 11-12, 13-11.
Miss Fernie has jjaired willi Miss 
Browne to make a strong doubles corn- 
b i i ia t io M , favoured fo take Mi.ss Ber­
nard and Mrs. .Shirle.y, of Penticloii.
In the men's doubles, Muir and Mer­
edith, of Vancouver, liave some stren­
uous opjjosition from Die Kelowna
ard are doing tlieir work ))>'operIy, I 
.>n they can change the personnel in | j,
in tlio mixed doubles final, to op):)OSO 
France and Hazel Browne, in what 
may prove to be the outstanding final 
of the tournament.
Tlie only final to be decided up to
He ri.'ferred to Die meeting in Oliver 
last weolc, wlieti a move was made to 
have ji one-man Hoard, instead of flic 
oresent three-man unit. Mr. Haskins 
intimated Dial Dii.s meeting was Die re 
.'uilt of a deliberate atteni|)t to inject 
sectional jealousies and he was glad to 
IK'i'eeive that Die Kelowna fruit grow­
ers liad not resijonded. If the grow- 
ei's do not believe tlie members of the 
Bo r  
til o
the siiriiig, but he begged them not to 
uijset the formation of the Board be­
cause Ihe.v are dissatisfied with opera­
tions.
Ho w.as willing lo oiler a guess as
to the po.ssibililies of prices received i rp.,„. ,, . . ,
this spring for apples. He believed the 3/'" J''"*'?*’ «>rls’
prices to be realized will amount to ji/r by Miss
about those of 1934, because of the
in croi, disposal oondllions. Entrlos’ from Ndson, Soulh S i'L n , 
If you had h.id no Boaid, or no I Penticton, Vernon and Vancouver have
Victoria. Tlie wedding will take place 
the middle of March. 30-1 p
this provincial organization.
MEN'S PURCHASES 
CAN BE USED TO 
HELP UNEMPLOYED
I yourselves to that extent. ’ J afternoon en route to Quebec for the
Art Lander returned last week-end I ^  Speaks Canadian championships. Her colour-
I’l'om Vancouver, whore he participated I outset ol his I'emarks, O. W. j missed from tho Jocol tour-
in the Pacific Bonspiel. H e  s p e n t  S u n -  first speaker, dwelt on the ^cy.
day in Kelowna and returned to V e r - , of the marketing season, L  interest has been talcen in the
non on Monday to continue his duties I that from the beginning the ( events, and almost a record
on the one-desk committee,
EXPERIENCED girl wants work in 
home. Write, No. 204, Courier. 30-lc 
POSITION WANTED by experienced 
fruit-grower, aged 31, married. Write, 
xNo. 205, Courier. 30-2p
NURSE—Capable, pleasant. wishes
position as children’s nurse, or care 
of invalid. References. Write, No. 203, 
Kelowna Courier. 30-2p
MISCELLANEOUS
..WANTED-'^Meat market anywhere in 
,. the Okanagan Valley. Must be going 
r concern. State volume and- fixtures, 
. cash or credit business. Full partic­
ulars in first letter, also lowest cash 
.price. Write, Box 412’, Vernon,' B.C.
30-2p
"Chuck” Blacklock. of Penticton, has 
been releiving Ivor Newman, Shell Oil 
distributor here, this week while the 
latter has been ill. Mr. Newman has 
Canadian Men Could Do Much'^’^ covered sufficiently to return to his 
To Help Unemployment By today.
Purchasing Items Produced In 
Canada
, RIBELIN PHOTO studio for your Ko­
dak flashing. Prompt and efficient 
service, m before 9 a.m., out at. 5 p.m. 




d r iv e r  to  c a l l
R E C O M M E N D E D  FOR  
Y O U R  1938 T A B L E
as a tiinesaver and 
a nourishing meal.
I T S  A R E i i a i K
')S
©^S/n
OUR “ IDEAL”  BREAD
FO R  A H E A L T H IE R  Y E A R
Rich
K E L O W N A  SKI C LU B
will hold the Jumping Event 




.Spend this last big day up there, 
you skiers—>You enjoyefl the last 
one:
A farewell party was tendered Miss 
Elsie McConnell by Mrs. A. H. DcMara 
in the Willow Inn, on Thursday, Feb­
ruary 17. prior to her departure today 
for Vancouver. Eighteen guests were 
present for dinner, with other guests 
arriving later in the evening. The de­
corations on the charmingly arranged 
(able were in the Valentine motif. 
Games, dancing and music entertained 
the guests during the evening.
“Canadian men, in their purchases, 
can play a notable part in helping to 
increase employment in Canada by in­
sisting on buying Canadian merchand­
ise at all times in preference to that 
which is imported, provided the price 
and quality are satisfactory.”
This statement formed the prelude 
to an announcement by the National 
Produced in Canada Association show­
ing the extent .of imports used chiefly 
by men and the equivalent of, or sub­
stitutes for which, in many cases, can 
be obtained from home sources;
Quoting official government figures 
of imports for the year ending October. 
1937, the Association suggested that, in 
the categories such as those listed, at 
least Canadian men could do a great 
deal to provide more employment by 
purchasing items such as these which 
ai'e produced or made in Canada.
“In manufactured tobacco alone, 
$466,061 represented the value of im­
ports in the twelve-month period out­
lined, alcoholic beverages amounted to 
$8,237,747; plants and trees, $950,299, of 
which $654,i574 representied the value 
of cut flowers; $138,781 was spent on 
grass seed from foreign countries; $1,- 
649,987 on overcoating material; $1,314,- 
891 on tweeds; $5,685,600 on worsteds 
and serges; $504,156 on wool socks and 
stockings; $1,677,249 on fishing lines; 
$13,996,930 bn books and printed mat­
ter; $2.5^ 2.203 on hardware and,cutlery; 
$806,831 on electric light fixtures; $37,- 
317,628 on coal; $4,966,123 on paints and 
varnishes; $3,743,740 on amusement and 
sporting goods and $258,210 on lead 
pencils.”
Various activitios have been arrang­
ed recently at the Kelowna Canadian 
Legion, for entertainment of members. 
The latest affair is a snooker tourna­
ment, which has created considerable 
interest. The annual meeting of the 
Legion has been set for Saturday, 
March 19.
In the desire to st^aulate the Pro­
duced in Canada moTCment the Asso­
ciation does not advocate the purchase 
of bur own products simply for pat­
riotic reasons, but it has been shown, 
in other countries, that when the pub­
lic has shown a practical preference for 
home products, when all other factors 
such as price, quality, appearance are 
at least equal, there has been a con^  
.siderable improvement in employment. 
It is believed that Canada can do the 
.same With corresponding benefit to 
those who are now out of work, and 
to the purchasing power of the nation 
as a whole.
Further donations have been receiv­
ed by the Kelowna Welfare Associa­
tion recently, swelling the total to 
$868.53. These donations follow: Mrs. 
F. L. Wade, $2; Rev. C. E. Davis, $5; 
New Caledonia, $2.50. A  drive will 
be instituted at the end of February 
tp contact those who have not already 
been called upon, and to complete the 
campaign.
Commencing March 1, an interesting 
display of school work by students at 
the Inkameep Indian School, near 
Oliyer, will be shown in the Okanagan 
Union Library headquarters, in Kelow­
na, Miss M. Page, Librarian, states. 
These Indian children have won a 
large, number of prizes throughout 
Canada for their handicraft, and- it is 
expected the display will arouse con­
siderable interest here.
Board worked with the shippers under I c^ t^ry has been received. Kelowna and 
an agreement signed with the growers’ players are vicing for most of 
company, the B.C. Tree Fruits Ltd., as honours in the handicaps, 
a safeguard in case the marketing leg-1 W‘ Metcalfe is Official Referee for 
islation was declared invalid. j the tournament with R. H. Stubbs as
Throughout the season, to date, the -Assistant Referee. L. G. Butler is 
movement has been normal, Mr. Hem-1 chairrnan of the tournament commit- 
bling remarked, but the trouble has with H. G. M. Gardner, Secretary- 
been that the crop has been far above I
normal, and a surplus has been appar-l Complete results of the tournament 
ent throughout. Consequently, to save '^ P noon on Thursday may be 
the situation, the Board met the ship-1 found on Page 4 of this issue 
pers and an agreement was reached
The home of Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Bar- 
ford, on Graham Avenue, was the 
scene of a jolly celebration on Feb 
ruary 18 evening, when a number of 
friends gathpyed -in festive mood to 
honour their silver wedding anniver­
sary. After supper, the guests organ­
ized a treasure hunt, which resulted 
in the unearthing of a pirate chest, de­
corated with skull and cross bones. On 
being presented to the host and host­
ess, this chest proved to be filled with 
confetti and souvenirs of the wedding, 
twenty-five years ago. Finally, a 
smaller chest was uncovered, and this 
proved to be filled with silver dollars.
“STAPLES WAS LATE 
WITH CRITICISMS”
(Continued from Pa.ge 1)
In her report to the annual Kelowna 
Hospital Society meeting, Mrs. M. E. 
’Wilmot, Lady Superintendent, stated 
that the Hospital now has a library to 
be proud of, with a stock of about 900 
books; The success of this branch of 
the Ladies’ Auxiliary work is due in 
no small degree to the untiring efforts 
of Mrs. W. J. Butler, she said. Mrs 
Butler giyes three afternoons each 
week to this work and the patients are 
afforded a great deal of pleasure from 
her visits.
ed interests who will come out and 
oppose such a scheme." declared Mr. 
Rarnsay. “You cannot blame them, for 
after all they are only after the dollar 
the same as we are. But if you want 
to strengthen your grower-control, 
then I ask you to consider this con­
tract.”
Mr. Ramsay, in hi.s earlier remarks, 
made the statement that those who op-
other reason than that it is the first 
over drawn up by a grower instead of 
a shipper.
Never Read Contract
Mr. A. W. Gray read at some length 
an article which is being produced in 
the next issue of • Country Life, the 
gi-owers’ official organ, and concluded 
with some observations on the remarks 
made by a speaker at Oliver, who said 
the glowers would be signing away 
their birthright' if they signed the 
standard contract.
“I do not think this man in Oliver 
ever read the contract,” was Mr. Gray’s 
opinion and it would only be due to 
a lack> of knowledge on tho subjectpo.se such moves on the part of the 
grower.s always get headlines, while which would ever prompt such a state 
the replies are hidden In. inside pages. | ment.
it might be noted here that insofar as j in summing up the discussion. W. E. 
The Courier IS concerned. Mr. Ram- Haskins pointed out that the contract 
say’s j'oply to _Mr. Staples, about a will bo submitted to, the .shippers for
month ago, received an equal “break 
with Mr. Staples’ original statements.
Main objects of the standard con­
tract, a.;; given by Mr. Ramsay, would 
be'to continue Die cartel .sj’stem, pro­
vide a standardized policy of payment 
according to sizes, grades and varieties, 
al.so of accounting systems, so that the 
growers may compare their prices rc- 
oived on one common basis. The con- 
ract would also fix box rentals, cull 
charges, and other routine charges.
One grower wi.shcd that the con- 
ti-ayt could be made applicable in some 
measure to grower-shippers, . but Mr. 
Ramsav replied that it is not pos.siblc 
to draft a contract forcing cverj’ grow­
er to. sign.
Mr. Twins voiced the opinion thatj
perusal. In principle, it is the. grow­
er’s fruit, and the grower should al­
ways be in the position of being the 
principaL Anyone else connected with 
the fruit industry should be the grow­
er’s agent. , .
If the grower wishes to lix a T>rice 
for his fruit then it should bo his busi­
ness, and not tho shippers, Mr. Haskins 
in.sisfod. If the grower set the price 
too high, then that is his misfortune. 
If the shipper is legitimately carrying 
on his business, then he should have 
no complaint with the standard con­
tract. Mr. Ha.skins believed, but if the 
shippers won’t agree, then the contract 
will have to be placed before tho grow­
ers in a manner rcmini.scent of 193,3. 
he concluded, and the growers will
he would sign the contract if for no; decide what action will be necessarv.
whereby the Tree Fruits Ltd. would United States. Some of the factors 
purchase the entire crop at prevailing 'which have made the marketing pon- 
prices and any loss after that date, ditions so poor, are the five-million 
December 8, whether through dumping barrel Canaiiian apple. crop, which is 
or from price reductions, would be 14 per cent more than the 5-year ave- 
borne by the entire quantity of fruit rage and 23 per cent greater than the 
in the deal at the time the growers’ 1936 crop; the largest United States 
company took oyer. crop since citrus fruits became a severe
This was a point stressed particular- competitor; the huge American yield, 
ly by all speakers, as they deemed that and the record orange crop, 
the growers have not obtained a pro- “-When the United States trade is 
per reasoning on this point. Even if down in the “dumps” you cannot bring 
the entire crop of Romes was dumped, about any optimism in Canada,” Mr 
they explained, the Rome grower Barrat pointed out, quoting the dras- 
would not suffer any greater loss than tic conditions prevailing across the line 
his neighbour, who produced nothing from a trade bulletin issued in mid- 
but Delicious* for the loss on the Romes January.
would be spread over all varieties and “Had ’ we attempted to maintain 
all grades, in the final summing up. prices in Canada, United States apples 
The three salesmen who operate the could have been landed in here at 
one-desk are the . recommendation of lower prices than ours. In fact, a con-
the shippers, Mr. Hembling continued, siderable volume of New York and 
At first it was considered unwise to Virginia fruit was imported into east- 
pack any more fruit or to attempt to ern Canada. We were fortunate in 
dispose of the loose fruit on hand, getting the fair movement into eastern 
However, the growers’ company and Canada at the early part of the season.” 
the sales staff agreed that to remove Mr. Barrat pointed out that in two 
the unpacked apples, such-as Romes months the balance unsold in the Oka 
and Wageriers, would slow up distri- nagan was cut in half, but included in 
bution to such an extent that the ob- this figure was a large volume to the 
ject would riot be attained.Jand there Old Country market, 
still might accrue a dump of wrapped Hopeless
apples on top. ... .„  . n* , J But the situation is not so black
Prices Marked Doiwn j and hopeless as some may think,” Mr.
In order to satisfy the demand of Barrat cheerfully declared. He point- 
all consumers, marketing of such, ap- ed to B.C. Apple Week in 'Vancouver, 
pies as Romes and Wageners was pro- when sales were tripled, and the effect 
ceedied tvith, prices being marked down of which is still being felt, so that the 
to a level which the growers would not Coast market is going to take a much 
consider reasonable, Mr. Hembling greater volume of apples than ever 
stated. . j before.
Although in their plans they had en- In eastern Canada, an advertising 
deavoured to keep away from the word campaign to awaken the interest in ap- 
“dump,” Mr. Hembling remarked that pies has been commenced by the Do- 
they may be faced yet with the im- minion Government. One hundred 
possibility of selling the entire crop. I cars have been in stor^e during the 
On December 8| he explained, there season in Montreal. He ^ It that these 
was a volume of 1,641,706 boxes of ap- would be disposed of, and some more 
pies on hand, meaning an excess ot fruit could be sold on this market, 
market of 357,740 boxes more than in Mr. Barrat revealed some important 
any other previous year. At the time news when he stated that negotiations 
of speaking, this excess over 1934 has are under way with the Provincial 
been reduced to 157,000 boxes. Government to commence a campaign
The sales’ committee is not optimis- on thd prairies to move a greater vol- 
tic, he said, but is trying to do t le ume of apples.
best it can. Some gro-wers say the Growers should feel more hopeful 
prices were .set too high at the start, for the future, he considered  ^ wheri 
but when they were set they were con- they are assured that the Imperial pre- 
sidered fair and reasonable, in consid- ference will not be lowered- to less 
oration of marketing conditions. than three shillings, and may not go
Regardless of criticisms, he contimi- lower than 3s. 6d.. and that the dump 
cd. and possibly some affairs could duties in Canada will not be touched 
have been handled to better advantage, at all. Next year there will most like- 
there is little to indicate that the ly be smaller crops in the United 
Board coulfi have operated in a much States and eastern Canada, and the
citrus fruit crop will not be such a 
menace.
At the conclusion of Mr. Barrat’s re­
marks, Mr. R. W. Ramsay stated that 
hp had been informed there is a de­
finite trend towards other types of 
fruits and away from citrus fruit. 1 he 
public; has had its oranges in such big 
quantities that it has sickened of Them, 
anci is turning to Eipples and other 
fruits, he stated. Mr. Barrat backed 
up Mr. Ramsay in this statement, and 
declared this was the opinion of the 
contact man in Manitoba.
IVhat' About Low Grades 
One of the main que^onS asked by 
the growers concerned the quantity of 
low grades and off varieties which re­
mained unpacked at the time of the 
one-desk deal, and what was the dis­
position of these apples. Mr. E. Snow- 
sell, Glenmore, and Mr. Walter Hamil­
ton were to the'-fore with these ques­
tions.
Mr. Snowsell was informed, in an- 
.swer to a query, that Cee prices on 
Macs opened higher than the previous 
year.
In partial explanation of the situa- 
tic>n, Mr. Hembling remarked that the 
wisest move this Valley ever made was 
to take the-Cee grade McIntosh off the 
Old Country market. This year (3ee 
grade Delicious were kept off, until 
there was no other place to market 
them, but they will probably be detri-
u
Pancake Day
SH R O V E  TUICSDAY is on March 1st. W c arc not quite 
clear on why this is called Pancake Day, but it is an old 
custom to have pancakes on Shrove Tuesday 
and vve like to observe old traditions.
PANCAKE DAY SPECIAL
47cOne 1(5 oz. bottle pure Maple Syrup tiiiil One paekiiKe A. J. Faiicahe Flour—llO'ni FOR
NABOB
TEA





U.se lot.s of Diem— they have 
never before been so ehcap. A  
good family size; f> doz. 
at .............. 3 69c
TENDER LEAF TEA '
You ve heard about it on the air— now try a package
^  02. package 30c 14 02. package 53c
FACIAL TISSUE
It s sanitary and will often save a handker- 
Try a roll, you’ll like it..........chief. 2T.S5C
WE SERVE YOU WELL
Crordon Grocery
- PHONES -  30 -  31REGULAR DELIVERIES PROMPTSERVICE
That Spring Look!
'*.Printzess 9 9
vCrisp new suits! Suits with 
that fresh Spring look writ­
ten all over them! Choose 
yours today . . .Sculptured 
man-tailored suits with nip­
ped-waists, trim fitted suits. 
W  orsteds. Tricotine and 
chalk stripes, guaranteed lin­
ings. Black, brown, navy 
and grey.
/‘ AND
^ u n t
(KELOWNA), LIMITED
different manner, Mr. Hembling opined 
Speaking as an individual, and not 
for the Board, -he reminded his audi­
ence that whenever difficulties arise 
the one-desk plan is sought. If this 
year’s operations are going to be judg­
ed on a dollars and cents basis, then 
the growers will come to the conclusion 
that the one-desk deal has not been 
success. But this is not a fair criterion, 
he believed. Under the one^desk dea  ^
tho confidence of the trade was estab­
lished and the market was made more 
stable, with the result that more ap­
ples are being marketed than before 
when one .shipper was competing ag­
ainst another.
More Than Without Control
I am confident that you ■will receive 
more money than if you had had no 
control at all,” ho considered, and such 
an agreement as has been operating 
with the shippers could never have 
been obtained without a growers’ or­
ganization, nor could the one-desk 
committee ever have been set up.
Following a fairly lengthy question­
ing period, Mr- G. A. Barrat reviewed 
tho marketing situation, past, present 
and future, right from the time when 
the situation looked promising and the 
soft fruit crop had been disposed of 
at fairly reasonable prices.
Mr. Barrat considered the break­
down in market conditions commenced 
about the time of the recc.ssion in the
npiental to that market.
“The time to decide v/hat We are 
going to dp with our low grade fruit 
is in the fall of the year, when it can 
be kept in. the orchards.” This will 
have to be faced in the future, in order 
to give the market the better type of 
article, he felt.
Mr. C. E. Atkins considered that it 
is not a fair condition for the shipper 
to saddle the grower with the cost of 
packing, plus the loss in the sale price 
of the fruit. He wanted to know what 
action the Board had taken to see that 
low grade fruit was not packed by the
out of the fruit.
Only Packed On Order
On December 6, Mr. Haskins point­
ed out, an order was issued by the 
Board stating that no apples- then un­
packed could be packed by the ship­
per unless an order was obtained from 
the Board. As far as the Board knows, 
this order has been adhered to strictly, 
but no accurate check-up has been 
made. "When there is one, Mr. Has­
kins assured the meeting that no .ship­
per would be allowed to chai'ge the 
grower packing charges on fruit which 
was packed without Board order and 
then found to be a total loss!
Mr. Hembling also added that some 
apples of small sizes were packed in 
anticipation of a movement to eastern 
Canada, similar to that ejfpefiehced 
during the marketing of the 1936 crop, 
tnrt this movement did not Tnaterialize 
this year. \ \
Mr, John Clarke believed that more 
consideration should have been -given 
by the Board to the amount of fruit 
to be packed during the season.
Mr. Snowsell wished to know what 
attempts had been made to find marr 
kets for “off” yarietids, such as 'Wagen- 
grs, which could be placed in a proper 
package and priced to suit tho people's 
taste. -
Mr. Joe Ivens, Okanagan Mission, 
caused a laugh when he pointed out 
that on the prairies, “apples is apples 
and pigs is pigs”, intimating that one 
apple is the same as another' to thg 
prairie farmer. '
Mr. Haskins replied that nearly all 
the Wageners were sold orchard run, 
loose, in lidded boxes. A great deal 
of thought has been given by the 
Board and the Grades’ Committee to 
the question of “off”varieties, he de­
clared, arid the question is being stud­
ied continually.
Mr. BaxTat told the meeting,'in x’eply
shipper, simply, to get packing charges j^ to a query concerning Siiening prices,
that McIntosh were opened highei*, but 
that when the winters were brought 
out market conditions had changed, 
and there was a drop off fx-om the 19.38 
opening winter prices.
Matter Of Opinion
Befox’e the meeting closed, 'Mr. Wal­
ter Hamilton voiced the opinion that 
if some of the poorer varieties had bean 
dumped at the start of the ono-desk 
deal, then the deal would have beoii 
infinitely bettex'.
To this, Mr. Haskins I’epllod, that it 
was merely a matter of ilifferpijce of 
opinion. He did hot give his own op­
inion, but considei-ed that any decision 
will ha.ve to await until the end o f  the 
season., If rnost of the crop i.'? sold, 
then the right decision was made ear­
lier in the year; On the ofljei' hand, 
if a considerable quantity of wx'apped 
hpples romains unsold, then the v/rong 
policy was foRowed.
Mr. E. B. Powell wa.s told that cei'- 
tain sizes were pushed on,to the Old 
Country market to relieve the iloraes- 
tic'market.
Just before the meeting concluded,' 
Mx'. Claude ,Taylor Suggested that if 
there is to be any dumping of apples, 
x'elief committees throughout the Val­
ley might bp considered, and given a 
quantity of the.seunwanted apples..
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Have You Made ^ 
Preparations •
FOR
Seeds  ^ Sprays 
Fertilizers
Put your orders in now !
Y O U R  H O M E  D ESER VES  
T H A T  N E W  COAT OF P A IN T
Kcincinber we’re ii^mts for
SHERWIN-WILLIAMS
FAM O US PA IN T S  A N D  V A R N ISH E S
KELOWNA GROWERS’ EXCHANGE
THE HOUSE OF SEUVICE AND QUALirY  
Free City Delivery Phono 29
pnUUUUUIUHUIUUH
LET IT SHOW!
W IN T E R  S T O R M S  H O L D  N O  T E R R O R  F O R  
P E O P L E  W H O  K N O W  A B O U T
Jasper Hard
Winter’s wildest blasts bring no vrorries to the home that is protect­
ed by the even, penetrating heat of this super-fine fuel. Haug’s Coal 
brings an even-burning, thorough heat with minimum of dust and 
ash. It gives you a reliable, safe heat that is always constant and 
easy to control. Try Haug’s coal this year and see the improved 
results in health and comfort.
Wm. H AUG  ^  SON
COAL and COKE DEALERS PHONE 66
MtwmtffmtfTirrTwtrmtTfttiwmnimm
WANTED TOO MUCH
Housewife: “I’ve an old suit which 
belonged to my husband, but I’m afraid 
ttie trousers would be too large round
the waist for you.”
“Well,” replied the hungry tramp, 
“perhaps you could give me a dirmer 
to*lriake them fit.”
THE CHURCHES
THE UNITED  CHURCH OF 
CANADA
riist Unitrd, curncr Klcliter St. •ixl Uernard 
Avenue
Uev. W. W. Mcl’hcreoo, M.A.. D.Th. 
Oruanint and Choir Leader: Cyril S. Mo«ao{), 
A.T.C.M., L.T.C.L.
II a.m. 'riie Friendship of Jesus. II. 
An Exiterienee.
7.:t0 p.m. Special Monthly Talk: 
“Hainsay MacDonald as a Manse Vis­
itor.”
7-7.30 p.ni. Organ Melodies.
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE SOCIETY
Cor. Ilernnrd Ave. nnd Uertrain St.
This Society is a branch of The 
Mother Church, The First Church of 
Christ. Scientist, in Boston, Massachu­
setts. Services: Sunday, 11 a.m.; Sun­
day School, 9.45 a.m.; first and third 
Wednesdays, Testimony Meeting, 8 
p.m. Reading Room open Wednesday 
and Saturday afternoons, 3 to 5 p.m.
5-tfc
UNUSUAL ADS IN 
CLASSIFIED SECTION
Man Writes Friend’s Epitaph, 
While Kamloops Men Seek 
Invitation
Two unusual ads appear in the Cour­
ier this week. One man, presuming 
that a local friend has passed to the’ 
Great Beyond, writes his friend’s ep­
itaph, “He died owing me a letter.” 
Then four chaps in Kamloops are 
looking for escorts, and invitations, to 
the local Spinsters’ ball. Their pleas 
for help apparently so impressed “Odds 
and Endser” that he forgot all about 
monetary considerations and uses the 
ad in his column. In displaying this 
generosity, “Odds and Endser” was un­
wittingly exemplifying the very spirit 
of Courier classified ads. They help 
you. They help you find any article, 
large or small, that has been lost, 
strayed or stolen. They help you sell 
any article which you desire to dis­
pose of. They help you save money by 
telling you of fine bargains that are 
available. They are always at your 
service. Read and use the Courier 
classifieds—it pays.
THE NETHERLANDS 
PICTURED IN WORD, 
SONG m  MUSIC
Canadian Club Hears Unusual 
Lecture By Miss Camclia van 
Guens
A  vivid and unusual picliux! of 'rhe 
Netherlands wa.s given tlie Kelowna 
Canadian Club at its Tuesday evening 
nioeling in the Royal Anne. The lec­
turer, Miss Cornelia Van Geuns. em­
ployed words, music and song and suc­
ceeded in giving the lai7<e number of 
members in attendance a delightful 
and instructive evening.
Mi.ss van Guens’ was no ordinary 
travol talk. She avoided the hackney­
ed roads of travel lecture.s and by in­
ference and .suggestion pictured her 
people and their life. Slie apjieared 
in tlie costume of her native land and 
many articles of her apparel formed 
the basis of some point brought out 
during her talk. Each point she made 
was illustrated by a song in her native 
language, during which she accom­
panied herself on the piano. Legends 
were used freely to emphasize the 
ehai'actcristio traits and the costumes 
of her people.
“Holland is one of the most modern 
and advanced countries of the world.” 
the speaker said. “The people accept 
new methods casil.v but still old cus­
toms survive as long as they are use­
ful. The country is a queer mixture of 
ancient and modern customs and de­
vices. Thus you hav9 streamlined 
trains and old man-powered canal 
boats operating within a stone.s’ throw 
of each other. Flowers cut in Holland 
are on the streets of London four hours 
later. The nation was the first to link 
it.self with its colonies by an airline and 
this line is still one of the longest in 
the woi’ld, being over nine thousand 
miles in length. The Dutch were pion­
eers in the use of the short wave for 
wireless communication. Much of the 
land is twenty feet below sea level 
and it is a. strange sight to see the 
sails of canal boats apparently sailing 
through the grass.”
The speaker was introduced by Pre­
sident A. Cameron and a vote of 
thanks was moved by Mrs. Gordon 
Herbert. Dr. ,G. A. Ootmar spoke 
briefly in a very hiunorous vein.
LOWER PRICES 
SHOWED ON ALL 
EXPORTMARRETS
Faulty Condition Of Some Fruit 





______ _____  __ _______ ___________Marcia
Big Sale * ^
Days ^
Y O U R  C H A N C E  T o  B E A U T IF Y  Y O U R  H O M E  W IT H  T H A T  M U C H  N E E D E D 'F U R N IT U R E  
A T  T R E M E N D O U S L Y  L O W  PR IC E S B U Y  N O W  A N D  S A V E  !
95cF E L T  B E D R O O M  RU G S,size 2 7  X  47; SPECI/VL ....
FELT BEDROOM RUGS, 27x72; special, $1.65
W O O L  A N D  J U T E  R U G S, a large 
variety, at S A L E  P R IC E S .
K IT C H E N  S U IT E S
Consisting o f Buffet, D rop-leaf Table 
and four Chairs.^’ in various colours.
$32.50
Very Special Values in
C H E S T E R F IE L D
S U IT E S
Three-piece; regular 
value, $89.50.
Lane CED AR  
CHESTS from $19.50
T W O  O N L Y 1937 T W O  S N A PS
WESTINGHOUSE REFRIGERATORS
S A LE
PR ICE $69.50 W IN N IP E G  C O U C H E SS A L E  (p -g  o  n v a
m c E
T A B L E  O IL C L O T H
T h irty  assorted patterns; 
at, ])er square yard ........
FLOOR COVERINGS to sell 
at 39c per square yard up.
S IM M O N ’S B E D  U N IT S
Cijiisisting of Red, Spring and Miat- 
tress. Q io ice  o f  cable or coil springs. 
Regular $25.00. ^
S A L E  P R IC E  ... ...
' V V, .' * * (A t  I •
$19.75
35 N E W  A N D  U S E D  R A D IO S
See. for yourself !
Now is the time to get that R AD IO  
at SACRIFICE PRICES
4'pc. Walnut Finish $49.50
Clearing out our odds and ends of
E N A M E L  W A R E  —  POTS, PA N S , ETC.
AT  B A R G A IN  PRICES
PUR C H ASE  Y O U R  W O O L  A N D  E ID E R D O W N  
COM FORTERS iriow at SA LE  PRICES.
H IG H  CLASS R A N G E S
at cut prices.
Only a few of the thousands of bargains at-store-wide Sale.
rtrfT* ■'iTigavti '/ai ,":a
» B B U f iR ¥  L
J O N E S FURNITURE
FURNITURE COMPANY LIMITED
Tlu io i.'! litllo change this week from 
conditions reported a week ago in the 
general situation on llu* United King­
dom marlrel as far as apple.s arc con­
cerned, stales the Cunudian Fruit Trudo 
Commissioner’s reiiorl for the week 
ending January 28. Supplies of fruit 
of many .varieties are umiile for re­
quirements and in llie.se eircumstaiiees 
demand lias become slower witli prices 
almost stationary.
On Tuesday, Nova Scotians by s.s. 
“Beaverbrae” were olfered at auction 
and met witli fair demand at moder.-ite 
prices. On Wednesday, supplies from 
the s.s. “Antonia” also were on .sale, 
wlieii large Starks reached 18,^ - and 
Baldwins 18/(5 for No. 1, with large 
Domestics 8d. to l/.'l lower, medium 
sizes in both grades were 3/- to 5/- 
below the levels realized for the larger 
fruit. Ben Davis moved at around 
14/8 and lJ/8 for the two sizes of 
No. 1, witli Domestic between 12/- 
and 13/9.
On Tlmrsday, the Scotians brought 
by s.s. “Kalla”, together with a quan- 
tit,y from s.s. “Antonia”, were on sale 
and the varied condition of some of the 
lots otTered is shown by a dilTcroncc 
in price of between 2/6 to 3/- for the 
same size and grade. *
British Columbians on this market 
show little change> Newtowns being 
8d. lower in price than the best lots 
from Oregon, while Spitzenberg were 
3d. to 6d. per box in advance of the 
Oregon olTerings of this variety. 
Liverpool Demand Fair 
Nova Scotians sold this week wei’c 
brought by s.s. “Dromorc” and s.s. 
“Duchess of York.” As reported last 
week, movement was slow and a con- 
sidex’able quantity was held over for 
sale on Monday, the 24th, when some 
low prices were received. On Wednes­
day, a quantity of the cargo of the 
“Duchess of York” which landed about 
7,.500 barrels were on offer, and while 
demand was not brisk, Russets reached 
24/-, Baldwins 2Q/-, and Gano 18/3, 
with corresponding sizes in Domestic 
grade 4/- to 5/- lower.
In boxed apples McIntosh and Deli­
cious of popular sizes in Extra Fancies 
were most in favour, and 10/- per box 
was realized for both varieties, New­
towns being 9d. lower. Demand ruled 
fair for the 14,000 boxes on offer and 
the same applied to about 5,000 from 
Washington and Oregon.
In Glasgow, only McIntosh reached 
the 10/- mark on Thursday, when part 
of the* British Columbian cargo of the 
s.s. “Vibran” was sold. This boat land­
ed over 16,000 boxes, and condition 
was not as good as expected. Slight 
scald was showing on McIntosh, slight 
waste in Delicious and both Spitzen­
berg and Winesap were fully ripe. De­
mand and prices w6re rather disap­
pointing on the whole, but with heavy 
arrivals due next week, and the some­
what doubtful condition of the fruit, 
it was considered advisable to clear 
even though lower prices had to be 
accepted in order to do so.
Baldwins and Starks were the chief 
Nova. Scotian varieties included in the 
3,290 barrels brought by s.s. “Manches­
ter Port”, and sold on Tuesday. For 
large Baldwins, prices received vvere 
very satisfactory in No. 1 grade, a 
small lot realizing 19/3 with the bulk 
at 18/- but medium sizes in both grades 
sold 9 t low prices, condition being 
variable. Starks were also on the low 
side oiily one lot of large. No. 1 reach­
ing 16/, while as low as 8/9 per barrel 
was accepted for mediuin Domestic. 
McIntosh Faulty
Six thousand Nova Scotian ban-els 
by s.s. “Cairhvalon” met very dull de­
mand except for large Baldwins on the 
21st and large Starks on the 25th, at 
Newcastle. At Friday’s sale the bulk 
of large Baldwins went out at 18/- 
with medium 3/- lower in No. 1 grade, 
while on Tuesday large Starks in both 
grades moved between 14/6 to 16/ 
The.se two varieties made up the bulk 
of the cargo. Columbians on this mar­
ket were aibout at the London level, 
and it is unfortunate that many of the 
McIntosh were in faulty condition be­
cause sound lots realized as high as 
10/3 p€;r box.
Prices are now available for the 
Scotians sold on Monday ex s.s. “Jakob 
Maersk” and while demand was very 
slow and complete clearances were not 
effected, considerable quantities of 
large Starks I in both grades sold be­
tween 15/6 to 17/-. Large Russets at 
23/6 and medium at 21/6 for the lar­
gest lots on offer were recorded, with 
Domestics between 15/- and 18/, con­
dition being variable.
Ontario Russets. Greenings and Bald­
wins by s.s. “Aquitania” and s.s. “Wes- 
ternland" wei'e sold yesterday, the best 
prices being realized for large Green­
ings. namely 26/- per barrel, medium 
sized Russets sold at 17/- with Domes­
tic 1/3 lower, and medium Baldwins 
at 18/-. Small lots o f boxed McIntosh, 
ex. s.s. “Nalon” moved at 88/- to 8/3 
for Extra Fancies, there being no Fan- 
I cies offered, while "Newtowns at Extra 
1 Fancy 9/- and 8/- to 8/6 for Fancy 
were the only sales recorded, expected 
supplied from the s.s. “Nebraska” not 
being Jandod in time for the sale.
Advices from Hamburg indicate that 
the i-eceivers of the 16.400 barrels of 
Scotians per s.s. “Hamburg’.' appear to 
be satisfied with the packing and con­
dition of the apples, in spite of the ' 
tact that In some instances scald w^s 
in evidence. At Friday’s' sale, when 
about half the cargo was sold, No; 1 
2 l ;"  Ben Davis brought between 20/6 
to 20/9, with 2r/." up at 18/- to 18/.3. 
Ganos and Starks were lower at 15/9 
to 16/.
Total arrivals from Canada and the. 
United States to the United Kingdom, 
for the weeks ending September 7th. 
1937, to January 25th, 1938, inclusive.
: LETTERS TO THE :
: EDITOR :
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AriMtOVIi.S McNIUOLL’S STANI>
Ktrlowuii, B.C.. Feb. 22, 1938. 
To I he Editor,
Kelowna Courier.
Dear .Sir,
In tlie is.sue of the 10th ln.sl. of llio 
Kelowna Courier, I read a letter by 
Mr. A. McNicoll.
Mr. Editor, as a fruit grower of some 
twenty year.s’ experience in the Glen- 
more Valley, 1 wish lo slate I am 1(10 
per cent in agreement with McNieoH’s 
iiUiiude, firstly, tovviirds the Standard 
Contract, secondly, towards Mr. Staple’s 
o])inlon of the said contract.
JOHN O. CLARKE.
A POINT OF VIEW




An Austrian, with whom 1 was talk­
ing the other day, asked me what I 
thouglil of the present day policies of 
Germany. I told him that was a dif­
ficult subject—but would endeavour to 
give my view—as simply as possible— 
just-as an ordinary citizen and by no 
special authority.
As I see it, the information wo get 
from time to lime, regarding Germany, 
occasions serious rcllection on our part. 
The fundamentals of the two nations, 
the Germans and ourselves, though not 
exactly dissimilar, are certainly not 
the same. We should seek to find 
some fixed point whereby Germany 
becomes intelligible to us— or be pre­
pared for differences to consolidate, 
arid the efforts of the imagination lo 
become sterile when we wish to an­
alyse another point of view.
What, shall I ask. is Germany’s con­
ception of I’cason? Unlike most na­
tions, it appears to me, she does not 
believe in the intrinsic I'casonableness 
of things. She is inclined "to think 
that this would presuppose and tag 
her with an orthodox constitution 
which she genuinely thinks the Ger­
man does not possess.
To her all life is being, is movement; 
she believes thoroughly in her des­
tiny, although paradoxically, she does 
(yet does not) quite know where. That 
is why she mistrusts reason as a moral 
principle, and half shy of the regula­
tions (which come with reason) which 
cover every contingency.
You rhay say: Surely as a philoso­
phical people she appreciates reason? 
That is true, but rather with the trans­
itory fact, than the rounded fact of 
logic. For ourselves, reason may be 
conceived as a guiding principle; in 
short, an instrument of order, and when 
based on moral calculations will prove 
that if things (sometimes quite sloven­
ly) are allowed to take their course 
•they will, in time, appear as reasonable 
and true.
Again, Gerriiany’s nationalism be­
came her consolation. A  philosophical 
people, they no longer look outwards 
but within , themselves—and finding 
themselves—what next?
At this point, one must leav'e the 
philosophical angle behind and view 
briefly the political and economic side!
Germany, highly imbued with na­
tionalism, is not greatly concerned with 
comparison. She feels the last is ex­
pedient only to those who cannot reach 
the heart of things. Hence, to our 
minds, rhuch of her thought appears 
egotistical and.subjective, but We need 
not lose sight of the fact, that (in the 
fulfilling of her destiny) her policy is 
at once “objective”.
This is a fact which should enter
De Valera’s Secretary
Katlileen O ’Connell, Eamonn de Val­
era’s .secretary and, it is rumoured, his 
“eyes" since his sight began to fail 
about a year ago. accompanied him on 
Ills recent visit to London to confer 
witli British statesmen upon British- 
Irisli relations.
NAVY LEAGUE BALL 
IS GALA AFFAIR
Although it did not attract as large 
a group as was expected, the Navy 
League Ball, held in the Royal Anne 
Hotel on Thursday evening, February 
17, was voted entirely successful and 
a very pleasant dance.
A  happy group of couples 'Swirled 
to the tunes of Chas. Pettman’s Im­
perials until an early morning hour, 
the only break being for a buffet sup­
per, served at midnight.
The entrance to the ballroom was 
attractively decox’ated with a ship’s 
anchor, wheel, hawser, and other in­
signia.
and for the same period last year, ai-e 
giyen in the following table:— , 
CANADA 1937 .1938
Barrels . ...........  600,000 1,089,000
Boxes     1,396,000 1,666,000
Hampers ....... .. ... 4,900 15,300
U. S. A. 1937 1938
Barrels......  186,700 411,000
Boxes .............. - 894,000 1.073,000
Hampers........  48,000 . 147.700
Director, putting on his hat and coat 
(to secretary): “You can answer that 
letter from Smith, Brown & Company , 
for me, and sign it ‘per pro’—-but be 
careful what you say—don’t lose my 
temper!”
the consciousness of our people; for. 
paradoxical as it may seem, that at a 
time When England is tolerant, easy 
arid kind, other nations build, if not 
directly, indirectly against her. It 
seems to me that Germany’s gaze is 
directed on the lesser countries east 
and south of her; and farther, she may 
dream of the Ukraine, and farther still. 
Baghdad. Her wooing of middle Eur­
ope and a possible foothold in Asia, 
may be mainly by political and econ­
omic means.  ^ Recollect that the Bagh­
dad railway (until its loss) was gained, 
more or less, by economic penetration. 
Comparatively, somewhat immature in 
political .science—I surmise propaganda 
and economic penetration will play a 
great part in her future policies. Should 
this not succeed too well—well, there 
is the mailed fist. But to the German 
I do not think militarism is always a 
symbol .of .figgression; and whether 
her militarism of today is a symbol of 
aggression, or a consequence of free­
dom, I ’m not prepared to say. What 
may appear paradoxical to me, may 
not appear so to my Austrian friend.
Yours faithfully,
E. R. ELLIS-TUCKER. ,
Q lc a 'n a g a n  In vestm en ts  C o . ,  L t d .
Paid up Capital i- - - $403,000.00
O L a n a s a n  L o a n  &  In v e stm en t T ru s t  C o .
Paid up Capital - - - $250,000.00
ESTATES M A N A G E D
M ORTGAGES —  IN V E ST M E N T S  —  R E A L  E ST A T E  
FIRE, L IF E  and AC C ID ENT  IN S U R A N C E
A  S a f e  E x e c u to r  f o r  Y o u r  E s ta te
B. deF. BOYCE, M.D., 
Chaii'man




D. K. GORDON  
Managing Director, D. K. 
Gordon Ltd.
O. ST. P. AITKENS, M.C: 
Director and Manager,
President. Kelowna Sawmill Co. Treasurer, Diocese of Kootehay
H. V. WEBB, Secretary :A .  J. CORNER
Phone 98 K E LO W N A , B.C. Phone 332
PUTTING ON AIRS
Bessie (reading paper)—^Fancy, an­
other chorus girl has married a young 
man who has just been left a 'fortune.
Beryl—Oh, well, it comes natural to 
these singers to pick up an heir.
S P E C I A L
British Columbians Favorite
This advertisement is .not published oi' displayed by the Liquor 
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M i f f l i a
<i>
/He's the worst dancer in college.’ 
y.ie‘ll Bring plenty of Sweet Caps!”
JAPORAL CIGARETTES
form in which tobacco can be smoked."'
r u le  in the c ity  v is it  
r/«; ® * «  r  H airdresain tr  
p tio p , 311 W .  H ast in gs
20 C IR L S  W A N T E D
To Learn Hairdressing
A l s o  i t p y s  t o  l e a r n  B a r b e r i n g
Both these professions provide prof­
itable employment with pleasant siir- 
soundingrs and an opportunity for In­
dependence by opening your own 
shop. Tuition Reasonable. TOOXiS 
•TltZIS, Terms Arranged.
Metier Hairdr^ ing School
303 West Hastings 
Vancouver, B. C. Soy. 7 7 8 9
JOSATOEt RECIPE
S A T O M Y  P E A S  
and TOMATOES
A d d  t o  1 ^  c u p s  b o i l e d  r ic e ,  1 l a r g e  t i n  R o y a l  C i t y  
T o m a to c is ,  s ie v e d  a n d  ^  o n io n  c h o p p e d  f in e  t h a t  
h a s  b e e n  c o o k e d  i n  b u t t e r  t i l l  g o ld e n  b r o w n .  
A d d  1 c r u m b l e d  b a y  l e a f ,  2  t a b le s p o o n s  c h o p p e d  
p a r s le y  a n d  1 t i n  R o y a l  C i t y  P e a s ,  d r a in e d .  
T u r n  i n t o  g r e a s e d  c a s s e r o le  d i s h  a n d  b a k e  30 to  
40 m in u t e s  a t  3,‘iO'’ F .  S e r v M  6  t o  8.
This advertisement is not published or displayed by the Liquor Con­
trol Board or by the Government of British Columbia.
■ w a H iie H r s e r v ic e  ffl and from VAHCOUVEB
VIA PENTICTON — Daily Service 
Greyhound 8:00 pjo. Iv. KELOWNA ar. 9:45 a ni.
...:..... 10:10 p.m. ar. PENTICTON Iv. 7:30 a.m.
.... 10:35 pjn. Iv. PENTICTON ar. 7:.30 a.m






on Train 3 after 
leaving Sicamous
4:00 pjn. lv. 
8:05 pjn. ar. 








Frank Buckland Of Kelowna De­
scribes English Visit— Wine 
Cheaper Than Water
TllU IlSnAy. FEim UAHY 2 4 . UK)«
SHANGHAI UNDM HRE 
VIVIDLY DESCRIBED TO ROTARIANS 








James Carney Took Active Part Tii Affairs Of Interna­
tional Settlement During Hectic Days Of Last 
August— Two Bombs Killed Two Thousand— Japs 
And Chinese In Settlement Co-operate
G O O D  L I G H T
T H E  T H R I F T I E S T  F O R M  O F
H O M E  IMPROVEMENT
’I’ho WiniU'ld Farmor.s’ lii.stituU- lu'lci 
llmir regular rnontljly tm.'cting in Ihc 
Community Hall, 'riuir«day evening 
la.sl and heard Mr. Frank Buckland. 
uf Kelowna, de.scribo hi.'i European trip.
The financial .statement and report, 
which liad not been available for the 
annual meeting, wa.s pre.si.'nted at this
meeting, was passed with little com- __ __ _
inent the rtn.ancc.s being in healthy I boy, held the local Rotary Club entranced at the Tuesday meeting
condition. After correspondence was I -.r .i- - i__ i_. y, • • ^
road and dealt with and several reso-
G IV IN G  a vivid description of life in Shanghai during the first 
three weeks of “The Trouble,” Jim Carney, former Kelowna
I lutions passed the chairman called on 
Frank Buckland, of Kelowna, to give a 
I talk on his trip to Great Britain and 
Eurojjoun countries. The audience of 
some twonly-nvc sliowcd groat interest 
in hi.s talk and expressed their appre­
ciation with a very hearty vote of 
tluinks. Mr, Buckland told of being 
detained for eight hours oil the coast 
of Newfoundland due to heavy fogs 
I and moving icebergs, and remarked 
that while it was considered at the 
I time to be an inconvenience it proved 
[ a fortunate occurrence as it timed the 
ship so that it arrived just off the coast 
of England at dawn, giving them all a 
chalice to Bee the coast as they trav- 
I ellcd up, to finally dock in the harbour 
sliortly after midday.
Ho expressed himself as being much 
taken with the hospitality of the Eng- 
I lish people, certain of whom guided 
him around the City of London in a 
manner one could not get an official 
guide to do. He also expressed admir­
ation of the conduct of the great 
crowds during the Coronation, saying 
that only good will and an unhurried 
atmosphere were prevalent.
Mr. Buckland said he was impressed 
with the popularity of the whiskey and 
soda in England and the sour wines in 
France. The latter was cheaper with 
meals than the less used beverage, 
water.
Mr. Buckland visited the auction 
[ markets on several occasions and saw 
the fruit, etc., being sold. Altogether, 
he remarked he had had a wonderful 
trip and advised any of his listeners 
who could raise the “necessary” to go 
and do likewise. Refreshments wei-e 
served after the talk.
of that body. Mr. Carney is in Canada on leave of absence from his 
duties with the health department of the Shanghai International 
I Settlement.
I Since 1924, the speaker said, they# 
liad been accustomed to trouble in the 
International Settlement. There hud 
been h continuous cycle of riots, boy­
cotts. war and tense situations. So 
much so that it became slightly boring 
after a time. That is until the pre­
sent serious situation developed
The Ladies’ Aid of the Winfield Un­
ited Church held their regular monthly 
meeting at the home of Mrs. C. L. 
Gunn, ,on Thursday last. There was 
a fair attendance. The business of the 
meeting was chiefly making arrange­
ments for the congregational meeting 
which is to be held in the United 
Church the evening of the 4th of 
March.
The ladies are preparing a supper 
and hope to see all interested parties 
attend this annual event. Reports on 
Church and Sunday School work will 
be given and officers for the current 
year will be selected.
On Monday, St. Valentine’s Day, the 
Young Woihen’s Auxiliary held their 
weekly meeting at the home of Mr. and 
Mrs. Alan Gibbons. The meeting took 
the form of a social evening, everyone 
enjoying themselves at games and 
singing. .
' 4: :)i . ip '
Mr. and Mrs. W. W. Hart, of Gilbert 
Plains, Manitoba, have recently de­
parted after spending a holiday with 
their son-in-law and daughter, Mr. and 
Mrs. O. D. Burns. They had been 
previously visiting at Vancouver.
Mr. and Mrs. H. D. Butterworth gnd 
Ross McDonagh, of Penticton, were 
week-end visitors to Oyama and Win­
field, Mrs. Butterworth remaining for 
a week’s holiday.8. ' 8
Police Force
There is a  ^ regular force of some 
eight hundred Russians available to 
quell all riots and disorders and in 
addition there is a force of volunteer 
militia of about twenty-five hundred 
men. This is composed of British, Jap­
anese, Fi’cnch, American, Portuguese, 
Chinese and Russian companies. It 
was rather interesting to note that 
while the Japs and Chinese may be 
fighting outside the boundaries of the 
settlement the two companies cooper­
ate in friendly harmony to preserve 
the neutrality of the Settlement.
Start Of Trouble
“The Trouble,” as the speaker called 
the events which captured world head­
lines last summer, started on August 
12 when a Japanese officer was killed 
and the Japanese commenced to land 
troops. When the war started the peo 
pie of the settlement thought that the 
Chinese would'- be able to hold the 
Chinese sector of the city for about 
two weeks against the modern forces 
of Japan. However, tlje Chinese sur­
prised everyone by holding out for 
three months, under continuous bom­
bardment and attack.
The volunteer militia was called out 
and assisted in evacuating many Rus­
sian and Chinese families and their 
goods. The people of the International 
Settlement were in constant danger 
from stray bullets which whistled into 
the settlement and the anti-aircraft 
shrapnel which was fired from the Jap­
anese warships gnd which fell into the 
Settlement.
Two Bombs Kill 2,000
Two bombs fell on August 14 which I 
killed over two thousand people and 
wounded an unknown number. 'The 
first landed in a hotel and killed six 
hundred. The speaker said that he 
was in charge of one party cleaning up 
the mess. The various parts of the 
bodies which were scattered over the 
streets were gathered up and dumped 
in an open field where they were ev- [ 
entually buried. ,
Every Chinese in the entire city! 
wanted to get into the International 
Settlement and over a million refugees, 
were admitted. They simply lived in 
the streets and for days there was a 
tremendous shortage of food. The 
streets were . crowded and when the 
second bomb fell it killed over twelve ] 
hundred persons.
DICE PARKINSON 
HEAD OF JUNIOR 
CHAMBER IN B.C.
Mr. John Sutherland is sufficiently 
improved in health and returned home 
on Saturday last.
. . 8 8 *
Mrs. V. R. McDonagh journeyed to 
Grindrod and Enderby on Friday last 





Drop Tournament By Ten To Six 
Score After Close Matches
A representative team from the Ok- 
an^an Centre Badminton Club motor­
ed to Vernon on Saturday night last 
for a match with the B.C. Dragoons 
piub. Included in the team were,Mr. 
and Mrs. Fallow, the Misses Carter, 
Gleed and Harrop and Messrs. Bernau, 
R. Berry and F. Parker.
The team lost by a score of 10-6 after 
exciting matches. The Vernon team 
included Mr. and Mrs. Farenhm-st, 
the Misses Olive:*, Foster, “Warren and
White ahd Messrs. Leslie and Poole.8 8 8 . '
The whist drive on Monday evening 
put on at the Hall by the Community 
Hall Ass’h., was a very jolly affair, 
“earthquake” biidgc being a decided 
novelty.
First prize at bridge was won by 
Mrs. Olsen, while the consolation prize 
was presented to Mr. Van Ackeren.
‘ Whist prizes fell to Mrs. Ross and 
Mr. Whiten. Miss Jones receiving the 
consolation.
British Prestige High
“No matter what you: jmay hear, do ! 
not forget that British prestige in the 
East is very high,” the speaker said. 
“The British are the people there and 
no other nation will take the lead in 
anything. Once the British' decide to 
do something the other nations are 
quick to follow suit. The British navy 
deserves a ^ ea t deal of credit for the 
fine job if did in and .^^ around the] 
Shanghai zone.”
Mr. Carney explained that Shahghai I 
is a comparatively new city, the Brit­
ish having obtained the first trading 
concession there in 1842. The foreign­
ers were hot permitted to live in the 
Chinese cities, so a tract of land of 
about eight and two-thirds square 
miles was leased from the Chinese au­
thorities and a foreign settlement made. 
It is a modern city now with every 
convenience of a western , city. It. is 
one of the chief ports Of the world, | 
serving over forty million people.
The city is divided into three parts; 
the Chinese city and the French and 
International Concessions. The latter 
has thirty-one different nationalities 
\vith the British, Japanese and Ameri­
cans being the three largest groups. 
The Settlement is governed by a | 
municipal council composed of five 
British, two Americans and two Jap-[ 
anese.
The Settlement is a srriall league of I 
nations and is a splendid example of 
what the various nationalities can dd| 
when they cooperate. " ' -
The speaker was introduced by O; Sf. j 
P. Aitkens and an expreission of thanks 
on behalf of the club was voiced by j 
R. Corner.
BENVOULIN
Mr. and Mrs. G. Gibson and daugh­
ter, Miss Joan, returned the end of last 
week from an extended stay in Van­
couver.
Travel Eastbound via Sicamous.
Ask about Fast Service to Eastern Canada.
C. SHA:^ER—-City Ticket Agent—Phone 104; or G: D . BROWN. 
Station Ticket Agent—Phone 10—Kelowna, B. C.
C A N A D IA N  P A C IF IC
Mr. ' and Mrs. H. Macfarlane have 
been entertaining during the past week 
the latter’s sister and family, Mrs. and 
Mr. W. Edmunds and daughters. Miss 
Joan and Shirley of Fort William. On 
Saturday afternoon Mrs. Macfarlane 
entertained a party of children in hon­
our of her two young guests.8 - 8 * '
Miss Jones, of Vernon, has been the 
guest the past week of Mrs. Pixton.
On Friday night, February l-8, a very 
successful “Pot Luck” supper was held 
under the auspices of the Benvoulin 
W.A., Mrs. J. Smith, of Kelowna, kind­
ly-offering the use of her home for 
this occasion.
About 7.30, some 42 people sat down 
to an appetizing supper, which was 
followed by games and community 
singing, led by Archie Hardy. Mrs. R. 
Ritchie and, Mrs. Gladys Reid each 
contributed two pleasing solos. Mrs. 
Pound voiced the appreciation of those 
present to Mr. and Mrs. Smith, and the 
evening closed with the singing of 
Auld Lang Syne.
. • * •
, Miss M. Campbell, of Penticton, 
the guest of Mrs. Archie Hardy. Jr.
IS
The dance which was planned for 
Friday night last in the Italian Hall 
was postponed until this Friday night.
Coast Convention Nominates Ke­
lowna Man To Head Provincial 
Body
Mr. R. F. “Dick” Parkinson, Past] 
President of the Kelowna Junior 
Board of Trade, was elected President] 
of the British Columbia Junior Cham- 
bor of Commerce, when it met for its 1 
second annual convention in New ] 
Westminster on Saturday.
Mr. Parkinson, who was named Vice- 
President of this body last year, at-1 
tended the Coast convention for the | 
first time as a representative of the 
Kelowna Junior Board. - 
The convention was held at New j 
Westminster, with Mayor F. J. Hume j 
extending the Royal City’s felicita­
tions td representatives of about 2,000 [ 
young business men of this province.
One of the important resolutions I 
passed emanated from Nelson, and 
broke up the British Columbia terri­
tory into regions, Vancouver Island, 
Lower Mainland, Okanagan and Koote- | 
nay.
The 1939 convention will be held in 
Nelson, the first time the younger I 
business men of British Columbia have [ 
ever met in convention in the Interior.
Mr. J. R. Armstrong was named B.C. 
Secretary, to work with Mr. Parkin- | 
son. ’
An explorer claims to have discov-j 
ered an island in the Pacific where the 
wind always blows. For that matter, | 
that’s all it ever does over here either.
V*
Good light costs so little . . . yet 
doss so much to brighten your 
homo. Join in the campaign for 
Home Improvement by filling.all 
sockets with Edison Mazda Lamps. 
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-'*1 ^  v\
EASY TO MAKE 
„  ^ 'D e l ic io u s  
• . . N o u r i s h i n g  |
. ^  ^ E c o n o m ic a l  I 
S a t is fy in g .  |
A U N T  J E M IM A
P A N C A K E  f l o u r
Order from your Grocer today !
QUAKER 0 A1 S
30 GENEROUS HEALTH 
BREAKFASTS IN  FACH PACKAGE
Each serving provides the energy value of 2 eggs,
l i y  ~  o f Castlewood”  and “ Cabin
a baixi ■■’V Crossroads” , Love, Romance, Music and
— 8 a.m. P.S.T.. MONDAY to FRIDAY. NBC Red Network
ai  at the j 
 Comedy J
K  H  O i J
PROVINCE OF BRITISH COLUMBIA
INCOME TAX
RETURNS
A R E  N O W  D U E  T O  B E  F IL E D  B Y :—
(1.) Every persoh in receipt of salary, wages, or investrhent income.
(2 .)— Employers, respecting salaries and wages paid to employees during the
calendar year 1937.
These Returns are required to be filed not later than
FEBRUARY ZSth, 1938
Taxpayers should obtain forms from any Provincial Government office or chart-
ered bank iiV\he Province. *
An urgent request is made for these returns to be filed as much in adyance of 
the final date as possible to enable the Department to give better service to tax­
payers than can be provided during the rush of the last day.
Corporation, business, or professional income is required to be returned within 
three months after the end of the taxpayer’s fiscal year.
Victoria, B.C.
B. PETERSON, 
Commissioner of Income Tax.
ITHE KELOWNA COURIER AND OKANAQAN ORCHARDIST
E M P R E S S
S M i t m




Valley Newsmen Dispose Of In­
terests To J. W . B. Browne 
Who Becomes Controlling 
Shareholder
ALBERT E. LLOYD 
DIES IN KELOWNA
LISTEN
FRIDAY 7 P.M. P.S.T. 
CBN - ClAT - CKOV - CFJC - CHWK
T R Y  T H B  C O U K IK R  C I-A S S IK U sO  A P R
Ncw.spiipennen of tlic Okmiaf'i**'. 
who two mid n litilf yoaiK njjo jnirchns- 
od II siib.slantinl intoroMt in Okana/'an 
IJroadcaKliTK Ltd. operatinj^ radio ata- 
(ion CKOV at Kolownu, liavu sold tlioir 
lioldiiuts to J. W. H. Browne, nianaginj{ 
diieclor of tlie .station. Mr. Browne 
now becoirie.s iiie eontrollin;' sliare- 
liolder of the company. Tlie sale was 
a easli transaction.
W. S. Harris, of the Vernon News, 
li. J. McDougall, of tlie Penticton Her­
ald. and G. C. Ho.se and R. A. Fraser, 
of tin' Kelowna Courier, resigned as 
CKOV diri.'ctors at a meeting of tlie 
boiii'd Oh Friday last. Tliey were suc­
ceeded by W. Hardy, W. B. Hugiies- 
Ganies, II. F. Chapin, George E. Brown 
and S. T. Miller, who with E. W. Bar­
ton and ,T. W. B. Browne comprise the 
Ijo.'ud of directors.
A rcssident of the Kelowna di.strict 
for the pa.st Ilf teen year.s,'^Albert Ed­
ward Henry Lloyd jiassed away in tlie 
Kelowna General Hospiti^l on Wednes­
day, February 10. after an attack of 
pneumonia.
Decea.sed was burn at York Mills, 
Out,, on December HI, 1059, and farm­
ed in Manitoba until 1915, when be 
went overseas with the forestry ra- 
cniits. On his relurn, he settled in tlie 
Okanagan Valley, and for the lust llf- 
leen years lie nssided in Kelowna.
A single man, lie was predeceased 
by all but two of six brothers and 
three sisters. One brother,' B. T. Lloyd, 
and a sister Miss L. V. Lloyd are both 
residents of this district.
Funeral services were held from the 
Pentecostal Church, on Monday, Feb­
ruary 21, witli Rev. H. Catrano ofllciat- 
ing. Pall bearers were all returned 
men and included W. F. Middleton, J. 
Thibaiill, J. Gauvin. R. IT. Brown. G. 
Grant and F. Hillborn.
“Somebody must guarantee your 
signature. Have you no'friends?”
“Not one—I am a tax-collector.”
Q c/
99
At the end of the second period, with the 
score 6-5 in favour of Essex Centre, Mr. 
Picobac realized with a sudden shock that 
his pipe was empty and cold.
“Picobac is great stuff at a hockey game,” 
said he, refueling for the final period. 
“It’s a steady burner, and a mild . . . cool 
. . .  sweet smoke in the time of stress. But 
with a score of 6-5 a man’s pipe bums 
under forced draught . . . Hey! somebody 
give me a match!”
Somebody passed him a box. The de­
licious fragrance of fresh-lit Burley spread 
through the air and Mr. Picobac’s tension 
relaxed. His pipe was lit. “All right, 




Drastic Legislative Acts Arc 
Brought To Attention of Youth 
Christian Study Club
The Dominion of New Zealand, a 
part of the IJrjtiKh Eiiiiiiio in Hie .soulli- 
ern Paeille, 1,200 miles east of Aus­
tralia, was tlie .subject elio.sen for study 
at tlie February 12lli meeting of the 
Youth Chrlstiun Study Club. Mr. Er­
nest BurneU gave the paper and led 
the discussion.
MAY HEAD K.C.M.I*.
TRY P IC B O A C  S liced  Plug  
in the Vest Pocket Tin 15c
"It DOES taste qood in a pipe!"
In connection wvitli tlie geograpliy of 
tills country, it was ijoiiited out lliut 
its size is slightly greater than that of 
England, Wales and Scotland eoinbined 
It consists of two large islands and 
a number of small islands near the 
mainland. The two large.st cities. Well­
ington and Auckland, are on North Is­
land. The bulk of tlie wealth is de­
rived from sheep and catlle, Ihe annual 
wool clip amounting to more than 200 
million pounds, being about 2<l per 
cent to :10 percent of that of Australia. 
Sheep skins to the value of 10 to 15 
million dollars are exported annually; 
frozen meahs exported amount to some 
50 million dollars annually; butter and 
cheese 00 to 80 millions of dollars 
worth exported annually. There are 
more than 4 million cattle pasturing on 
the land of which nearly half are dairy 
caljle. and over 28 million .sheep. Ab 
out three-quarters of the land surface 
is capable of being cultivated.
The colonization c)f this country by 
Groat Britain commenced in 1839. the 
first company of English settlers reach­
ing New Zealand in January, 1840, and 
in that same month the English Gov­
ernment took formal posbession of the 
islands. In tlie ten years that followed 
Sir George Grey was Governor of the 
colony.
The ora of political progress, for 
which New Zealand is famous, began 
with the year 1877. Previous to 1877., 
political power liad been vested in the 
hands of the landholding and profes­
sional classes, under a limited fran­
chise.. Under the feadership of Sir 
George Grey, a popular democratic 
party brought about the organization 
of a national .system of public educa­
tion. Great pi’ogi’ess has been made 
since that time, and New Zealand now 
has a national university with four 
co-operating colleges and a system of 
public schools in \yhich elementary 
education is free and compulsory for 
children from 7 to 14 years of age. In 
the secondary and special schools, the 
payment of fees is required for advan­
ced instruction. In 1890, manhood suf­
frage was adopted and in 1893 were 
given the ballot.
The growth of industries other than 
farming and grazing gave rise to a 
notable series of legislative acts for the 
control of land and public utilities, ^nd 
for the settlement of labour disputes. 
This legislation attracted . world-wide 
attention. In 1891, the land tax sys­
tem was adopted which lays a tax on 
land rather than on improvements. In 
1892, the government began the policy 
of buying large estates and leasing 
them for long periods in parcels of 
2,000 acres or less; In 1894, arbitration
Assistant Commissioner S. T. Wood, 
at pre.seiit acting cliiof of the Royal 
Canadian Mounted Police, is consider­
ed the probable successor to Sir James 
MacBrioii, who is expected to announce 
hi.s retirement shortly.




•■Safety j j .
Dramatic\ Lovers —  s 
Comedy 7ell gtaged
BIG ATTENDANCE AT 
ANNUAL BANQUET
Mothers And Daughters Join For 
Splendid Social Evening
Under the chairmanshii? of Joan 
Burt, President of the C.G.I.T.', and 
guided by Mrs. T. F. McWilliams, who 
is in charge of the grout>. o splendid 
mother and daughter banquet was 
staged in tlie United Church Hall, on 
Monday evening, February 21.^bout 
130 persons attended the function.
Miss Muriel CunllfTe was the guest 
speaker for the occasion and chose 
as her subject an intimation of what 
this country and this western civiliza­
tion owes to Christianity. As a com­
parison, she visualized Japan as she 
liad viewed that country on the oc­
casion of a recent-visit.
During the banquet, informal singing 
between courses enlivened proceedings. 
The first toast, was to the King, given 
by the Chairman, Jean Burt. Margaret 
Gordon proposed the toast to “Our 
Mothers,” which was responded to by 
Mrs. M. Jenkins. .Joyce Smith paid 
tribute to “The Boys,” Ivith Bobbie 
Burks responding.
Rev. Dr. W. W. McPherson proposed 
the tribute to the Canadian Girls In 
Training, with Miss Marie Olson giving 
the response.
Group introductions and stunts fol­
lowed Miss CunlifFe’s short talk, and 
before the programme was concluded 
a delightful candle ceremony was per­
formed. Taps ended the enjoyable 
programme. ! '
The Pcachluiio«u^,„i„> 
seijted u tiireo aiS 
to u crowded liouA on Fr 
in Uie Legion HufV Fille 
and tense moments, h^is s] 
edy kept tlie audk.'ncc 
until the final curlaii\ foil. 
ected by Amisli MadRiIll, thi.- 
most ambitious play mesentc 
Peachland audience for many 
and great credit is due the 
and tlie actors for tlicir fine 
mance.
Tlic stage settings were very 
and the costuming most attractive 
give the desired ollects.
The story centred around tlie tri 
of Jack Montgomery, a young hu.sbai 
played by Melvin Barwick, and hi 
friend Jerry Arnold, played by Jaelf. 
Maddoek, us they get themselves into 
a jam while endeavouring to save El­
mer Flannel, played by Fred Mills, 
from the clutches of Zuleika, a Turk­
ish girl played by Edith Duquemin. 
Emmie Hunt as Mabel Montgomery, 
the young wife, wept cfTectively 
through most of tlie first act. while 
Joan Maddoek played Virginia Bridg- 
cr, her sister, who had lost her heart 
to Jerry. The, two Irish parts ol Mary 
Ann O’Finnerty, the cook, and Mr. Mc­
Nutt, “the defective detective,” were 
taken by Sheila McKay and Frank Gil­
lum, who provided countless laughs. 
Ewart Bowering made a most ferocious 
Turk as he dashed through in his pur­
suit of his “Lcetle Zuleika,” and with 
his wicked-looking knife made more 
than one of the smaller members of 
the audience quake, as he man-handled 
the luckless Elmer Flannel, who was 
saved by the timely intervention of 
Mary Anne with a soda water siphon. 
Pearl Bowering, as the supercilious 
mother-in-law, completed the cast.
When forced to go to jail when 
tracked down by McNutt, Jack and 
Jerry decide to say they are off for 
Florida to a Convention of the Lodge. 
But in their absence they were report­
ed drowned and they return in the 
second act to ‘find Mabel and Virginia 
in deep mourning preparing to buy 
their tombstones. When attempting to 
explain their imaginary escape from 
the boat in which they were supposed 
to sail for Florida, Jack and Jerry 
made a dramatic story of the '©^^e^
THE BEST CHEUROLET
miHEURotrr
illustrated— Chevrolet 3-passenger Master De Luxe
. Sedan with trunk.
m m sm
C H E V R O L E T
THE SYM BOL O F  S A V IN G S
MODERN MODE STYIING 
PERFECTED HYDRAULIC BRAKES
GENUINE KNEF-AaiON
on Matter De Luxe Models
ROOMIER, All-SIIENT, ALL-STEEL BODIES 
VALVE-IN-HEAD ENGINE 
FISHER NO-DRAFT VENTILATION 
NEW TIPTOE-MATIC CLUTCH
-P R IC E D  $  
F R O M 8 2 0
f2-Pass. Master Business C oupe) 
Master O e Luxe Models from $S92 
Delivered at factory, Oshawa, Ontario. Gov­
ernment tax. freight and license extra. Con­
venient terms may be arranged through the 
General Motors Instalment Pltm.
■ 'T 'HE best Chevrolet in history
■9---- the outstanding car of
1938! Compare . ..  and let your 
own eyes prove it. Look at that beautiful­
ly rounded new radiator grille. See how 
those modem lines are repeated in the 
new hood louvres —  emphasized by the 
fleet, low streamline of the roof.
Glance inside. Here are wider seats! 
Wider doors! Attractive new uphol­
stery! Extra inches of room! Flat, un­
obstructed floors! Fishqr No-Draft Ven­
tilation! And remember, these bodie.s
are of All-Silent. All-Steel construction 
— so safe, so soothingly free from vibra­
tion, “tinnincss” and drumming.
Check on all the exclusive features 
Chevrolet brings you. Learn what owners 
themselves say about economy . . . “Up 
to 27 miles to the gallon of gas!” . . . 
“Never add a drop of oil!” . . . “Lowest 
upkeep costs in motoring!”
Then drive the car itself, and you’ll not 
only agree it's the best Chevrolet in his­
tory .. . you’l l  never be satisfied ivith le.ss 
than a Chevrolet for your money t
Don McLean Motors
Bernard Ave. Phone 207 Kelowna, B.C.
of labour disputes was made compul­
sory. In 1898, Old Age Pensions were 
introduced and a .minimum wage law  
was passed in 1899. The leader Of 
these reforms was Richard Seddpn, a 
Lancashire mechanic, who was Pre­
mier from 1893 till his death in 1906: 
The Government of New Zealand has 
owned the railroads since 1870 and the 
policy of public ownership and opera­
tion has been extended to telegraph, 
telephones and other utilities of public 
concern, such as coal mines.
New Zealand adopted compulsory 
military .training in 1910, and her 
troops did prompt and noble service 
during the world war pf 1914-18. They 
were in action first at Egypt and at 
Gallipoli and later on the western 
front. After the close of the war, the 
government by loans and by purchase 
of large estates, enabled several thou 
sand returned soldier's to settle on the 
land. This policy has resulted in 
large increase in agricultural produc­
tion. Indeed, New Zealand is the se­
venth largest sheep-producing country 
and fifth largest wool producing coun­
try in the' world.
In recent years^a carefully restrict 
ed policy of state aid for desirable im­
migrants has brought to this country 
many settlers from a ll. parts of the 
British Empire. Chinese and Japanese 
immigrants are rigorously excluded 
from the Islands.
There are 3,300 miles of Government- 
owned railroads, and they have roads 
that are described as “ribbons of con­
crete and asphalt.” On certain bridges 
and intersections,, signboards bear the 
inscription. “Motorists are required to 
give stock preference.”
Nevertheless in the period 1929 to 
1935. New Zealand was confronted, as 
practically all democi'hlic countries 
have been, with the problem of un­
employment. but the election of a La ­
bour Government in November. 1935. 
marked another great historical land­
mark in the development of this pro 
gressive territory. One of the'‘new 
legislative acts has to do with this spe­
cific problem of unemployment. It is 
now providecL that all relief works 
.shall be aboli.shed. and all such work 
in future shall be classed as “Standard 
Works.” The basic rate of pay for 
labourers shall be $4.00 per day. while 
the previou.s rates were S3.00 and $2.50.
A five-day week of 40 hours with the 
right to work on Saturday morning to 
make up for any time lost owing to 
bad weather, is arranged for.
Improved camp accommodation 
where necessary is required, with lib­
rary and radio installation, where pos­
sible, on large works. Suitable am- 
bulante and first-aid equipment must 
be kept at large works. Holidays with 
full pay are to be granted for all stat­
utory holidays, and an annual leave on 
full pay in accordance with the length 
1 of service; i.c., 5 days for one year’s 
j service, and 10 days for two or more 
j .years. Workmen transferred to other 
j .jobs are to be paid actual travelling 
I expenses niciirred plus ordinary rate 
j ©f .P^y for time taken in travelling, 
j This is considered. one of the best ar­
rangements of its kind in the world.
I The public works that have been un­
dertaken to employ these people are 
real and lasting. The Minister of Pub­
lic Works has discarded the wheel­
barrow in fav'our of the steam shovel, 
and is building good roads, railways; 
and aerodromes with modern machin-; 
ery. improving the country’s commun­
ications.
but* when accused of taking 2iuleilta 
with them they are unable to tell that 
she also spent thirty days in jail for 
fortune telling When the belligerent 
Turk, Abou Ben Mocha, comes after 
them. Jack feigns insanity in an effort 
to keep the irate father from attacking 
kiih, a i^  romps through looking for 
butterflms and picking potatoes from 
the ceiling. When convinced that Jack 
and Jerrj'  ^ have been away with Zul­
eika, Mabel and Virginia are marshall­
ed off home by their haughty mother.
The garden scene in the third act 
shows the girls still separated from the 
sinners, but Elmer Flannel and his 
Zuleika are married, with his bride 
accepted as the “dear baroness.” How­
ever, a little detective work has given 
Elmer the true story and he tells Mgbel 
and Virginia, who are relieved at the 
truth but still fearing mother.
With a love note' from Jack to Mabel 
going astray, Mary Ann climbs out the 
window to elope with McNutt bu^ 
lands in the arms of Jack. The house­
hold is aroused and explanations fol­
low, with Mrs. Barrington Bridger 
withdrawing her opposition and hus­
band and. wife and the lovers united, 
with Mary Ann and McNutt also de­
ciding to get married. Abou Ben Mocha 
finds'his Zuleika married to Elmer 
Flannel, who is no longer shrinking, 
and everybody is, happy.
Music between tlie acts was played 
by Mrs. W. E. Clements to give the 
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PENTICTON.—By the end oJ 
ruary, Penticton building permit 
the first two months of 1938 wilP  
ount to considerably in excess of 
000. The total to Feb. 17 was- $9,767,'' 
with $2,167 of that in January. The 
total for the two months last year was 
$2,195. . .
PETERS HEADS VERNON SCOUTS
VERNO N—R. Peters was named 
again President of the Vernon Boy 
Scout Association last week. Other 
officers are. Rev. and Hon. T. R. Hene- 
age. Honorary .President; H. G. Bar­
tholomew, Vice-President; Major H. R. 
Denison, Secretary-Treasurer; Mrs. Le- 
Blond, MeIndoe, S. P. Christensen, and 
A. A. Dennys, Executive.
ham, while a bridge drive was discuss­
ed to be arranged at the next meeting.
Mr. and Mrs. C. C. Heighway and 
daughter Peggy returned home on Sun­
day aftsfr a three months trip to'Cal­
ifornia.
W A K E U P  L IK E  
A  C A V E M AN
Two wedding days were celebrated 
at the meeting of 1he Women’s Aux­
iliary to the Canadian Legion held on 
Wednesday afternoon, that of the Pre­
sident, Mrs.- E. Ruffle, who was mar­
ried 43 years, and Mrs. F. Topham, a 
past president, married 34 years. A 
special cake in their honour had been 
made by Mrs. G; Lang, who acted as 
hostess with. Mrs. E . , Ruffle for" the 
afternoon. ■
The January bulletin was read, giv­
ing information about pensions and 
work in the Provincial Command. It 
was decided to raffle an afghan made 
by Mrs. R. N. Martin and Miss M. Cold-
Feel Full of Life—No More 
Tired, Dull, Heavy Mornings
Keep your Ihrer healthy and you’ll feal 
great every morning. When you wake qp 
feeling “rotten” your liver is out of order. 
Your liver clears the blood of poison*, 
separates the nourishing part of your food 
from the waste. Supplies ener^ to nuisdes, 
tissuesahdglands—gives out bile, the body's 
laxative, helps stomach, kidneys and in­
testines to work properly. A mere; bowel 
movement isn’t enough. “Fruit-a-tives” 
made from fruits and herbs, will strengthen 
and build up your liver like nothing else wiB. 
You’ll be apiazed how well you are every 
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Kur iHirmcr Charj^ccl With Run 
nin}f A  Skin Game— Hilarious 
Cross Examinations
'I’Ih; Kulliitid A.O.']’..S. t'lulj held npen 
lioiise oil Momhiy eveiiiiiK. Die Imiie.s 
beiijji iiiviled to tlie repul.ir Miijper 
rneetiiif; id. (5.H0 ji.m, mid then the ineel- 
iip; was thrown o))eii to the piililie Cor 
an I'veninji of paioit Cun in which die 
ineitibers took pari in a hilarious 
"Mock Trial" whicli jirovided plenty 
of ineriiment. not Die least humorous 
beiip; many unrehearsed iueidenis and 
mistakes made by llu^  jilayers.
The jiidi'e'.*; part was taken in a |.;iavi' 
and didnllled manner by R. IJ. McLeod, 
'riie proseciitinft attorney was F. L. 
Fjlzjialrick, while tlic- dc'Cense council 
was I). ii. (Fit Campbell. 'J'luy jilain- 
11(1' in tin- case was F. Mni.dorfI, die 
j^enial D.M.I.D., superintendent, who 
charged II. K. Ileatlie, (Gold Medal 
F6 .X Farm), with running a "skin 
Kame,”
Many witnesses were called ,but it 
wa.s sometimes difficult to tell whether 
they were giving evidence for or ag­
ainst the accu.sed. Cro.ss examinations 
provided opportunity Jor ciuite a lew 
local sallies, and in conclusion each 
counsel gave a long-winded harangue, 
at the conclusion of which it was 
doubtful if any honest person had ap­
peared in the court. Considering that 
tlie members only held one rehearsal 
the whole affair was vei*y creditable, 
and the audicneb enjoyed every min­
ute of the "trial”.
New Judge Of Ontario 
Supreme Court BOYSCOUT 
COLUMN
1st Koluwna Troop
Troop rir.st! Self Last! 
(By Scoutmaster)
Provincial G ran t  N e e d  C h ief 
Subject For D iscussion A t i  
Preventorium A n n u a lM eetin g^
Twenty Children Treated During Year W ith A ll Show­
ing Satisfactory Gains— Two Records Set— Board 
Re-elected—Appreciation Expressed To Individuals 
And Organizations
Th e  need for a grant from the provincial government and a fine statement of the year’s activities featured the annual meeting 
I of tte Gordon Campboll Preventorium held in the Royal Anne Hotel, The Seoul B„„iee.l whieh war her,I 
on Thursday afternoon. The attendance was small indicating that I m die Scout ll.ill on Tuc,sday was quite 
the public in general is quite in sympathy with the manner in which f^ '^‘;ce.ss. witli seventy Scouts and i
the Preventorium’s work among the children of the Valiev is beini? attending. The Scout mo-
carried nn ^  tlier.s. Mrs. R,. W. Brown. Mrs. Ben Hoy,
\A/i M ' I a. • . Mrs. J. Conway, Mrs. Perry, Mrs. i
W h ile  the general statement was quite as satisfactory as in Hooper, Mrs. D. Chapman and Miss |
Orders for tlie weeic commencing 
Tluirsday. February 21 .
DuUe.s; Oiderly patrol foj- tlie weeJc, 
Beaver.s, P.L. Erie Duggan; next for 
duly. Owls.
Rallies; Tlie Troop will rally at llic 
Scout Hull on Tuesday. Marcli 1st. at 
7.15 p.rn. Tliere will be a basketball 
prjictice on Friday, commencing at 7 
o’clock.
Sleighing parties have been popular 
of late. On Friday last the pupils of 
P. Snowsell held a sleighing party, ev­
entually arriving at the Glenmore 
home of Mr, and Mrs. E. Snowsell, 
where refreshmenks were partaken of 
prior to the return home to Rutland. 
On Tue.sday evening of this week the 
pupils of A. Humphrey went for a 
sleigh ride also, and visited the home 
of Mrs. K. Neave for refreshments and 
games.
The Rutland Local of the B.C.F.G.A. 
held a meeting in the Community 
Hall on Tuesday last at which a report 
on the recent convention was given in 
his usual excellent style by Mr. R. 
Whitman, one of the local delegates. 
Mr. A. K. Loyd and Mr. F. A. Lewis 
also addressed the meeting, giving de­
tailed and informative accou'hts of 
their recent visit to Eastern Canada to 
the Horticultural Council meeting, and 
‘ elaborating somewhat upon the pos­
sibilities of changes in the preference
George A. Urquliart, one-time assist- years, the m eeting w as o f the-opin ion that if the w ork  is wmiderful spread for j
ant. coiponition counsel under Sir to be carried on with the greatest efficiency and the best possible Ihil it
Henry Drayton and since IDRl a mem-| results, the on?anization m ust he ninrerl in n J .,! I |
ber of tile Ontario bar. lias been ap- 
jiointed to tlie Ontario Supreme Court.
H igh  Sch oo l 
[Highlights
, , , . -----■' . , ---- ims oppoi'iui
results, the organization must be placed m a position to function dur- their elforts in our behalf and also the 
ing the entire year and not merely during the summer months. who provided additional p ro -1
only way this can be done is to procure a building which can beD*^°”‘' banquet,
occupied during the winter months and this looks like a r.mcytc
possibility unless the provincial government comes to the society’s Scout Association; Mr. A. Gray, Scout-
aid with a grant.
Dr. G. A. Ootmar, in introducing the 
matter of a provincial grant emphasiz­
ed the fact that in previous years the 
grant had been refused on the grounds 
that patients without tuberculosis were 
being treated, but he now understands 
that the Vancouver Hospital i.s also 
taking patients without the disease and, 
nevertheless, is receiving the grant. 
“If a grant is being given to Vancouver 
under those circqpnstances, surely it 
is our right here in Kelowna to also 
have a grant,” Dr. Ootmar stated. 
“Surely we should get a grant if Van­
couver docs and I feel we .should 
strongly demand that some action be
IVJ'L.A. These gentlemen were immens­
ely interested, and Capt. Bull has been
master of the Rutland 'Troop; Pi Camp­
bell, Instructor for the Rutland Troop; 
Mr. E. C. Weddell, District Commis­
sioner; Bill Cro.ss, Cubmaster of the
The Glee Club is gleefully practising 
its pieces for the Musical Festival.
Some Jucky girls have been in Miss 
Gale’s choir for the past three years.
Perhaps it is a trifle early but the girls 
have the schooT.s best wishes for suc­
cess, We, of the Publications Club, 
are still hoping to publish the Valen-,, , 
tine number of the Naitaka soon. A I on our application for a grant,
.sea-monster should not have? many I reported that the
difficulties, but our Ogopogo has his jpolter was already being handled by 
share. On Friday, Feb. 19th, the mem- Cheyne and after- some discussion as 
hers of the Dramatic Club listened to means of approaching the
some interesting instructions in the art authorities the matter was left
of stage make-up. Miss Mabel Hall j • Cheyne’s hands,
was the model. j Twenty Admissilens
At the end of the boys’ basketball j Dr. Reba Willits, Medical Officer of 
tournament, the team captained by I the institution, reported that there had 
Eugene Ryan was the winner. This I been a total of twenty admissions dur- 
team is composed of Eugene Ryan j ing the past year, These consisted of 
capt., H. Henderson, C. Jackson, R. j seven boys arid thirteen girls, nine of 
Pearcy, J. Whillis and H. Kowahara. j whom were from the city and the re- 
A basketball team from the Towers j niainder from the surrounding district. 
College in New Westminster is going j extending as far south as Penticton, 
to be touring the Okanagan this week. | The ages ranged from three to twelve
Po"wJ;./Sl'CoHn.T„t“ p t o C p * -
sent hii... not met with any marked sue- A lt o  Iho loasl S  ih? King, the!
^  . . , . , Troops were asked to stand in a silent
Dr..Ootmar having informed the I toast to the departed brethren. P.L. 
Board that the Vancouver Preventor-J Eric Duggan proposed a toast to the 
lum IS entering other than T.B. cases I Scout Mothers and they were given 
and getting a grant, your Board is fol- three hearty cheers. The Scoutmaster 
lowing this up and trying to find out I welcomed the guests and proposed a 
a way we could get a grant, also. J toast which was replied to by Mr. Mug- 
“This year the Preventorium has ford. Acting P.L, Gordon Shugg pro- 
been under the cai’c of a new Matron, I posed a toast to Baden Powell, whose 
Miss N . Waddington, who came to us 81st birthday was on tine 22nd and Dis- 
woll recommended, and who has lived trict Commissioner E. 'C. Weddell re- 
up to her recommendations in every J pHcri, giving the boys quite a summary 
way, and who has been, of course, the] of Scouting and its meaning, 
person mainly responsible for the ma- Sports were then carried on between 
terial success of the work undertaken the two troops which consisted of a 
this year. ' j tandem relay pux'suit, which was won
“During the year, Penticton organiza- Kelowna Troop, and three tug
tions have .furnished us with the money being won by Rutland
to buy an excellent hospital bed and Kelbwna. A  treasure hunt
have themselves sent up the furnish-j staged in the Scout Hall for
ings for same, which are the very best fifteen minutes and was won
obtainable. A  hospital bed will' be of I P.L. Eugene Ryan. At the close of 
great advantage, as on those occasions evening the Rutland Scoutmaster, 
when one of our little patients is con- again thanked the Kelowna
fined to bed it is a back breaking task extended an invitation to
for the nurse, and none too comfortable to attend their annual function
for the patient in one of our little cots Rutland Community Hall on
A  new i. 1 ' Friday, March 11th. The combined
was added last spring to preveS thi then held t^ heir r e ^ a r  dismis-
extreme heal of the ik I  *^ 3" repeating the Scout Promise.
building, ^ d  this experiment met with scout ^ ? o p  local]ereat .sneeecc ____ i. I ®cout xxoop is me
_ They will meet the Kelowna High j years and six of the children were in
and tariff, in more detail than press. School team on Thursday night. . jfor the second season and one for the 
reports already published. A ll speak-j We often hear the Radio Club’s radio
ers were accorded a hearty vote of ‘ at noon-hours and in between periods Hr. Willits reported that all the 
thanks for their interesting addresses, j The highlight of the week was the S i r 'S "
visit to the school hv Mr MoPamrhPv I Some of the improveirient was
Mr MePaLh^Pv S S p ^  records for the
institution were set. One seven-year-
f  H ^  old giH gained sixteen pounds in 143has seldom heard such an educational - p  u uo
Miss Helen Hurd, a returned mission- 
-ary from Japan, gave an iriteresting 
address upon “Japan” on WednesdayV.*. .. fiuuiH iicciiu SUCH il j ucau i „„„„ j  i__
nnd interesting talk; many things,.such J
under the auspices 
Missionary Society.
of the Women’s
Trustees Harrison, Casorso and Mc- 
Murray left on Monday for Victoria 
to discuss irrigation matter? with Capt. 
C. R. Bull, M.L.A., and the Minister of 
Lands.
* • ♦ '
Miss June Carrieron returned on 
Thursday last from an extended visit 
to friends and relatives at Vancouver, 
B.C.. Tacoma, Wash., and Portland, 
Ore. Miss Cameron was away two and 
a half months. » ♦ ♦
Mrs. C. H. Bond returned on Monday 
from a visit to Vancouver, B.C.
The Rutland Scouts visited Kelowna 
’I’roop on ’Tuesdriy evening, Feb. 22nd
cameras a„d range flnders, were^fhown ^  S n l s ^ w a s T s ^ f n S . " "  
and explained to the members in de- • , c a
tail. The modern candid camera was! Financial Statement
taken apart and the workings shown,] The financial statement for the year 
On Tuesday. Mr. McCaughey showed J1937 showed that $1,881.91 had been re- 
also. a new type of lantern slide in ceived from donations and other 
which a 16 m.m. film is used, and talk-j sources, while the experiditures am-
ing pictures, to a delighted audience. J ounted to $1,629.44, leaving a surplus
He explained that in the future much J on the year’s operations of $252.47. The 
of the school work will be visual ed-1 balance ishowed that the land is car- 
ucafion. That is, lantern slides-Avill be jried at $1,200; the swimming pool at 
used to explain school work. $135.25; the building at $1,845.13; eq-
Thc .Junior Mafric pins have arrived I uipment, at $364.00. These items with 
and were enthusiastically received. It I the $225.78 in the bank and the $50.00 
i.s not hard to recognize a student Penticton cot account comprise the 
these days, ; what with sweaters, pins I assets of $3,820.16. ■ ,
and crests! ,| The liabilitsr side of the balance
sheet shows $622.50 unpaid balance of 
for a “Bun Feed” in honour of Baden I and accrued interest of $5.23. The
PowelTs 81st birthday.
And here, folks, is your last minute News Item —
W ar Is Declared I !
I UU ' ' — ........I 111 II ■ ...........  .1,.;
Fighting has broken out anew in the home of today! Are 
we going to SACRIFICE the H E A LT H , the ST R E N G TH  
and ^ e  P LE A SU R E  of our Canadian Women by subject­
ing ti^efn to countless hours of T O IL  and DISCOM FORT?  
— the ultimate effect of vvash day with the old time Wash­
ing Machine.
Stock weirs Litnited 
•say DeHnitely Mot
And the new Westinghouse Cushion-Action Washer is the 
unfailing proof of their convictions. When you have seen 
the Washer, nothing will be more to your satisfaction than 
a convenient home Demonstration.
OUR OUTST.VXDING H.-VKinVAKE SPECIALS THIS WEEK .VRE:
Large size, heavy weight Steel Fry Pans; each . : 39c
Medium size. Galvanized Wash Tub; each . .... .... $1.29
surplus of assets over liabilities was 
.$3,192.43.
Miss N. Waddington, the supervisor, 
in. her report stated that the total num­
ber of patient days was 1,886 and re­
viewed the year’s activities in the in­
stitution.
Scots Cheque, S100.30
W  .H. H. McDougall, Chairman of the 
Finance Committee, in  ^ brief review 
of the activities of his committee dur­
ing the year, urged that stronger ef­
forts for support be made this year. 
He felt that a more intensive appeal 
would bring results as it was his. op­
inion that many wei'e not approached 
for support last year! He believed that 
general interest in the work of the 
Preventorium was.increasing.' He pre­
sented a cheque which he had received 
from the Scots. The amount of $100.30 
was raised by the organization at a 
conccrt-dance held recently.
Express Appreciation 
A vote of thanks for services ren­
dered and support given, was passed 
in wliich was included the matron, the 
Ladies' Aid, the Courier, the service 
club.s, the barbers. Aho Royal Anne 
Hotel, the Women's Institutes, Dr. 
Shepherd and the Preventorium Board.
Board Ke-Electcd
great success and made life much 1 annual display | 
pleasanter in the hot days 1 will be put on in May, so if
“Ac +u 41. * ^ ’ 4. , ]  any Scouts have any new ideas, for
s regards the future of the Pre-j this year’s concert don’t forget to jot 
yentorium: There are many minor al-]them down and hand them in to us, 
terations and repairs to be undertaken 
on the building this spririg before we 
open up, and. your Directors have con­
sidered it advisable to try to accom­
plish some permanent work on the 
building also, with a view to some day 
making it possible to be used in win- | 
ter.
“Do a good turn daily!”
Orders for the week ending. Feb. 26:' 
The Troop will parade in the Com- I 
munity Hall on Friday at 7.45 p.m., in ] 
full uniform.
Duty Patrol: Kangaroos.
The attendance at last week’s meet-
“This brings me to a brief statement 
of the difficulties we find ourselves up 
against. As long as we only operate 
part time, we can’t have a school and 
a teacher, so that when we open in 
May we find many little patients who 
really need our care but who are not 
considered badly enough in need of 
that care to leave school, and we don’t 
get these children until the end o f,.
June. Then again it has nearly always high. 33-Scouts answer-
happened that more than half of those ]^”^ absence of the
children who are actually slated for Penticton, the meeting
the Preventorium in May, come down ] taken by Instructor D. H. Camp-
in April with some epidemic disease— * hell, 
last year this was whooping cough., _  _
So that from one cause or another we Troop attended a “bun feed” and
are seldom even half full till the mid- evening in the Kelowna Scout
die of June, and patients begin leaving Tuesday evening, Feb. 22nd,
for school again in September. guests of the 1st Kelowna Troop.
“If wp „„ oil j l^ h e  affair was in honour of tife 81st
buildinTwririasShonlron^'^P^^^^^ “B -P ” ^s the founder of
er, all these difficulties would be e?hS- r  Baden Powell is affec-
inated, but the almost insurmountaWeMl^’^ ^^^^^rtifapiiHir o»•.v^ oov.>. u„... r_ .-r f - I  leaders sat down to an excellent sup-difficulty appears here—how is it to 
be financed? Yes. we might get the per served by Kelowna ladies, andmnnpv for tho ™ j "  I afterwards toasts were drunk to The
S S S ,  S  how ‘aS'ou‘t° coneclteg h?” ®;
and every year-fo r operations. competing for the honours in a friendly
J-iast year, you will hear, we ran spirit. The Kelowna boys won the 
on an expenditure of just over $1,600, pursuit relay, while in the tug-of-war 
hundreds of dollars worth events the results were more even.
Of gifts in the shape of fruit and vege- . The Kelowna Troop was invited to 
tables that would not be forthcoming pay a return visit to Rutland on Fri^ 
m the winter, and other expenses day. March 11th. a date to which all 
higher too. the Scouts will no doubt look forward
These are questions I want you to [ for another evening' of good fun. 
consider, and an opportunity to speak Twenty-six Rutland Scouts attended 
made later on. the Kelowna affair, and the boys are
bo leaving this matter now for your indebted to Messrs. Mugford, Wilson, 
fiiluie consideration. I would like to Bond and Campbell for assistance with 
finish by thanking all members.of my I transportation 
Board for their co-operation and loyal
help during the past .year, and feel .it 
niy duty in thi.s connection to mention 
' the Finance Chairman and Past Pre GLENMORE
I .sident Mr. W. H. H. McDougall and
Building ^Chairman, I The Glenmore . W .A .. held its first 
Ml. Albert Carneron, who have so ably meeting rit the home of Mrs. Loudoun, 
devoted many hours of brno and given on. Wednesday of last week. Deep 
f  thought to the Gordon Camp- snow prevented a large attendance, but
a very good meeting was held; It was 
under the ( su.ggested that a community supper of
The board of directors for 1937 was 
re-elected for the coming year. The 
members ol the Board include S. M.
Gore.-W. H. H. McDougall, R. Chc.yne.
P. E., Knowles, of Summcrland; W. R.
Trench, 'Vancouver: Dr. J. M. Largo. T.
F. McWilliams, S. R. Davis, J. Galbraith.
W. Flardy. A. J. Cameron. Mrs. T. F. Mc­
Williams. President of Ihc Women'.s- 
Auxiliary, and Dr. Reba Willils Medi- '“ -‘^ ''arly for llieir efforts on Tag Day, 
cal Officer. Mi.ss E. C Moore was made it such a huge success
bell Preventorium.
“The Ladies' Auxiliar.y 
able direction of Mrs. T. F. McWilliams 
merits my heartfelt thanks, mo.st par-
Wan AemiUii yllimiqli
SUM IIF E  OF C A N A D A
Ijocal Agents:
.CHILD EDUCATION 
■ FAMILY PROTECTIONHEAD OFFICMviON.TBfAl._______________ __
S. R. D .W IS  - - - K. C. ATKINSON
Mui liuoii Block, Kelown.-v, B.C.
/
re­
appointed as Secretary-Treasurer. The 
President and Vice-Pre.sicienl will be 
elected by the Board at its fir.st mcet- 
ing.
President’s Address
with $423.00 proceeds, and I must men- 
tion in this list of ‘Special Mentions’ 
Mr. J. W, Hughes—if just seefned as 
1 thou,gh Mr. Hughes couldn’t give en- 
1 oiigh.
S  M  n n r r .  P r o e r r i i . . ^ i  .. f 1 1  r .  ^ I ' I . w o u l d  l i k e  t o  t h a n k  e s p e c i a l l y ,
in .,i"todV e».^ato  ' I W nm , for her i.n.irfng In-
I regret exceedingly to open m.v vc- ' 
port With a reference to the loss by 
death, during the past year, of ouV 
valued Director. Mr. A. S. Wade. Mr. 
Wades advice was often sought and 
was always .sound 'and he has been 
sadly missed from our Board meetings.
“I am not going into facts and sta­
tistics, as you will receive all those in 
the reports which follow mine, and 
will coiiiine my rcmarlvs t.o a few gen­
During the year the Preventorium 
was visited by Mr. and Mrs. T. G. Nor­
ris and by Capt. Bull, ouf 'present
if- .
tercst • oh our 'obhair 'and many hours 
of her valuable time given freely and 
always with her pleasant smile; Miss 
N. Waddington. on whoso shoulders 
fell so much of tlie responsibility, and 
who was always so pleasant to all and 
kept up such a high standard of gains 
in health- of our patients, and was 
Miss E. C. Moore for lier efficient ser­
vice as secretary.
“Just recently the Scots came for­
ward and put- on a wonderful dance 
and concert on our behalf, and while 
the amount of the proceeds is not yet 
made public I understand it is going 
to make a very handsome addition to
some kind be held in the near future 
and definite arrangements were to be 
made Thursday at the home of the 
President, Mrs. L. E. Marshall.
Mr. Archie Rankin spent a few days 
in the Ho.spitaI last week, with blood 
poinsoning in the hand. He returned 
home on Wednesday and is quite well 
again.
Mr. E. Harlwick returned home from 
the Hospital oh Sunday and is pro­
gressing favourably. though still un­
able to be out.
She: "This i.s an ideal spot for a
picnic."
He: “It fnust be. Fifty million insects 
can’t be wrong."
our c.xchequer.
"Thanking you for your attention 
and assuring you of the pleasure it has 
been to me to act as your President 
during the past year.” -
.1
1 C ! ' '9K TC* w * '
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PRICEH EFFECriVE FRI., SA’T. and M ONDAY, I'Ell. 25 - 26 - 28
M E A T  D E P A R T M E N T
n CHOPSM IL K  FED STEAK
R O L L E D
R O A S T
VEA L 18c '“ 20c 1 *" I9c
HAMBURGER STEAK -  -  2 LBS. 19c
L A R G E  B O L O G N A — per pound 18c
B L A D E  R O A S T — per pound ............. 14c
^GROCERY D E P A R T M E N T
JAM "FItASEK VALLEY" S’niAWBEKIlY (Pectin)4 LB. TIN 49c
W  AYLMER ChoicelO c
Bakeasy per lb. I 4 c




HEINZ STRAINED INFANT FOODS
Cereal, apricots, prunes, mixed greens, green 
beans, tomatoes, vegetable soup, beets, car­
rots, spinach, peas, etc. (4i/l oz. tins.)
A F T E R  D I N N E lR l v H N T ^ ^  ib.^ ^^ ^^ ^^ 1 I9c
“B L U E  R IB B O N ” Baking Powder— 1 lb. tins ....  20c
“EM PR ESS” COFFEE-^—3 lb. wide mouth jar ..... $1.19
MARMALADE O^range; 32 33c
H E IN Z  S P A G H E T T I— 17 oz. tins; 2 f o r ............  .... 25c
“EM PR ESS” V IN E G A R — white or malt; 26 oz, btl... 19c, 
B A D E R S ’ B ISC U IT S— (^  varieties) rilL  21c
R O L L E D  O ATS— quick or regular; 6 lb. sk.............  35c
H O N E Y  G R A H A M S— I.B.C. (cello) pkge77Z  
O R ANG ES— medium size “Sunkist” ; 2 doz. ........... 35c
We Reserve The Bight To Lim it Safeway Stores Ltd.
W H E M  S H E  A S M S  VOBB
^ a t i e e i ' !
Q H E ’LL be delighted, for she knows what deli- 
^  cious, appetizing, meals can be made with 
Canadian Fish and Shellfish.
There are over 60 different kinds o f Canadian 
Fish and Shellfish that are simply grand, eating! 
Every one o f them can be served in a variety of 
tempting, tasty recipes fit for a king. Fish is 
easily digested, nourishing, one of the best health 
foods you can eat. It is the great source o f vita­
min ”D ”, the sunshine vitamin that builds sturdy, 
healthy bodies, .sound bones, good teeth,. and 
helps to maintain glowing vitality
Have fish meals more often in your home. Make 
'Any Day A  Fish Day”. Fish iis an economical 
food  and there arc so many varieties, in such 
delightful dishes tfiat you will never tire o f it.
DEPARTMENT OF FISHERIES, 
OTTAW A.
W R I T E  F O R  F R E E  B O O K L E T
Oepartmenc of Fisheries,
Please .sciul me your free 52■pa,^e booklet, ".\ny 
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PENTICTON. Feb. 24. In 
snow and iduyli vvliicli has made it:; 
upiHs'iiancc durin;; lln! pa.st wi-ek. as 
a Kcidh' K'luiiidiT llial, winter had to 
have a la.st lliii)'. spriiij; actually In 
clo.se at hand. A lndt(;rlly lia.s been 
found near I’lntielop 'at Osoyou.s), be- 
Infj cai)tured at the liour of I p.in., 
Monday, February 21, by Eric II. Sill- 
ett, Canadiat) Immi/tration Inspector.
MAY IIAIHE MILIi KATE
PENTICTON. Feb. 21. -In .spite of 
the fad that e.\pens(\s for I’enticton's 
.school:; will be over .$(),()()() hi(',her for
l!):ill than for la;;t year, the inuidcipal- 
ity will be called on for an increase of 
oidy aijproxinialely .$2,000. TTiis would 
reijVe.setd slichtly over one mill of the 
tax rate. At the pre:;ent time a null 
yields in the neif'hbourhood of $2,(100.
PHONE GORDON'S 178 & 179
DKISKE'r OF I5EEF
2 iioiiiids for ............................... 25c
IlKEAST OF LAMB
2 poiimls for ........................ 25c
I,EG ROASTS of FORK
I’er pound .................................... 18c
Celery Ileiirts Lettuce Cauliflower Sprouts Carrots
Onions 'runii|is CablJftge I’aivsnips
S M O K E D  P A C IF IC  K IP P E R S ; per lb .......... 12c
P R IM E  F IL L E T S  of F R E S H  C O D ; per lb .... 19c
Shoulder Roasts of Lam b Round Steak Roasts o f Beef
Couketl Meats Hams Baeoii Weiners Butter
IMekles Cheese Eggs Manitoba Wliltc Fish
MUSHROOMS OYS'l’ERS ill 8 oz. and 16 oz. Jars.
D. K GORDON LIM ITED
PROVISIONERS PHONES: 178 and 179












B E G IN S  FE B . 28th
A  T R E A T
FOR ANY MEAL 
OF THE DAY
Try Pancakes with Bacon*— ^
We slice Swift’s Premium while you wait.
Try Pancakes with Maple Syrup—
We have the 100% pure article.
Try Pancakes with Honey^ —
You can’t beat Pearcey’s local product.
Try Pancakes with Butter—•
“Kelowna Creamery’’—as good as the best.





has been their pulley, not t<» make any 
regnlalinn wliicb would favour any 
one variety as opposed to any other. 
It would also be a mistake to introduce 
into the Hoard any .sectional fi'clinj'.
PLAN TO BOOST 
VERNON BUILDING
(Continued from I’agc 1)
(piolcd ill llu: Ik'iitidoii Herald as be- 
p.iimiiig his j'emarks:
"III consideriip; (he standard con­
tract . "  and as ending them with
“'The pnipnseci standard contract is
and jilaci- on the Hoard any inembe 
whose duly it was to favour any dl; 
triet against any othm', whether norti 
or south.
’That the Winesap;: have not sulTere< 
at till' expense of the McIntosh i 
shown by the fact that /power;:’ n 
turns in recent years for the two va 
rielies when solil on the dome;;lie marjust one more move lo put the ;;row-
ers in a posilion of complete subjee-I in(|icati: a return of almost doiibh
for Wiiiosaps as compai'cd to McIntoshtion.’’
’The atlaek, however, is made not 
only on the pro))osed standard con 
tract, Init on the growers or/;ani/.ation 
/;eiierally, and cerlain words and phra 
sen reported as liavin;' been used by 
Mr. Miller seem (n point clearly to 
hands, which in tlie past liave loached 
out by ollK'r suljtle means to tear down 
/irowers’ or/;ani/,atioiis Ijy sowin/f dis­
cord and seclional Jealou.sy.
Mr. Miller, probably believes many 
of Hie statemenls lie ihacle at tliat 
moetin/; and lie appears to liave con 
viiiccd a Iar/;i' majority of tlio.se pre­
sent at tlie mei'ling I lull tliey were 
true.
Witli reference to marketing and 
marketing schemes, tlie Hoard repre-
Aiiollier general comiilaint si'ems 
be I lad Hie cartel re/;ulatinns facilitate 
Hie movement of early apples and ina 
judice or ri'lard Hie movement of Hie 
later varieties. 'Tills is in no way so 
Cartel re/'ulations liave no iKSirln/,; 
wlialever on Hie movement of early 
varieties as oiiiiosed to late varietie.s 
As a remedy for Hu: supposed iiu:(|ua! 
ity, Mr. Miller sug/;e.sl.s that, all a/ipli 
sliould be ill one cartel, 'i’liis remedy 
if followed, would bring about Hie 
ver.y coiiditiun of vvlHcli lie now coin 
plains, and would result in the retard 
ing of Hie movement of one variety o 
class, by the movement of im.y variety 
or clas.s, and particularly would place 
the souHiern districts at a disadvant
seats the growers, and tlio.se wlio lead -piie idea of one cartel is the hope
one .'-■ection of Hie growers into attacks 
on Hie otiier seclion.s, and attack a 
contract designed for Hie growers’ bcii- 
etit and for the belter control of slii|i- 
pers, .should at least state true facts, 
and not twist and distort Hieni. Tlie 
proposed contract was not prepared by 
tlie Board, or suggosted by the Board, 
but by two growers marketing tiieir 
fruit tliroLigli independent shippers.
Referring first to the proposal to 
change the scheme from a three man 
Board to :> one man Board, little need 
be said about this except that the 
Plans Committee wliieh so thoroughly, 
discussed the matter on behalf of al
of certain sliippcrs and lias been often 
projiosed and as often rejected by 
lar/ie majority.
From time to time elTorts liave been 
made to break down tlie growers’ or 
ganization b.y fomenting a .spirit , of 
north versus soutli, and like all ollie 
subtle propaganda, this spirit seems to 
be difficult to combat. Mr. Milk; 
states that:
“’Tlie Board gave an iinmcdiate 
' I’cloase on McIntosh.’’
’This is in line with the usual subtle 
propaganda, for although he does not 
I say so, it is clearly implied that a re 
lease was not given on other varieties
growers preliminary to the piepaia-1 otlier varieties, except
lion of the scheme rejected this idea. | late Sundries such as Ben Davis
It has on numerous occasions since 
been suggested, particularly by the 
Coldstream Local, and has been re 
peatedly rejected by the growers. If, 
however, growers generally wish to 
make any alteration in the scheme, 
theirs is the power.
The resolution is based chiefly on an 
implication that tlje southern districts 
are in some way discriminated against 
by the present scheme. The first an 
swer to this is that it is not so. A l-
etc., were I'olcased on October 15th 
It has been repeatedly stated by th  ^
Board that no order or regulation holds 
back any variety after it is in a con 
ditioii to be marketed, and neither Mi 
Miller nor any other person has ever 
been able to mention any regulation 
which had that effect.
Ml*. Miller complains that the price 
of $1.30 for Extra Fancy, $1.20 for Fan 
cy. and 90c for F. and F. was a high 
price for McIntosh, and that it slowed
It is rather surprising to find a grow 
er complaining that these are high
though the Board has heard this argu-■ qales 
ment advanced by many southern | ^ 
growers, neither Mr. Miller nor any
other grower has been able to point, McIntosh. As a matter of
fact -they are the same prices for Ex 
tra Fancy and Fancy as prevailed in 
1934 and 1935; and while it is true that 
the Face and Fill were priced higher 
than 1934 and 1935, not trouble what
Serve them different ways at different meals !
McKenzie The Grocer
PHONE 214
out any regulation of the Board or 
Company which, in any way discrim­
inates against any southern grower, or 
against any particular variety or vari 
eties of apples, or against any southern 
district.
'It would appear from the resolution 
that southern growers have been led 
to believe that no 'mfember of the 
Board has the interests of the south at 
heart. This is too obviously an effort 
to create sectional jealousy for the 
purpose of breaking down the growers’ 
organization, and hardly- merits any 
contradiction, for it is well known that 
my own ranch is situated in Penticton. 
My revenue last year from my Wine- 
saps alone was $2,000. It is on my 
volume of Winesaps and the returns 
from -them that I rely almost entirely 
for any hope of profit from my ranch.
It is well known too that, although 
Mr. Hembling’s ranch is situated at 
O'yama, he produces more Winesaps 
than McIntosh and is also a large pro­
ducer of Rome Beauties. It should, 
therefore, be obvious that we would 
hardly lend ourselves to some nefari­
ous scheme which would adversely af­
fect the returns for Winesaps or place
ever has been experienced in disposing 
of the Face and Fill McIntosh at this 
price, and when the one-desk plan was 
entered into they had been nearly all 
disposed of.
Neither thfe price nor the regulations 
in effect to that date had slowed up 
sales, as Mr. Miller indicates, for, of 
the McIntosh variety, by January 15th 
we had sold 897,000 boxes as compared 
with 723,000 to the same date in 1935 
and had sold, of the total crop, on the 
domestic markets of Canada to Decem­
ber 4th, 1,621,000 of the 1937 crop as 
compared to 1,669,000 for 1936; 1,400,000 
for 1935; and 1,464,000 for 1934.
It is not true as Mr. Miller states 
that:
“The Tree Fruit Board maintain 
fancy prices and the movement of 
apples on to the market is conse­
quently exceedingly slow.’’
We are somewhat surprised to learn 
that Mr. Miller, or any other grower.
that 'variety at any disadvantage, as regards the prices being obtained this 
compared to any other variety. year as fancy, and it is not true that
The general answer, however, should 1 the movement has been slow* To Jan- 
be that the members of the Board are! uary 29th, the total sales were 1,941,000 
elected by growers and represent all in 1937; 1,981,000 in 1936; 1,967,000 in 
fruit growers, and that it is, and always 11934. (1935 has not been mentioned be­
cause that was the frost, year, but the
m
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A C T IO N I
D AM G Etit
D O A M A I
A D V E M T U R E I
D A R IN Q I
R O M A N C E I
• PAT O’ BRIEN 
WAYNE MORRIS 
GEORGE BRENT




February 28th and March 1st
Wednesday and Thursday
February 23rd and 24th
■XT
The Most Glorious Musical 
of The Year !
CANTOR
topping Eddi* . . .  
hit •making 20th 
^n tu ry > F oK  top-




• ROUND YOUNG 
LOUISE NOViCK
ntflBli FieM * Aba Baelnn 
IqbuA Seitt IW«t
D O N A L D ’S OSTRICH
DISNEY CARTOON .
CRIME DOESN’T PAY
M ETRO N E W S
Golden voiced Irene Dunne, dashing 
Randolph Scott, leading a cast of 
thousands in the mightiest adven­
ture-romance of them all.
SIX SO NG  H IT S  !
“Can I Forget You?’’
“High, Wide and Handsome.’’ 
“Folks Who Live on the Hill.” 









D O R O T H Y  L A M O U R  
A K IM  T A M IR O F F  
and B E N  B L U E
EXTRA !
P O P E Y E  C A R TO O N
SPORTLIGHT
KIDS! YO U R  S A T U R D A Y  W E S T E R N  T R E A T  A T  1.30 p.m.BRING YOUR NABOB CO U PO N S“ GHOST TOWN GOLD”
figures for that year was 1,716,000) 
There is no indication here that the 
movement has been slow, compared to 
other years.
Mr. Miller makes this ridiculous 
statement
It is not enough for the Tree Fruit 
Board that the late varieties grown in 
the south are sidetracked until prac­
tically all McIntosh in cold storage, 
usually disposed of by January 15th at 
the latest, are still being marketed in 
February, and the southern gi*owers 
are still further discriminated against 
in those apples actually released.
It has been pointed out that no re­
gulation in any way sidetracks any one 
variety for any other, and no reason 
whatsoever exists why Winesaps could 
not all be sold in October, if the buy­
ers want them.
It is not true as indicated by Mr. 
Miller that the small size Winesaps 
and Newtowns have been banned from 
the Canadian market, while McIntosh 
have been allowed to take their place. 
The reverse is true. No size regula­
tions have been made with respect to 
Winesaps at all in previous years and 
shippers have been free to market any 
.size pn the Canadian market, whereas 
the size of McIntosh which could be 
marketed on the Canadian market has 
been anf^ually limited for the most 
part to 150’s and larger, the only ex­
ception being that on November 20th, 
owing to the necessity of reducing the 
volume to be placed bn the domestic 
market, B.C. Tree Fruits Limited pro­
hibited the marketing of WineSaps on 
the markets of (janada smaller than 
180’s, and at the same time increased 
the size of McIntosh and Delicious to 
138’s, these rcgulation.s to apply to 
Extra Fancy and Fancy only.
Mr. Miller’s .remarks are so full of 
inaccuracies that it is hardly worth 
while to discuss them, but space may 
be taken to point out a number of 
them and merely state that tl'x^ y arc 
not accurate.
It is hot true that the Company:—  
“Advocated a one-desk plan.”
This plan was unanimously agreed to 
by the Board and tho shippers in com­
bined meeting. It was ppt advocated 
by anyone, but merel.v adopted by 
general agreement as the sane and sen­
sible thing to do.
It is not tfue that the 
“shippers asked that if dump could 
not be avoided the off varieties 
should be dumped in preference to 
the more expensive apples in order 
to lessen the loss to the growers.” 
’The entire purpo.se of tho one-desk 
plan was to obtain for the grower tho
VERNON, Feb. 21.- I'liiiiy are now 
inuli'i- way Hi iironiuti' I'lirllu'r iiilere.sl 
ill Hii' Iloiiie liii|)rov«'iiK'iit Plan aiui 
Doininiuii Housing Act in Hie Vernon 
di.striet. R. I’eters i;; (.Jiairnian ami 
Cajil. 11. I’. Cooinbers, Seeretaiy, of a 
eoininittee placed in eliarg.i' of Hiis 
worlc. U i;; jilanned to a.slc for contri­
bution:: lip In $120 to carry out an ad­
vert isin/; campaign, to pusli Hie catn- 
pai/',n. Tlu: Vancouver commillee will 
liUi'Iy .send in a -man to .s|)calc on Hie 
.subject.
bi'st po.s.sible return from Hie market. 
;md to Hie best of Hu'ir ability Hii' 
Hoard and Hie sliij)|)i:r.s wlio ai'e doin/j 
Hie actiud selling are carryin/’ out 
Hiat |)urpose.
It is not true tliat Hiere was any 
“gontleinen’s agreement” willi Hie sliip- 
pers as sug/fcsled by Mr. Miller. Tlu: 
agreement witli Hu: sliiiipers witli re- 
s|)eel to tlie one-desk plan is a valid, 
binding, written contract, and is avail­
able for any person lo see, and no 
other agreement wlialsoever exists or 
did exist.
Tliere Jias been considerable dilTer- 
once of opinion as to whether the pol­
icy of reducing some varieties to 70c 
was the best policy to adopt, but the 
policies adopted are decided upon after 
a full di.seussion between the three 
members of tlie Board and tlie Sales 
Committee, consisting of Mr. McNair, 
representing the Associated Growers, 
Mr. Lander, representing Sales Service, 
and Mr. Montague, representing all 
otlier sliippers. We know, of no rea- 
.‘jon why Mr. Miller should feel that 
without being familiar with the nece.s- 
sary details of ojicration, he is able to 
formulate a better policy than that ad­
opted by these six persons who have 
formed tlie present policy. Only time 
will tell whether* the policy adopted 
was wise or unwise.
The policy adopted was fully dis­
cussed at a meeting of all tho shippers 
held in Kelowna on January 28th, and 
at that meeting a vote of confidence 
in tho Sales Committee was passed 
unanimously. Mr. Miller’s shipper was 
represented at that meeting.
It is therefore pure nonsense for Mr. 
Miller to suggest that 
“The Tree Fruit Board is now car­
rying out a policy to which the 
shippers are opposed.”
Meetings are being held to acquaint 
the growers with the true facts of the 
situation and the books, records, and 
statistics of the Board have at all times 
been open to all growers for inspec­
tion and any grower who wishes to do 
so may easily verify for himself any 
statements or facts or figures used by 
the Board.
It is the Board’s intention to hold a 
meeting at Oliver in the near future 
so that the growers may be given an 
opportunity of learning the true facts 
for themselves.
Typhoid Outbreak Conditions Right 
M ed ica l Health O fficer  States, 
Urging M o re  Public Co-operation
Great Amount of Moisture Makes Conditions for Outbreak 
Ideal—Dr. Ootinar Urges Individuals Co-operate 
With Health Authorities .To Keep City Free Of 
Typhoid Fever—Vacciiie Available Without Charge
D K. G. a . Ootrnar, Medical Health O fllccr of the C ity of Kelowna, 
in a statement to the Courier on W ednesday said that conditions 
were favourable for an outbreak o f typhoid fever in the district un­
less necessary precautions were taken. The excessive amount of 
moisture in the mountains and the probable high water levels which 
w ill come with the melting o f the mountain snows, provide a condi­
tion which is favourable for typhoid fever.
Dr. Ootrnar said:—
"Willi 75 iier eeiil mure iiuii.sturt' in 
till' moimtain.s Ilian Hie aveni/je I’or Hie 
pa.sl 2.2 year.s wo are I'acecl witli Hie 
po.ssibilit.y oi\ Hood.'; tliis year, and Hiii; 
in turn will carry witli it Hie Hireat 
of an niilbreali ol typhoid lever.
"Our milk .supply in the city is al­
most all iiastcurized and that whieli is 
not, is kept under strict supervision 
and Hie City water supply is -ilways 
subjected lo tests at regular inter­
vals and lias alwa.ys beCn found to be 
clear of an.y eontaminnlion. so tliat 
from tlicse sources we do not nooil to 
be afraid of any spread of the disease.
“However, in Hie city tliere are per­
sons wlio are carriers of Hio disease. 
This means that the.v arc in perfect 
liealtli and yet at limes tliry excrete 
Hie t.vphoid germs. Due to the very 
lo.yal co-operation of tlie.se people, for 
which we are all grateful, they are 
not a'danger lo the community, .so long 
as they continue to follow all instruc­
tions given to them.”
“We are faced with the pos.siibility 
of high water this year and this" in 
turn will cause many septic tanks to 
overflow and will be source of infec­
tion that no one , can fully avoid.
“The only way in which we can pre­
vent infection of the individual is to 
pi’epare the body for any invasion of 
typhoid germs.
“In this day this is an easy mattei*. 
It was once the method for immunisa­
tion to inject people three times sub­
cutaneously with typhoid vaccine. As 
time went on we found that immunity 
can be obtained by taking^  ^on three 
successive mornings one half tea- 
spoonftil of vaccine in water or milk, 
one half hour before breakfast.
“There is no objectionable taste to 
our vaccine, some hundreds of people 
have taken it without any ill effect 
and I would urge the people of Kelow­
na to immunise themselves against the 
disease by the above simple method. 
Then, even if the whole town was
WELL-KNOWN VERNON MAN DIES
VKRNON; Feb. 24.—A well known 
re.'iident of HiLs city for llu: past' 28 
years, Frederieic Jolin Ricketts died in 
Hie Vernon Jubilee Hospital on Mon­
day afternoon lii;;t. and ills passiii/; 
came a.'; a disHnet shock to a largi' 
number of friends.
DICK FARKINSON GRINS AS
COAST I'AFEKS SNAP PIIO'I’O
Dick Parkinson, who was elected 
President of Hie British Columbia Jun­
ior Cliambcr of Commeree at the meol- 
ing in New Westmin.sler Inst week, 
galliered .some publicit.y unto hiinselt 
when his picture appeared in both ol 
the Vancouver dailies. The genial 
Dick was grinning liappily ns the sliut- 
ters flashed on each occasion.
NEW GAME CLUB OFFICIALS
VERNON, Feb. 24.—President F. M. 
Mackay, of the Verjjon and District 
Fish and Game Protective Association, 
who succeeded Frank Boyne recently, 
has announced the officeivs for tlie 
year. L. A. Lang is the new Vice-Pre­
sident. A. A. Dennys is .Secretary and 
George Hopping. Treasurer.
under water, no person who has been 
so immunised would conti’act the dis­
ease.
“For a good many years Kelowna 
has been kept free from typhoid and 
we must do all that we can to keep 
the city free. It is up to the public 
to aid us in this. '
“The vaccine is distributed free. Call 
615L, the Laboratory, or write, and it 
will be prepared and distributed as 
required:
‘.‘Help us in this way to keep Ke­
lowna a typhoid-free city.” .
F m i u r i r i g  i n  s t o c k  i o d a y ,  o u r
N ew  Spring Models
SliP'On Coats' Spore Coats
h
S p r i n g  S u i t s
W O R ST E D S  —  T W E E D S  —  D O NEG ALS. 
In all the new Patterns and Styles
and$27-50 $30-00
SPO RT CO ATS SL IP -O N  TO PPE R S  
$1 5 . 0 0  and $ J g .9 5  ' $ 2 0 - 0 0
irt
The new made-to-measure samples are How in 
stock and are wonderful values. Gorhe in and. 
look them over. , -
FASHION GRAFT AND
SHIFFER HILLMAN




“BENCH-TAILORED” by FASHION CRAFT 
Twelve Good Reasons Why You Should Treat 
Yourself To, “Beheh-TaUored” Clothes





Hand padded collar- 
.smartcr rolled effect.
Hand padded lapel—always 
tailored good appearance.
Hand padded hymo front—gives coat comfort, 
grace and softness.
Hand made coat edges—are very thin and 
will not swell.
Hand basted shoulders and under collar—re­
tains snugness at ne l^c. ,
Hand felled collar top and bottom—holds the 





Hand made button holes—wear longer.
Hand felled trouser curtain—keeps waist snug 
and neat.
Hand sewn buttons—heavy linen thread used 
in hand sewing, prevents lost buttons.
Hand felled body and sleeve lining—will never 
drag when putting on or taking off coat and 
body lining won’t sag below edge of coat  ^
Hand off pressing—gives lasting shape to the 
fine tailoring.
You can play a vigorous game of golf or in­
dulge in a little private wrestling practice 
without injuring the appearance of the gar­
ment. It’s the “making” that counts in “bench 
tailored” clothes..
Geo. A. Meikle, Ltd.
QUALITY MERCHANDISE W
‘h ti
. ......... ...... ...... . .
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